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Qenya Noun Structure J. R. R. Tolkien 

Foreword 

In the early 1930s J. R. R. Tolkien composed an extensive treatment of part of the grammar of 
Qenya which now bears only the title Declension of Nouns. The manuscript consists of 67 
pages, composed in ink on the so-called "Oxford paper" which Tolkien used starting in 1924 
and throughout his employment at the University.1 In a brief introductory section he 
compares the categorization of noun-stems according to their etymological forms in Eldarin 
with the classification of nouns according to the final syllables that developed historically in 
Qenya. Tolkien also describes the practical divisions of "the actual Qenya declensions" and the 
case formations "made with sufficient regularity to be admitted to the so-called declension." 
The body of the text is organized around eight types of declension: vocalic (I) a-stems, (II) a
stems, and (Ill) e-stems; semivocalic (IV) f-stems, and (V) a-stems; consonantal (VI) polysyllabic 
stems, and (VII) monosyllabic stems; and (VIII) various irregular noun-stems. 

The Declension of Nouns (DN) includes the . full paradigms for about 30 nouns, with the 
declensions outlined by indicating variations for another 50 or so. For eight of these - kirya 
'ship', ilduma 'heaven', ondo 'stone', untamo 'enemy', lasse 'leaf', tari 'queen', veru 'husband', and 
ner 'man' - Tolkien arranged the paradigms in tabular form with parallel columns for the 
singular and plural forms (and the dual for tari, veru and ner) and with numbered rows for the 
cases, the designations for these numbered cases being identified explicitly only in the first 
table. These declension tables are reminiscent of the "Qenya Declensions" from the late 1920s, 
three versions of which were included in Early Elvish Poetry and Pre-Feanorian Alphabets, and in 
this sense DN constitutes Version 4 of this sequence of declensions. 2 

Notes on poetic, archaic, and Old Qenya variant forms of the vocalic stem inflexions are 
given together after the tables for these declension types, and similarly for the semivocalic 
stems after the tables for those. This is followed by an introductory discussion of the 
inflexions of the consonantal stem nouns (i.e. those with uninflected nominative case ending 
in a consonant) , and how these coincide with or differ from the inflexions of the vocalic and 
semivocalic stems. In presenting examples of these Tolkien begins with the monosyllabic 
stems (declension VII) and follows this with the dissyllabic and polysyllabic stems (VI), 
designating these types as A and B respectively. Each of these two types is subdivided into (i) 
those stems ending in a single consonant, and (ii) those ending in a consonant group which is 
simplified to a single consonant in the nominative; and there is a type B (iii) of old compounds 
with reduced second element, e.g. kaimasan ('bedroom'), with stem kaimasamb- (the second 
element being a vocalic stem sambe when used as a separate word) . The examples for types B 
(i) to (iii) are introduced by an additional note on the origins of these forms. 

Comparison of the inflected forms in the full paradigms of the nouns presented in DN with 
those in Version 3 of the Qenya Declensions shows how close they are in conception. Thus 
among the singular forms of kirya both versions include nominative kiryan, (endingless) 
accusative kirya, dative kiryar, genitive kiryo, allative kiryanta, ablative kiryallo, locative kiryasse, 
adjective kiryava, and adverb kiryandon. These endings are typical of the vocalic stems; while 

1 Cf. The Lays ofBeleriand, edited by Christopher Tolkien, 1985, p. 81. 
2 "Qenya Declensions," ed. Christopher Gilson and Patrick H. Wynne, Parma Eldalamberon (PE), no. 16, pp. 105-15. 
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an overlapping but slightly different set is typical of the consonant stems. Thus in both 
versions of the latter the singular forms of ner include (endingless) nominative ner, accusative 
nera, dative neren, genitive nero, allative nerta, and adverb nerdon. A significant conceptual 
development occurs in the instrumental case, where Version 3 has kiryainen and nerinen, but 
DN has kiryanen and nermen. The dual number shows more development than the singular, but 
both versions have nom. kiryant, nerunt, ace. kiryat, nerut, abl. kiryallut, and loc. kiryasset. Both 
versions have two types of plural stem, exemplified by kiryali and nerC Case inflexions similar 
to those of the vocalic singular are added to the plural stems in both versions, including nom. 
kiryalin, dat. kiryalir, gen. kiryalion, abl. kiryalillon, loc. kiryalissen, and adverb kiryalindon. 

Some changes to the conception involve a development where the same variant forms are 
given a different historical context. Thus in Version 3 the form of the instrumental plural in 
the table is kiryalinen, where the ending appears to result from the combination of the plural 
stem kiryali- with the case suffix -inen seen in the singular. But Tolkien also noted the 
existence of a very rare and archaic form kiryainen, used as a plural form to instrumental 
singular kiryain, which was in turn said to be a shorter archaic and poetic form of the longer 
singular kiryainen given in the table. Other cases of the plural also had shorter variant forms in 
Version 3: nom. kiryain and ace. kiryai, said to be archaic and poetic; and gen. kiryaion and dat. 
kiryair(en), said to be rarer. In DN the instrumental pl. kiryal{nen is given parenthetically along 
with kiryainen in the declension table; and in notes on the vocalic declensions, various "short 
plural" forms are listed as archaic or obsolescent (kiryain, kiryai, etc.), all of which are said to be 
used only in verse except kiryainen, which is the "usual form." Thus the same variant forms of 
the instrumental plural occur (kiryal{nen, kiryainen), but the shorter form, which was previously 
conceived as a rarer variant, is now the regular one. 

A new conception of the partitive case is also introduced in DN. This case occurs only in the 
plural with the vocalic-stem form exemplified in kiryaika, ondoika, lassfka and the consonantal 
in nerfka. These resemble the partitives given in Version 2 of the Qenya Declensions, kiryaika, 
mallz'ka, pilindika, etc. , the difference being that in the consonantal stems the penultimate vowel 
was short, and also these prior forms are listed under the singular number. The same forms 
were given in Version 3 as it was originally composed, along with dual partitives kiryahta, 
mallehta, pilindihta, etc., and plural kiryalinka, mallinka, pilindinka, etc. Subsequently Tolkien 
revised all of these forms to end in -o and relabeled them as "Corn." (i.e. comitative case) . 

The manuscript pages of DN were numbered sequentially from 77 to 136. Certain revisions 
seem to have been made before this pagination, where the superseded text survives on an 
unnumbered sheet the back of which was later reused. Thus in the preliminary discussion of 
the consonantal stems, after explaining that these are divided mainly into stems with one vs. 
more than one syllable, Tolkien noted that certain nouns have a nominative case with two 
syllables but a stem with only one syllable (e.g. aran 'child', stem am-), and followed this with a 
list of all of the possible consonant combinations that could produce this contrast (see below p. 
20, footnote 75). Subsequently he deleted most of this list, apparently because for many nouns 
of this type the dissyllabic form of the nominative became generalized so that they no longer 
belonged to the monosyllabic class of consonant stems. Tolkien moved the discussion of this 
historical development to the section on the declensions of dissyllabic and polysyllabic stems, 
with a more elaborate table of the theoretical developments (see pp. 29-30). 

3 Tolkien left the forms of ner out of the table of plurals in Version 3, but the stem neri is given in Version 1,  and 
the consonant stems in Version 3 retain a parallel formation of their plurals - pilindi, nengi, kari. 
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The title Declension of Nouns is given at the top of the first of the five manuscript pages that 
comprise the introductory section of the text, and this title is also given at the beginning of the 
next section, above the table for the first declension, that of the nouns kirya and ilduma. This 
suggests that originally Tolkien started DN without the introductory section, and composed 
this subsequently, though apparently before the continuous numbering of the pages. The fact 
that the pagination begins with page number 77 shows that DN was composed to be part of a 
larger work, probably a Qenya Grammar more elaborate than, and incorporating conceptions 
developed after the grammar composed in the 1920s.4 The earlier pages 1 to 76 of this work 
were not preserved; but some isolated pages from this period have numbers in this range. 
These apparently survived because their contents were rejected or revised, and Tolkien used 
the backs of the sheets for other purposes (such as drawings for The Hobbit) .  Two of these 
describe phonological features of a language referred to as "*E." the abbreviation for Primitive 
Eldarin used in the 1920s grammar and in DN (cf. p. 3 below and PE 14, p. 60) .  

Certain cross-references within DN to pages in this earlier range give an idea of their 
specific contents . For example, the noun hom- 'heart' is cited as a monosyllabic consonant 
stem, which has ablative case homullo with a variant form holmo. Tolkien explains that this 
form with transposed consonants ml > lm is archaic and "is still used espec. as adverb 'from the 
middle'," and he gives a cross-reference to page 27 of the manuscript. In the discussion of the 
plural endings in the introduction to the consonant stems, Tolkien notes that alongside those 
formed with the plural suffix -f (neri, etc.) there were also -lf plurals, whose "form is normally 
-uli (from -ali) ," which probably in many cases "represents development of consonant + l at a 
stage after the peculiar changes of such older combinations had ceased (see p. 27, 28) ." 

In the later Quenya phonology from c .  1937, in the section treating medial combinations of 
consonants, Tolkien describes certain ancient metatheses including ml > lm; mr > rm; nr > m, 
and adds: "Where the original sequence was maintained, after m l became syllabic (as after 
stops), and the resultant vowel took its quality from the preceding vowel: amla > amala; imla > 
imila etc."5 This later conception is distinct with regard to the vowel that develops between 
consonant + l, and apparently emerged during the composition of OP 1 from an earlier one 
whereby l when it became syllabic resulted in il or ul depending on the preceding consonant,6 
So it seems plausible to suppose that the pages 27 and 28 referred to in DN described the 
metatheses of medial consonants in Primitive Eldarin, and perhaps also the later developments 
when l became syllabic following another consonant. 

In DN further revisions were made to the text after the manuscript pages were numbered. 
Thus the introduction to the treatment of declension VI, consisting of dissyllabic and 
polysyllabic consonant stems, began with a "Note on the original forms of these nouns," on 
manuscript page 1 15. The entire page was later crossed out with red ink and a revised note 
written on the back of the sheet, and this was given the same page number 1 15 in red. In the 
revised version the discussion of the origins of the different possible final consonants is 
simplified, while the Qenya stem-forms resulting from vowels of different length in the 
syllable preceding the original consonantal suffixes are discussed in greater detail. 

Similarly there are two versions of page number 13 1 which begins the treatment of 
declension VIII, the monosyllabic vowel stems. Originally Tolkien first listed five nouns whose 
vocalic stems go back to Common Eldarin: pe 'mouth'; ma 'hand'; h6 'shout'; r{ 'reed'; and Nu 

4 "Early Qenya Grammar," ed. Carl F. Hostetter and Bill Welden, PE 14, pp. 37-86. 
5 Cf. Outline ofPhonetic Development (OP 1), ed. Christopher Gilson, PE 19, p. 47. 
6 Cf. OP 1, p. 39, footnote 64; p. 40, fn. 70; p. 43, fn. 82. 
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'moon'. Next he described the phonetic conditions where stems formed with the consonants J ,  
\,1, 3 or b could produce monosyllabic vowel stems in  Qenya after these consonants were lost 
between vowels. Consideration of this probably led Tolkien to realize that two of his examples 
actually fit the second category, with ma from earlier *ma3a- and r( from earlier rfJ a-, and for 
the former he changed its gloss in the list to 'land', i .e. devising a new example ma 'land' that 
was genuinely vocalic in origin. In the revised beginning of the treatment of declension VIII, 
Tolkien first mentions the nouns that "originally ended in a consonant that has disappeared or 
become vocalic (J , �, 3, b)," as typical of the declension; then he lists the three nouns ma- 'land', 
pe- 'mouth' and ho- 'shout' as exceptional traces of the rare "genuine vocalic nouns." After the 
paradigms for these he discusses the phonetic combinations where consonants were eventu
ally lost, and gives an expanded table of all of the possibilities .  He adds examples of five stems 
in original *3, including ma 'hand' whose declension is substantially distinct from that of ma
'land', even though their uninflected accusative singulars are homophonous. 

Tolkien made some changes in the course of composition, as is shown by the arrangement 
of the text, but also emendations in the original ink that could have been made at any time 
after the initial composition. He made some revisions using red ink or else striking through 
the rejected text with green or red crayon, and such changes were presumably later than the 
original composition. In this edition of DN we give the text incorporating all of these changes, 
citing earlier readings in the footnotes, along with an indication of any variation in the ink 
color or use of other writing implements. 

Tolkien occasionally used different widths of pen-nib, especially for contrast between the 
tengwar forms and their transcription, and the fine-nib pen often used for the latter was also 
employed for emendations in the introductory section and the tables and notes for the first 
three declensions. One of these is a note about the dative singular forms of the -l, -u nouns, 
the declensions of which (along with the -p, -�a nouns) are given after declensions I to Ill, 
without a separate numeral designation. Two of the example nouns given are lindi- 'pool' and 
siri- 'river' with dative singulars linder and sirer. Next to these forms in the paradigm Tolkien 
added with a fine-nib pen the alternative forms lindie and sirye, and the note in the upper 
margin which explains this dative ending -e as a Kor-Eldarin variant found only in Qenya after 
consonants. This ending occurs here as a variant because the semivocalic stems could have 
consonantal pronunciations before vowels ("-i, -f, u, ii. = J, IJ , �. u�") .  Similarly for the stems 
tundu- 'hole' and mulu- 'dust' the variant dative singular forms tundue beside tundor and mulwe 
beside mulor were added with the fine-nib pen, along with a cross-reference to the note on the 
previous manuscript page. 

Within the paradigms for declensions VI and VII of actual consonant stems, the dative 
singular forms are all given with the suffix -en, e.g. ner 'man', dat. neren; kas 'head', dat . karen; 
nen 'water' , dat. nenen; qen 'a Quend', dat. qenden; laman 'tame beast', dat. lamnen; olar 'dream', 
dat. olaren; pilin 'arrow', dat. pilinden, etc. In line with this conception Tolkien went back to the 
semivocalic stems and added a final n to each of the dative singular forms that ended in -e, 
altering lindie to lindien, sirye to siryen, tundue to tunduen, and mulwe to mulwen. This included 
the -p and -�a nouns, where the dative forms in -e were part of the original layer of 
composition: thus for malo 'rust' dat. malwe was emended to malwen; for pole 'meal, flour' dat. 
polye to polyen, etc. It is worth noting that dative singular forms polye and malwe occur in 
Version 1 of the Qenya Declensions, which does not include any consonant-stem nouns, while 
dative singular pilinden (beside pilindar), neren and karen occur already in Versions 2 and 3 .  
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The deletions in crayon with accompanying revised text in the original ink are all fou:rd in 
the later portion ofDN dealing with the consonant stems. These are primarily concerned with 
Tolkien's further consideration of variant case forms, especially the instrumental singular. In 
the paradigm originally composed for the noun ner this case has the form nerden, and the notes 
explain that the d is partly derived from other nouns where it was an expected development, 
such as nenden "with nd < nn" or talden "with ld < ln." In contrast an Old Qenya form nermen is 
also mentioned "with old suffix -men" (see below p. 21, fn. 82). The original table includes 
variant forms for some of the singular cases, such as allative nerta and nerunta, or ablative 
nerullo and nello. Subsequently Tolkien composed a revised version of the declension of ner, 
with the table including only the shorter of these variant case forms (nello, nerta, etc.) and the 
longer forms listed in the accompanying note. They are described as later colloquial forms 
that approximate the normal forms of declensions like qen, with allative qendunta, ablative 
qendullo, etc. In this list Tolkien included a variant form of the instrumental singular, neranen 
similarly comparable to qendanen. 

Perhaps from consideration of the internal chronology of these various forms, Tolkien later 
revised nerden to nermen in the table and struck out the allusion in the note to nermen as an 
archaic variant of nerden. Probably at the same time he revised the discussion of this case in 
the introduction to the consonant stems, inserting a detailed phonological explanation in the 
margin of the original text (see below p. 17) . This states that -men was the older form of the 
instrumental suffix, which was preserved after consonant stems in r or l, but otherwise 
underwent various changes .  The more common form -nen was due to dissimilation and later 
spread by analogy. In the subsequent paradigm for tal 'foot' the instrumental singular is first 
written as talden, and later revised to talmen; but in the paradigm as originally composed for 
nen 'water' the variant nenwen is given (rather than nenden) and for hun 'earth' the form hunwen 
(rather than hunden), in accord with the later conception. So apparently Tolkien made these 
revisions while he was still composing this section dealing with the consonant stems. 

Qenya Declensions 

Tolkien continued to revise his conception of the Qenya declensions, especially the vocalic 
stems, and he compiled several declension tables to reflect these changes, apparently 
intending them to replace the tables in the Declension of Nouns. The main group of tables that 
seems to proceed most closely from DN we have designated "Version s." The vocalic 
declensions in these tables are characterized by the inclusion of a comitative case with the 
suffix -l (plural -le) and a new conception of the allative case with suffix -nde (plural -nden) . 
These tables can be further divided into three subgroups where Tolkien has tried out different 
ways of presenting his revised conception. 

The first subgroup (Version Sa) extends to only two declensions, one exemplified by the 
nouns sanga 'crowd' and ilduma 'heaven' in a single table, and the other similarly by malle 
'street', mintye 'peak', kantele 'music' and tyalie 'play'. The second subgroup (Version sb) has 
three tables :  first declension kirya 'ship' and ilduma; second lasse 'leaf' and tyalie; and third pelko 
'leg' and untamo 'enemy'. Since Tolkien never completed the presentation of the second 
declension in Version Sa, comparison with sb depends mainly on the first declension forms.  In 
a brief paragraph introducing the former he explains that only "the current forms in standard 
Qenya, spoken and written" are listed in the tables, while "archaic forms" and those "found 
only in the fragments of Old Qenya" are given in the notes on the declension. Forms cited in 
these notes include sangau, the OQ form of genitive sango; sangale, variant of comitative sangal; 
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and the unglossed noun timpana with instrumental timpanamen, exemplifying the OQ use of 
original ending -men beside the assimilated -nen in sanganen, ildumanen. The archaic short 
plural forms sangar, sangaron, sangaive, etc., are also listed and said to occur in OQ and also as 
variants in "modern verse" with the same meaning as "current forms with l(.'' 

In DN the table of plural forms for the e-declension had columns for both the short and the 
long plural forms. In Version sb Tolkien extends this pattern to all three of the vowel 
declension tables . The long plurals are very regular, with suffixes beginning either in -li- or -l(
as in kiryalin, kiryali, kiryalion, kiryaliva, etc . The only other variation is in whether the length 
of the stem-vowel is retained in stems of three syllables, as in ildumalin beside ildumal(va. This 
allows Tolkien to present all of the long plural endings for kirya in the first declension table, in 
a column beside the forms of the short plurals; and in the subsequent two tables he lists only 
the long plural nominatives, lasselin, tyalielin and pelkolin, untam6lin, with a note: "declined as 
kiryalin, ildumalin." 

Both Versions Sa and sb are headed by a running title "Grammar" with a subheading, so 
they must have been intended as part of a larger grammatical work. We have a fragmentary 
document that may be the top half of the first page of the work in question: 

��· 
Tengwesta Qenyava 

.. . 

Quenya Grammar. 

I. 
The Qenya alphabet. The following is the special application to Q. of the 
Valinorian alphabet of Feanor. The original symmetry is in some points 
destroyed, by the using up of consonant-signs, no longer needed, for vowels or 
for the more frequent of Q. consonant -combinations. 

The values are given in the usual roman transliteration now in fixed use 
(among the Qendi themselves) . On the exact phonetic significance see below. 

Series :- P. 
1 .  p. pa. 

2 .  p:2- mpa. 

T. 
p ta. 

}" nta. 

TY. 
� tya. 

j» ntya. 

K. Q. 
,. ka. ..,- qa. 

"f nka. ar nqa/ 

We saw above that the Declension of Nouns was similarly part of a larger grammatical work. 
Comparison of the tengwar used in the fragment that survives shows that the Tengwesta 
Qenyava was later than DN. For example the letter b, used to represent st(a) in the 

7 The rest of the page was torn off below this line. The tops of square brackets are visible in the K and Q columns 
of the next line. No ascenders are visible, so the tengwar within the brackets were presumably a and tl. 
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transcription of Tengwesta, was used for rd in the transcription of nerdon in DN, while it is later 
used for st(a) in the transcription of pelkosta in Version sb (see below pp. 20, 49) .  Perhaps 
developments in the conception of the writing system were part of Tolkien's motivation in 
redoing the declension tables of DN for a revision of his Qenya Grammar; and the fragment 
may be part of the same revision. We give a description of the variations in the tengwar used 
in all of these documents below. 

Tolkien wrote a subheading for notes to the three declensions in Version sb but never 
composed them. He seems to have decided instead to make tables of the endings for all the 
declensions, which we have designated Version Se. These list the endings of the cases with the 
singular and plural in parallel columns, and the duals listed at the end of each table, for all of 
the vocalic and semivocalic stems, i.e. separate tables for ii, e, a, f, a, z(ja), and u (wa) stems. Old 
Qenya and other variant forms of the endings are also listed in parethenses next to the regular 
endings. The cases are identified only by number, using the same order as in Version sb. 

The first seven declensions are arranged on two manuscript pages with three and four 
tables respectively. The third page contains declensions of nouns having the consonant-stem 
endings. These are given in a table for the noun kalma, followed by lists of the full inflected 
forms of five nouns: ner, pilin, filit, hon and hen. The majority of the inflexions, including the 
variants listed, which are sometimes marked as "later" or occasionally "older" or "arch." (for 
archaic), and sometimes with the sign t (presumably for poetic), are the same as those given in 
DN. But there are some differences in conception, in addition to the new allative, which has 
the singular endings -ande, -inde or -de, plural -unden or -den, and dual -andet or -det. For 
example the regular form of the instrumental singular was -anen in DN, as in pilindanen or 
neranen (variant of shorter nermen), but is -unen in Version Se, as in pilindunen and nerunen (still 
a variant of nermen) . Note that the fact that nermen is a revision of nerden in DN, but is the form 
that occurs in Version Se as it was composed, corroborates that DN is the earlier document. 

The dual forms in the Version s declensions also show conceptual development from those 
in DN. The earlier distinctive nominative case, kiyrant, nerunt, etc. , has been eliminated, with a 
single form comparable to the earlier accusative forms, kiryat, nerat (cf. DN nerut) serving as 
both nominative and accusative dual. The genitive, dative and instrumental cases of the dual 
are significantly changed: kiryahta, nerahta; kiryau, neru; kiryamet, nermet replaced with kiryatu, 
ner(a)tu; kiryatar, ner(a)tar; kiryanwen, neranwen. The fact that the earlier ending of the 
instrumental dual is still used in the form sangamet in Version Sa (alongside newer sangatu, 
sangatar) confirms that these declensions date from after DN but before Versions sb and Se. 

The final table presented here, which we designate "Version 6," consists of the declension of 
the nouns kirya 'boat', telko 'leg' and lasse 'leaf' in parallel columns, with the singular, plural, 
and dual forms presented in three successive blocks, on one and a half manuscript pages . The 
document has the heading "Qenya declensions" and subheading "First declension: original 
long vowels ii, e, a." But there are no further notes or explanation, and Tolkien never 
completed the presentation of his conception of the Qenya noun at this stage. 

The paradigm differs from that of the comparable nouns of Version S in the nominative 
singular (which is endingless), the dative with endings -n, -no, comitative -ko, and allative -nta, 
-ntar, -ntas. There are no accusative, genitival adjective, or partitive forms listed,, nor any long 
plural forms in -li. Like pl. "Base" kiryai given beside the nom. kiryar, and parallel to the pl. dat. 
kiryaino, inst. kiryainen and corn. kiryaiko, the dual kiryat has a base kiryau- with dat. kiryauno, 
inst. kiryaunen and corn. kiryauko. 
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Tengwar in the Qenya Declensions 
The types of Elvish script used in the documents presented in this volume are early varieties of 
the writing system later known as the Tengwar.8 Tolkien employs a different variety (or 
mode) in each of the three versions of the Qenya Declensions, and the increasing similarity of 
these modes to later Q(u)enya applications of the Feanorian system seems to reflect a 
chronological progression.9 

In the following descriptions of each mode, tengwar that are not attested in the appropriate 
version of the Qenya Declensions have been placed in square brackets . Where the values of 
these unattested tengwar can be safely assumed for a given mode, these values likewise appear 
in square brackets .  In the table of the mode used in Version 5, the tengwar that appear in the 
Tengwesta Qenyava fragment but not in the Qenya Declensions are given in parentheses.10 

Mode used in Version 4 (DN) 

Consonants 

p p. 
t p 

F [FJ 

nt [mp] 

b b. 
r w 

m \n 
rd V 

'" [1»] 
nd [mb] 

, u. 
n m 

T [f] 

y 

V '-
s st 

� 1n 
lw mn 

'J 
k 

[CCf] 
[nk] 

cl 
h 

cd 
ht 

CCI 
ng 

a. 
[see vowels] 

c 
1 

tx.,. 
styu 

p. 
ps 

� 
q 

� 
nq 

a. 
f 

[td] 

[ta] 

[ngw] 

� 
nw 

S' 
ld 

rn 

8 We will refer to full letters as tengwar (sg. tengwa) and diacritical marks as tehtar (sg. tehta), in accordance with 
the nomenclature of the Feanorian system, although it is not clear that Tolkien was yet using this terminology. 
9 The values of the tengwar in Versions 5 and 6 are largely consistent with the tengwar names in The Etymologies; 
see Vinyar Tengwar (VT), no. 46 Ouly 2004), pp. 29-34. 10 It is impossible to say whether the mode of the Tengwesta Qenyava fragment is identical to that of Version 5 or 
Version 6, since the signs that distinguish the two modes are absent from the fragment. 11 Given that ly and ty are written in this mode by placing the y-tehta above the tengwar for 1 and t respectively, it 
is curious that sty is not similarly represented by st + y-tehta. Since b:,. is only attested once (in 'tk-- isqa), it 
could be an error for '- (also rarely attested) with an omitted y-tehta. 
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Vowels and diphthongs 
a. a [see below] a. a [see below] 
" f , e e 
• i 

• , '\. J 1 

9 0 � 
, 0 

(; � , u u 

ai 
au 

oi 

ui 

ui 

A consonant is assumed to be followed by the vowel a, unless (1) followed by another vowel 
or (2) marked with an underposed dot, indicating that no vowel follows .12 Tolkien frequently 
omits the latter. The tengwa a. (or its allographic variant -u.) is only used to represent a in 
word-initial position and after another vowel; after a consonant it represents a. 

Tolkien occasionally fails to place a tehta above 1., especially in the case oft. 

Other tehtar 
Placed above consonant: 

doubled -cJ&' lasse 'leaf 
.. followingy � tyalie 'play' 

Placed below consonant: 

no following vowel � , ' ' � nen water 

Punctuation is as in English. 

Mode used in Version 5 
Consonants 

r p. l:f 1J 
t p k q 

J» � ("j) Car) 
nt mp nk nq 

b [h] [d] [d] 
s [f] [h] [hw] 

"'"" � c.c1 [t:d] 

st V ht 

m [Ul] � (�) 
nd [mb] ng ngw 

" 'D. -u. 'a 
n m [see vowels] [see vowels] 

[l'] [�] core '5 
1 ld 

9 L f5" 
r (non-final) r (final) ss 

12 This tehta is called variously pusta, putta, and unutikse in the manuscript of The Etymologies; see VT 46, pp. 10, 19, 
29-30. 
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Vowels and diphthongs 
a [see below] 

< e 
l i 
V 0 
a u 

� 

f 
1 
� 
[a] 

, a 
, e 
, 1 
, 0 
, u 

a ai 

A consonant is assumed to be followed by the vowel a, unless (1) followed by another vowel 
or (2) marked with an underposed dot, indicating that no vowel follows.13 Tolkien sometimes 
omits the latter. No examples of initial or post-vocalic a appear in the manuscripts. 

Other tehtar 
Placed above consonant: 

doubled 
.., following w 

followingy 

Placed below consonant: 

malle 'street' 
lassenwen *'with two leaves' (dual instr.) 
tyalie 'play' 

no following vowel � pelko 'leg' 

Punctuation is as in English. 

Mode used in Version 6 
This mode is largely identical to that used in Version 5 ,  but differs from it in the following 

points: 
• r is represented by ? in all positions; 
• ss is represented by 6; 
• o is represented by o or "P; 
• u is attested, having the form ii:; 
• the tehta for following w has the form", exemplified in the diphthong au .a. 

Primitive Quendian Final Consonants 

In the Declension of Nouns Tolkien refers to an historical account or explanation of the origins of 
the inflexions to follow the presentation of the declensions, although he did not prepare such 
an account at that time (see below pp. 3, 8, 14) . He did compose a "Note on final consonants" 
(which we will abbreviate NFC), apparently intending it to be part of a larger treatment of the 
grammatical structure of Primitive Quendian. This describes which consonants could occur at 
the end of words in PQ, and also lists which of these were used as suffixes to mark various 
grammatical categories, briefly indicating how these primitive suffixes were altered or 
combined to yield inflexions in Qenya and Noldorin, mainly those marking the categories of 
number and case . 

This nine-page manuscript is dated April 28, 1936. It begins with a general assertion: 
"Words could end in consonants in PQ as they did in Valarin." Tolkien goes on to describe how 
this Quendian language preferred certain final sounds and "evinced a marked dislike" for 

13 See footnote 12. 
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others . This suggests that the historical conception is similar to that in the first version of the 
Tengwesta Qenderinwa (or 'Quendian Grammar') where it is said: "Now this language of the Elves 
derived in the beginning from the Valar, but they changed it even in the learning, and 
moreover modified and enriched it constantly at all times by their own invention."14 The 
nomenclature used for the various Elven languages mentioned in TQ 1 shows that it was 
probably composed in 1937. 

In NFC Tolkien describes the following "final consonantal inflexions": substantival plural m; 
verbal plural r, 1; dual s, t, th; affix t used as deictic, or for nominative case; allative suffix d; 
and the element -n associated with the genitive and related adjectival formations. In outlining 
the grammatical usages of these inflexions he also discusses certain vocalic suffixes, such as 
plural f, dual ii, or dative a, and various affixes which contain both consonants and vowels, such 
as partitive 30, ablative lo, ro, locative se, the, or instrumental men. Some of these inflexions are 
mentioned in The Etymologies, which was composed in the 1930s.15 Thus 30 and "plural m" are 
cited under the base 30 'from, away, from among, out of', as underlying "the old partitive in Q 
-on." An ablative element LO- is listed, from which the Q. endings -ello, lo are derived. The 
ancient allative form tad 'thither' given in NFC to exemplify suffix d is comparable to the form 
*tad, cited as the source of Q tar 'thither' under Etym. stem TA- 'that' . This demonstrative stem 
is also mentioned in NFC as possibly related to the deictic affix t, which "came to function as 
nom[inative]" in Eldarin nouns "with vocalic ending" such as parmO.-t, smalu-t, etc. 

These inflexions show some conceptual development from the etymological detail Tolkien 
gives incidentally in the Declension of Nouns. Its introductory section states that the Eldarin 
nominative was the unaltered stem, but in vocalic stems "in Qenya a particle -no (of deictic 
origin) has become agglutinated to the nominative, producing -on, -en, -an" when the final a was 
lost. In the plural the Eldarin "nominative had a sign -z," which distinguished it from the 
accusative, i .e. nom. -fz (lzz), accus. -f. This ending was lost in KorEldarin so that the nom. 
ending -n was adopted in the Qenya plural as well. The dative ending -r is said to derive from t, 
"ultimately from -to or ta and originally allative 'towards' ," and thus is connected with the 
allative endings -ta and -nta, mentioned in the discussion of the consonant-stem endings. 

There is more than one layer of revisions to NFC. Some emendations in the original ink 
were made in the course of composition, and others apparently later, though not necessarily 
before the completion of the original text. Interspersed with these are revisions in pencil, 
presumably made at different times, an example being the addition of instrumental men to the 
list of adverbial endings. Tolkien also lettered the original seven pages of the manuscript from 
(a) to (g) in pencil. And he added notes in pencil on the first page: Final Cons. in PQ and Eldarin 
(above the title) and "To go to Qendian Struct[ure]" (in the upper right corner), the latter 
probably referring to TQ 1. Subsequent to lettering the original pages Tolkien revised the 
discussion of the element -n, deleting the original three paragraphs with wavy lines in pencil, 
and inserting a rider composed in ink on two half-sheets. 

In the earlier version the adjective ending is -na and the Qenya (and Noldorin) gen. sg. n 
derives from the shorter variant nil. In the revision on the rider the element -n has an 
"adjectivalized form"-na, while the Q. and N. genitive in -n is (perhaps) a reduced form of ne. It 
is in this revised treatment of the genitive that Tolkien introduces the old partitive element 30 

14 cf. Tengwesta Qenderinwa 1 (TQ 1), ed. Christopher Gilson and Patrick H. Wynne, PE 18, p. 23 15 The Etymologies (Etym.), in The Lost Road, ed. Christopher Tolkien, 1987, pp. 339-400. Also cf. "Addenda and 
Corrigenda to the Etymologies," ed. Carl F. Hostetter and Patrick H. Wynne, VT, nos. 45 and 46. 
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as the source of the suffix -o. In DN Tolkien had said only that the "original suffix" marking 
the genitive (ablative) with meaning 'of' was "apparently -o." Further revisions were made in 
both ink and pencil to the text of the NFC rider, after its initial composition. In particular the 
association of the element -n with the genitive was elaborated to '"genitive/dative' of possession 
or assoc[iation] ," apparently to clarify the underlying contrast with the genitive derived from 
the old partitive, and the Eldarin form ne is tentatively related to a base v'ENE, so that the 
ending -n takes the form -en after consonants. In effect this provides a new explanation for 
the consonant-stem dative singular ending -en, which in DN had been derived "apparently 
from -em" (see below p. 10) . 

In this edition of NFC we give the text as it stood after all of the emendations made in the 
original ink or in pencil, with earlier readings given in the footnotes .  Sometime after all of 
these changes, Tolkien made further revisions to the text which were distinguished by using 
red ink. He gave the text a new title: "Final Consonants in CQ and Prim. Eldarin, with special 
reference to inflexion." In accord with this he emended the abbreviation "PQ" throughout the 
text to "CQ" (standing for 'Common Quendian') ,  a usage he seems to have preferred after the 
emergence of the conception of Parmaqesta (or 'book-language'), which is also designated by 
the abbreviation PQ (cf. TQ 1, pp. 25, 27) . Tolkien struck out all of the discussion of the use of 
the affix t to mark the Eldarin nominative, leaving only the examples of its deictic use in *ent 
'over there' and *yat 'away back there; ago', along with a summary statement that it was used 
as a noun suffix "in form -t, nta" in a sense similar to "a definite article. But this does not 
appear in Quenya." He also struck out the discussion of the developments from adjectival 
genitive -na and genitive/ dative -n(e) connected to an original element -n, leaving only the 
mentions of these in the list of the "most widely used & probably ancient" syllabic affixes. 
These various revisions and deletions in red ink are indicated as such in the footnotes . 

Common Quendian Declension 

Tolkien placed a short document with the NFC, in which he summarized the revised 
conception of the CQ declension of nouns . The text takes up both sides of a piece of paper 
measuring 5 � by 8 inches, which is torn along two of its edges .  This was the upper right 
quarter of an unused University of Wales degree examination mark-sheet. Tolkien was an 
external examiner for the University of Wales in the spring of 1944, and this may be the 
occasion for his having unused copies of their forms.16 He started composing on the blank side 
of the quarter-sheet, but ended up continuing the text on the printed side, which he turned 
upside-down and ignored the rows and columns. 

The text has no title, but begins with a general statement: "In CQ the declension of nouns had 
probably not been greatly elaborated." There is no phonological discussion of final consonants 
in CQ, and the inflexions of the various cases are discussed before a very brief statement of 
how plurality and duality were indicated. But the conceptual details are for the most part the 
same as in the NFC after its latest revision: lengthening of the stem-vowel in certain 
nominatives; a 'partitive' element which "was probably o "; locative -se, allative na, ablative lo; 
plural element f or ending m; and dual u or -t. It is notable that here we have the earliest clear 
indication of formal symmetry among the "strengthened" forms of the adverbial cases, with sse, 
-nna, and -llo each displaying a similar doubling of the initial consonant of the shorter suffix. 

16 Cf. The Letters of]. R. R. Tolkien, ed. Humphrey Carpenter and Christopher Tolkien, 1981, pp. 71, 438 note [60] 8; 
and The]. R. R. Tolkien Companion and Guide, by Christina Scull and Wayne G. Hammond, 2006, vol. I, p. 268. 
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Following the description of these features Tolkien wrote some hasty notes apparently 
outlining their developments in Qenya, in which he mentions OQ (i.e. Old Qenya), PQ 
(Parmaqesta) and TQ (Tarqesta) . A tentative conception that emerges here is an "accus . sg. 
ending[?] + d," which becomes -l, as in kiryad > kiryal, although "this went out of use early[?] in 
OQ." These notes begin with the terse directive: "make[?] {CQ} CE" (in which "CQ" was struck 
through before the letter Q was complete), apparently meaning the text should be rewritten 
with Common Eldarin as the starting point. And indeed Tolkien placed a third text between 
this one and the NFC, which begins its discussion of primitive features underlying the Quenya 
declensions with a statement similar to what was said about CQ: "In CE the inflexional 
declension of nouns was not yet much developed." 

Nouns 

This text has the simple title Nouns. It is four pages long, written in ink on both sides of two 
sheets, each measuring 7% by 9 Yz inches and with one edge torn. The first page has a printed 
heading that includes the instructions indicating the paper is from an unused student's 
examination book. Tolkien lettered the pages "a" to "d" in pencil. An indication of the date of 
composition is the circumstance that he inserted these three texts together between the pages 
of a newspaper dated July 2, 1952, when he put them in the box-file where he kept them; so 
probably Nouns was composed and revised sometime before this date. This is corroborated by 
an allusion in the text to "the three main branches" of Eldarin: Lindarin, Noldorin and Telerin. 
The name Lindar was changed to Vanyar in revisions Tolkien made to the Silmarillion texts in 
1951 or soon after.17 

Nouns begins with the statement: "These could in certain cases described above be bare 
basic stems V ending in long vowel of any kind, V V ending in certain consonants ." It is 
uncertain which is the text with these "cases described above"; but in "Elements of Quendian 
Structure" (a revision ofTQ 1) the symbols V, V and V, are defined as referring to the possible 
forms of the kanta ('frame') of the base, the superscripted numerals indicating the number of 
consonants in it, and the parts of speech that can have these shapes are indicated (PE 18, pp. 
60-61). The text outlines the vocalic modifications and extensions that Common Eldarin stems 
could have, including certain semantic patterns, e.g. "there was a strong tendency to 
reserve[?] o for males, e for females ,  a was 'common' ." 

In describing the Eldarin inflexional categories Tolkien returns to the order he employed in 
NFC, giving first the affixes for number, and then the inflexions for case. In discussing the dual 
number, he introduces the conception that the ending "-t was doubtless a reduced form of the 
VAT= two." Also the inanimate collective endings tha, tta, sta, which in NFC were described as 
extended forms of the dual affixes t, th, s, are now said to be "distinct in origin" from the dual 
ending -t. They are the "source of Exilic or Alcor[in] -ath plurals." Tolkien begins the 
discussion of case by stressing that the only relationship of this kind in primitive Eldarin was 
"the tendency to distinguish between subjective and objective forms of nouns ." The subjective 
was usually the bare stem, except for stem-vowel lengthening in some monosyllables; while 
the objective was formed by "vocalic extension" added to nouns ending in a consonant, or else 
by lengthening of the final vowel. Thus we have subj .  tal, obj .  tala vs. subj .  parma, obj .  parma. 

Three features of the syntax of the subjective and objective are described in detail, first the 
order in which the object nouns occur with verbs such as give or teach that take two objects . 

17 Cf. The Annals of Aman, in Morgoth's Ring (X), ed. Christopher Tolkien, 1993, pp. 3, 47, 82, 88. 
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Tolkien hesitated about this aspect of the primitive languages .  In the earlier text about 
Common Quendian he said that the indirect object "usually but not necessarily preceded the 
direct object"; but he changed "preceded" to "followed" in the course of composition. In Nouns 
he wrote that "the indirect object (contrary to use in English) usually followed the direct." But 
sometime after the original composition he altered this in red ink to say: "the indirect object (as 
in English) usually preceded the direct." The second syntactic feature described, which is first 
introduced in Nouns, is that either the subjective or objective form could be used in a 'vocative' 
sense. The former would be used when calling out to a person by name, but the latter was used 
when the person addressed is the same as the object of the verb, as in "I will slay thee, wicked 
man." Tolkien cites the form this sentence would have in Common Eldarin; but he emends the 
form of the verb using the pen and ink of the original, and later adds a third version of the 
sentence (without deleting the original and using a pen with a wider nib), suggesting that the 
conception of some parts of the grammar is still somewhat tentative. The third syntactic 
feature described is that of 'loose composition' where the "bare form" of a noun was placed 
before another noun to express a genitive "of vague relation or connexion," as in kirya kyulma 
'a ship's mast'. This construction was mentioned in the text on CQ; but there it was a function 
of the accusative as the "undefined case" while in CE it is usually the subjective form, except 
for monosyllabic consonantal stems (like tal, tala) where the objective form would be used. 

Nouns ends with a very brief treatment of the other affixes involved in "the process of 
declension-building," essentially a summary of concepts already developed in the previous 
texts. Tolkien's writing becomes more and more hasty throughout, and we have indicated 
doubtful readings as usual. As with NFC we present the text of Nouns incorporating all of the 
emendations made with the original pen and ink; earlier readings are given in the footnotes, 
along with the clearly later revisions in red ink or with a different nib, identified as such. 

Notes for Qenya Declensions 

The version of the Quenya Grammar from the 1940s includes documents that treat "Quendian & 
Common Eldarin Verbal Structure"; the "Quenya Verbal System"; "Personal Pronouns"; and 
"The Demonstrative, Relative, and Correlative stems ." For the most part these were originally 
carefully written in blue ink on unused lined candidates' examination script paper, although 
subsequently they were extensively revised or rewritten. Together they effectively derive the 
forms and syntax of the Quenya verb and pronoun from Common Eldarin elements and 
structures. There is no comparable treatment of the noun declensions from this period, but 
Tolkien did place together with these documents various notes outlining his conceptions, 
including roughly tabulated declensions for Old Qenya and the Parmaqesta, mostly written in 
blue ink on the backs of candidates' examinations. 

Among these is a fairly carefully written six-page document called: "Notes for Q. 
declensions" (which we will abbrevate NQD). This describes the Common Eldarin and Old 
Qenya elements and features that underlie the Qenya declensions. We present this document 
here since it appears to be closely based on Nouns and was probably composed not very long 
after it,l8 Five pages of NQD were originally composed in blue ink on Oxford paper, on the 
backs of sheets previously used by Tolkien for writings about the "AB" language or West
Midlands dialect of Middle English found in the Ancrene Wisse and Hali Meiohad. The second 

18 One of the rough declension tables placed with NQD was written on the back of the printed minutes from a 
meeting held on May 5, 1944. 
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page is on a slightly smaller sheet measuring 5�  by 8 �  inches, written in blue with a finer
nibbed pen, partly over an erased text in pencil. This is a revision and elaboration of what was 
originally a single paragraph about the gender-specific endings of certain noun-stems. 

Five of the pages of NQD were subsequently numbered, 1 and 2 in ink, and 3 to 5 in pencil . 
The last, unnumbered page contains the beginning of a preliminary, briefer version of NQD. 
This version was two pages long, most of the second page of which describes the declensional 
features developed in Qenya that were not already found in Common Eldarin. Tolkien rewrote 
the contents of the first page of this preliminary version, expanding and subsequently revising 
it; and then incorporated the second page of the preliminary version into the end of the 
revision as page number 5. 

The features of Common Eldarin originally given in NQD are the same as those in Nouns. 
There is a clarification of the conception of the usual word-order when the verb takes two 
objects . The same examples are given to show the distinction between Common Eldarin and 
English, whereby the indirect object usually followed the direct object. Thus Eldarin would say: I 
sent messengers king and I gave gifts men, but the latter could also be expressed as in English, I 
gave men gifts. The exception is that "where the indirect object was personal (or 'animate') and 
the direct was 'inanimate', the personal or animate noun could come first." 

Tolkien made emendations to NQD with the original pen and ink, some in the course of 
composition, and later also with a fine-nibbed pen or in pencil. A significant new conception 
was introduced in these revisions: "The subjective form was as a rule, indicated by addition of 
-a." For noun-stems ending in a, e or i5 this suffix was reduced to a and then "coalesced with 
the preceding vowel" to yield a, e or o. "The objective form was, as a rule, the bare noun-stem 
without modification," and consequently there were nouns with forms like subj .  kir1ii, obj . 
kir1a. About another feature of CE Tolkien seems to be hesitant. In the preliminary version of 
NQD the instrumental affix is first given as -nem, but this is changed to -men in the original ink. 
In the expanded version this suffix is given as -men, but Tolkien later emended this in pencil to 
-nem. In this edition we give the latest version of the text of NQD incorporating all of the 
revisions, with earlier readings described in the footnotes .  

Common Eldarin : Noun Structure 

In 1951 and early in 1952 Tolkien was in the process of revising the Quenta Silmarillion and 
composing the Annals of Aman and the Grey Annals, revisions of the Annals of Valinor and the 
Annals ofBeleriand. 19 He had set aside the earlier materials in 1937, and the Silmarillion (as he 
referred to them collectively) was "shelved" until he had nearly finished The Lord of the Rings, 
the "final fair copy" of which he completed at the end of 1949 (Letters, pp. 133, 136) .  At what 
must have been around the same time Tolkien also worked on a second revised version of the 
Tengwesta Qenderinwa, and composed the Outline of Phonology, a revision of the earlier Outli�e of 
Phonetic Development (cf. PE 18, pp. 19-20; PE 19, pp. 12-14) . Tolkien left the revised Tengwesta 
and the Outlines together in the same box-file, and placed just behind them a group of 
documents which he designated collectively as Common Eldarin Morphology. To the first of these 
he originally gave the title: "Early Inflexional Elements and Final Consonants in Eldarin." This is 
the final piece that we present in this issue. 

Subsequent to the original composition Tolkien added an new title in red ink: "A. Common 
Eldarin : Noun Structure" (which we will abbreviate ENS). This associates the document with 

19 cf. The Grey Annals, in The War ofthe]ewels (XI), ed. Christopher Tolkien, 1994, pp. 3-4, 140; and X, pp. 3, 141-2. 
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the others dealing with Common Eldarin grammar begun or projected at this time, which 
Tolkien listed in pencil on a separate sheet beneath their collective title written in ink: 

Common 
Eldarin Morphology 

A. Noun structure 
B. Verb structure 
C. Pronouns & Demonstrative stems 

& Correlatives 
D. Prepositions and basic adverbs 
E. Numerals . 

ENS was carefully written throughout in black ink using both sides of 15 sheets of paper each 
measuring 7 by 9 inches. The first four sheets are lined paper (although Tolkien generally 
ignored the lines), the rest are unlined; and the pages were numbered from 1 to 30 in pencil. 
The text is divided into six sections (numbered in the original ink with the symbol "§" prefixed 
to each of the numbers later in pencil) : §1 Words ending in a consonant; §2 Old monosyllabic stems; 
§3 Old dissyllabic stems; §4 Inflexional elements; §5 Derivative Stems : Nouns and Adjectives; and §6 
'Personification' . 

That the original title of ENS did not mention nouns reflects the fact that Tolkien based §1  
to  §3  fairly closely on the beginning of NFC as  revised, which describes the final consonants 
possible in Common Quendian, and the noun-stems formed directly from KAT-bases and KALAT
bases. Tolkien takes into account later conceptual developments, and these features are 
attributed to CE, while CQ is only mentioned briefly; but the order of presenting the facts is 
similar and for the most part the same examples of old noun-stems are cited, though often 
elaborated further or supplemented. For example, to illustrate that monosyllabic stems were 
"formed from TA.-bases, with consonantal addition," NFC cites kho-n 'heart' and mo-l 'slave' . In 
ENS there is a clarification that in such cases the "stem was made with a consonantal 
enlargement, which did not necessarily reappear in related derivatives from the same base." 
And in citing the same examples Tolkien adds that kho-n and mo-l are "probably related" to 
okhor 'blood' and moja- 'toil, be afflicted'. 

Under §4 after touching briefly on the limited inflexion of verbs in CE, Tolkien presents the 
features of the declension of nouns in three subsections: (i) Number; (ii) Absolute, Subjective, and 
Objective forms; and (iii) Other inflexional elements in nouns. Under (i) the treatment of plurality 
is based at least partly on the discussion of this feature in Nouns. For example, the statement in 
that earlier document that the element [I] "was added direct to the stem, and preceded any 
other affixes or enclitics" (which was also echoed in NQD) is elaborated in ENS by the 
statement that [I] "was added to the stem direct, and since it preceded the addition of any 
other affixes, as those for 'case', it was probably the oldest element." And significantly, the 
concept appearing before only in Nouns that the originally verbal affix -r (l); -r (J) "spread to 
pronouns and then nouns in Quenya" is developed in ENS to the idea that: "The consonantal 
elements are by some considered to have invaded the noun from the pronouns and verbs." 

In the treatment of duality the concept was introduced in Nouns that " [t] could be used as 
equivalent of & with or instead of the separate numeral for 'two' to which it was related." This 
is exemplified in ENS and further elaborated. Thus at one point the dual noun eledii'ta, eleda'tta 
'a couple of Elves' is cited, and subsequently the numerical phrase galada atta '2 trees', so that 
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the etymological development is evident. In addition to the derivation in Nouns of [t] from vAT 
'two' Tolkien gives a parallel etymology for [11] in ENS: "With u and t are sometimes compared 
the numeral forms or stems JO and ATA (ATTA, TATA) ." This is comparable to Etym. base YO 'two, 
both' . These and other resemblances specifically to either NFC or Nouns suggest that Tolkien 
may have had these earlier manuscripts at hand when he was composing ENS. If so, the fact 
mentioned above, that he left them together between the pages of a newspaper, lends the date 
July 2, 1952, a possible further significance as an approximate terminus ad quem for Tolkien's 
original composition of ENS, after which he would no longer have needed to consult NFC or 
Nouns. 

Tolkiens treatment of the features that distinguished subject and object becomes somewhat 
complex in ENS §4 (ii) . He introduces the concept of an absolute form, which "was simply the 
base stem of the noun without significant modifications or any additional inflexion." This is 
then distinguished from the terms subjective and objective, which refer to forms that are overtly 
marked as the subject or (indirect) object of the verb. Thus the lengthened forms of old 
monosyllables and dissyllables, such as ner, tiil, atar and talam, were subjective; whereas the 
objective affixes were -a for consonantal stems and -d for vocalic, such as nera, atara, Ulmod and 
kftjiid. The absolute form is used for the subject when a noun has no subjective form (as Ulmo 
and k{rjii); for all nouns as the direct object of verbs that take two objects; and in other 
contexts where "according to Eldarin syntax no inflexion was required." 

Tolkien also touches on adjectives, since these "were not distinguished inflexionally from 
nouns in Eldarin." He gives some evocative Quenya examples to illustrate the grammatical 
points, such as Sindar Eldar 'Grey Elves '  as an example of agreement in number; Sinda Eldi5 'a 
Grey Elf's' to show the adjective is not usually inflected for case; and Sindar i Eldar Malariando 
'Grey are the Elves of Beleriand' to exemplify the predicative use of the adjective. These 
examples must be connected with the emergence of the name Sindar in the 1951 revisions to 
the Quenta Silmarillion chapter "Of the Coming of the Elves," where it is said: 

These were the Elves of Beleriand in the west of the Northern lands . They came from 
the host of El we the Grey. He was lost in the woods and many of his folk sought him 
long in vain; and thus when their kindred departed over Sea they were left behind and 
went not into the West. Therefore they are called Sindar, the Grey Elves (X 164, 170) . 

So alongside this historical context we have in ENS an indication of the linguistic context in 
which the adjective sinda 'grey' became substantivized as the noun Sinda 'Grey Elf' . 

In the introduction to the Declension of Nouns Tolkien had listed the possible shapes that 
noun-stems could have as a consequence of "Eldarin morphology, and the later history of 
sounds in final syllables in KorEldarin and Qenya." He divided these overall according to the 
number of syllables in the stem, and then among the dissyllabic nouns primarily according to 
the length of the final vowel and secondarily according to the processes whereby the first 
syllable would be short or long, such as extension of the base, modification of the base, or 
strengthening of the medial consonant. For longer nouns he simply indicated the types of 
suffixes with either long or short vowels that could be added to any of the dissyllabic types. In 
the Tengwesta Qenderinwa the various stem-forming processes underlying these possibilities 
base-structure, combination of sounds, and suffixion - are described and to some extent 
illustrated by examples. 

In ENS Tolkien draws together these theoretical threads. Having described in §2 and §3 the 
types of consonantal noun-stems formed directly from Eldarin bases, in §5 he describes those 
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nouns and adjectives having vocalic stems because they are 'derived' by extension or suffixion. 
These are divided into three groups: 

I .  Nouns ending in: i, e, a ,  o, ii: those being the normal 6mataimar of their bases. 
11 .  Nouns or Adjectives ending in i, ii: those not being the normal 6mataimar of their bases. 
Ill . Nouns or Adjectives ending in e, a, o. 

In each group the possible syllabic patterns are listed, and examples of actual Eldarin words 
are given for each subtype within each group. Tolkien also considers the "significance" that 
the choice of final vowel could have, especially among the more frequently occurring e, o, and 
a. The choice was "evidently largely euphonic" in CQ, but later in Eldarin "euphony was 
crossed by a tendency (never fully developed) to use e, ii, and o with a significance for sex or 
gender." This concept was already mentioned briefly in DN, Nouns, and NQD; but here Tolkien 
provides a comprehensive description of and examples from the categories of nouns and 
adjectives where o, e, and a appear, as well as the less frequent endings -r and -u. And he 
explains the phonology behind the unusual masculine and feminine nouns like Erii. and ran. 

The last section of ENS treats the topic of 'personification' . Tolkien places this term in 
quotation marks because he is using it in a sense peculiar to Eldarin, which he defines as "the 
process by which a word that is not a 'proper noun', or the name of any unique person, comes 
to be used as a personal name, with or without modification." To account for the nature of this 
process he describes the traditional ways in which personal names were "contrived" by the 
Eldar. These portions of ENS, §6 paragraphs (c), (d) and (g), in effect comprise a preliminary 
version of the section "On Names" in Laws and Customs among the Eldar, the essay associated 
with the Story of Finwe and Mfriel in the later Quenta Silmarillion (X 214-17). Tolkien's 
conception of the rituals of naming and the cultural implications of the different kinds of 
personal names are already present and fairly similar in ENS: the Essekarme 'name-making' and 
the Given Name devised by the parents; the Essekilme 'name-choosing' and the private Chosen 
Name in which the child's own lamatyave or "sound-predilections" are expressed; and the 
Anessi 'nicknames' or 'surnames', "which were often given to persons in memory of some deed 
or event, or recording some characteristic." 

In paragraphs (e) and (f) Tolkien employs these Eldarin categories to explain the naming of 
the V alar. Since they had "no authoritative Made Name," the names they went by were "titles, 
denoting this or that function or aspect of the V ala concerned," and so were like the Eldarin 
nicknames. The Eldar believe that the V alar had each taken a Chosen Name in Quenya, but the 
two that were recorded are "self-chosen titles" rather than euphonic expressions of personal 
taste in the manner of an Elf's Chosen Name. In connection with the explanation of lcimatyave 
Tolkien also describes how personal invention made new word-forms "available for use in 
'learned' verse," or even led to their adoption into general use. 

Tolkien made a few changes to ENS in the original ink, the most substantial of which was to 
rewrite the beginning of §4 (ii) after introducing the concept of the Absolute form, apparently 
in the course of compostion. There are several insertions, mostly notes added in the margins, 
and emendations in red ink. In one of these, where Tolkien introduces a distinction between 
the inflexion of verbs in Common Quendian and Common Eldarin, there is a cross-reference: 
"see Verb Structure." This is probably connected with the added title of ENS (also in red ink), 
and its incorporation into the Common Eldarin Morphology, the next document of which would 
be titled: "Eldarin: Verb Structure." 

On the separate sheet described above, below the list of the projected contents of the 
Morphology, Tolkien wrote the following notes in red ball-point: 
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In need of revision - especially to meet revised history whereby Lindar > Vanyar 
and V[anyarin] & Nol[dorin] were virtually identical; whereas the Nol[dor] in 
Bel[eriand] adopted the native Sindarin tongue. So that Nold. Exilic now becomes > 
Beleriandic and Bel. > Ossiriandic. 

But most of the fair pages must now stand as authentic. 

Some of the indicated revisions are taken up in pencil emendations to ENS, such as changing 
"ON" to "OT" in the note at the end of §3; "Noldorin" to "Sindarin" in §4 (ii) (e); replacing the 
example of ON trunko with S trunc in §5; and changing "Lindar" and "Lindarin" to "Vanyar" and 
"Vanyarin" in the note in §6 (c) . This layer of emendations in the manuscript shows that, 
although the original ink layer was composed after Tolkien devised the name Sindar, it was 
composed before the conception emerged in The Grey Annals that Sindarin was adopted by the 
Noldor in exile (XI 23-7) .  

· 

Tolkien also wrote some comments on the text in pencil, without revising the text. For 
example, in §4 (ii) (d) a note in the text says that the allative preposition a "developed into a 
prefixed 'accusative' inflexion" and in Quenya replaced the definite article i when used with an 
object, as in a kirya (beside subjective i kirya); but Tolkien later added a note in the margin in 
pencil: "i yulma occurs as object in G[aladriel's] Lament." Such later annotations that seem to 
be extraneous to the text, or leave it uncertain how or whether Tolkien would have revised the 
text, are cited only in the editorial footnotes .  Otherwise all of the revisions in the original ink, 
in red ink, and in pencil are incorporated into the text, and pointed out in the footnotes along 
with the earlier readings. 

Last of all on the contents sheet Tolkien inserted above the notes in red a third note in 
green ball-point: 

Green notes are 1970 and {now} not yet authoritative. 

In the event he made only eight annotations in green: four emendations, two deletions, and 
two forms that he questioned. These notes do not extend beyond page 5 of the manuscript, 
and we have described them in the footnotes but have not incorporated them into the text. 
Their larger significance may be in the suggestion that, for the most part, Tolkien considered 
the conceptions described in the Common Eldarin Morphology to be valid still in 1970. 
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Declension of Nouns 
In accordance with Eldarin morphology, and the later history of sounds in final syllables in 
KorEldarin and Qenya (described above), historically the declensions should be divided as 
follows. 

A. originally monosyllabic nouns. A small class, though containing a number of much-used 
words: 

They ended (1) in a long vowel or a diphthong (which strictly belongs to next group): as PE, 
mouth, lips. 

(2) in one of the consonants tolerated in Eldarin, l , r, n, m, s, z (not o, 3, b), J ,  y, and rarely t. 
Their vowel was either long or short; possibly originally long when monosyllabic, short before 
inflexions, but usually levelled in one direction or another. These consonants were single 
(unstrengthened) and usually derivatives of the same basic consonants, not alterations; bases 
with different medial consonants simply avoided this simple formation, or were in Eldarin 
supplanted by longer formations . 

(1), (2) had as stems simple unextended unstrengthened bases, without suffixion.1 
B .  dissyllabic nouns. The largest class of older primary formations. 
(1) nouns whose stem ended in a short vowel. 

(a) stems "extended bases" ending -a, -e, -o, -r, -u 
(b) or modified bases ending -i, -u 
(c) same as (a) with strengthened medial consonant 
(d) same as (b) with strengthened medial consonant 
(e) simple bases with suffixes ending -a, -e, -o (rarely if ever -1, -u) .  

(a), (b) are classed as  dissyllabic nouns with short stem, " "  nouns. (c), (d), (e) since suffixes 
in -a, -e, -o were preceded by a consonant, -r, -u not by a consonant (& therefore fell with, or 
were identical with (b), (d) ) - as dissyllabic nouns with long stem, - "  nouns. 

(2) Nouns ending in a long vowel 
(a) simple bases + suffix: a, e, i5, f, u (" - nouns) . Already in Eldarin, i was used only for 

female animate nouns or deliberate personifications.  ii was used only for male animate 
nouns or deliberate personifications. a was general (but usually inanimate or abstract); e 
was inanimate, abstract, or female (not male); o was inanimate, rarely abstract, often 
male. 

The male words in e in Q. are usually of different origin (e.g. e3a) .  Male names are 
very common in -e (esp. "mythological") . The "mythological" names are usually origin
ally abstract in significance and originate in titles, or by-names .  Many of the others are 
of different origin - e3, e3a - e.g. esp. the common names in -we (not Manwe) Finwe, &c. 
where -we is original in cpd. containing obsolete twe "man, warrior," N gwe < we3-.2 

(b) strengthened bases + same suffixes: c- - (l) nouns) 
(c) simple bases + suffixes beginning with consonants and ending with same vowels c - - (Z) 

nouns) 
(d) more rarely strengthened bases + same suffixes as in (c) - suffixes added to streng-

1 The original phrase "had as bases" » "had as stems" in ink, presumably in the course of composition. 
2 This paragraph was added in the left margin in ink; later original "N gweg" » "N gwe < we3-" also in ink. 
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thened bases were usually either vocalic purely (= b), or contained short vowel (e.g. 1 a :  = 
1 (a) ) .  ( - - (3J nouns) .3 

C. Longer nouns - derived with suffixes a, e, o, f, ii, or with consonant + these vowels, or 
with consonant + a, e, o from other stems (dissyllabic) : e .g. any of the stems already formed 
under B (1) and (2) .  These furnish a larger number of nouns in all the derived languages, 
though only a small number of them are found in all, or are derived from common Eldarin, or 
even Kor-Eldarin. 

Here also nouns formed from simple (or strengthened) bases + rarer dissyllabic suffixes (as 
-tara) .  

(a) � � � nouns; - � � nouns; � - � nouns; - - � nouns. 
(b) � � - nouns; - � - nouns; � - - nouns; - - - nouns. 

D. nouns ending in consonantal suffix -r, -n, -t, -s added to base, or other stem. 
In Qenya the "rhythm" is only of practical importance in C (b), where nouns ending � -

(originally) , if � was not the initial syllable, developed slightly different forms to those of 

nouns ending .r- - ,  - - . 
Historically we should divide the Qenya declensions according to the final syllables :-
1 .  (a) monosyllabic nouns with originally vocalic stem. 

(b) monosyllabic nouns with originally consonantal stem. 
11. i3 nouns (dissyllabic) 

(a) � � nouns (which coalesced with, influenced, and were influenced by I b owing to loss 
of <3.) Where medial was 3, v, 1 ·  y. they often fell with I (a) .4 

(b) - � nouns. [Where medial was 3, V, j ,  y. they often fell with I (a) .]5 
Ill . �' 9 nouns (dissyllabic) . These were confused with VI, Vll.6 
IV. i3 nouns and �' 9 nouns (trisyllabic and longer), but �' 9 usually reformed to fall in with 

111.7 
V. -a nouns with subclass - V  a nouns. 8 
VI. -o nouns with subclass -V o nouns. 
VII .  -e nouns with subclass -V e nouns. 
VIII .  -fnouns. 
IX. -ii nouns. 
X. polysyllabic consonant nouns (class D above) which, however, blended with IV. 

For practical purposes the actual Qenya declensions are usually given thus :
A. dissyllables and polysyllables.9 { I .  
1 1 .  
Ill . 

vocalic 
-a nouns. 
-o nouns (with traces of o). 
-e nouns (with traces of �) . 

3 In this sentence "such suffixes added" » "suffixes added" in ink. 
4 In the list of medial consonants ] ,  y were inserted later in ink. 
5 The repetition was indicated by ditto marks and a brace pointing at the first sentences of items (a) and (b). 
6 The phrase "or reformed to fall in with" was inserted using a fine-nibbed pen, but subsequently deleted. 
7 The second clause of this sentence was added later with a fine-nib bed pen. 
8 The original phrase "with subclass - - _, was altered in the course of composition. 
9 Tolkien originally started this list with the following item: "I. monosyllabic vocalic (of various origin: originally 
monosyllabic; nouns so formed through loss of 3, v, or absorption of] <>, ya &c.)." 
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{ IV. -fnouns. 
V. -ii nouns. 

VI . polysyllabic nouns with nominative ending in a consonant which 
includes IV and X above (a, ?, 9 and consonant) . 

B .  
VII. monosyllabic with nom. ending in consonant :

(a) with long stems. = I b, 11 b above. 
(b) with short stems . = I  b. 
(c) with variable. = 11 a (and partly I b). 

VIII . (a) various "irregular" monosyllables; chiefly ending in vowel in 
nominative. (b) polysyllable in a vowel (chiefly loss of 3, b). 

The ordinary Qenya forms will be given, with notes on variations, poetic forms, obsolete forms 
found in OQ, &c. An attempt at explanation of historical origin will be given in an appendix 
after the paradigms. 

The Qenya formations from a noun stem, that are made with sufficient regularity to be 
admitted to the so-called declension (are) 

1 .  The nominative : This was in *E. the stem unaltered and was therefore also the form used 
with prepositions of "rest" or such as required no sign of "direction." In the latter form it is 
called stem-case, by some "short-locative." But in o, e, a nouns in Qenya a particle -na (of 
deictic origin) has become agglutinated to the nominative, producing -on, -en, -an ( OQ -on, en, 
an) . This is also found in OQ with f, ii nouns, and occasionally in form -an with original 
consonantal and -a nouns. It has however become obsolete in Q. in the latter cases, since it is 
preserved now only to mark distinction between nom. and accus. (which in a, e, i5 nouns and 
plural were or had become identical) . 

2 .  The accusative : In *E. usually, and in plural always, without special sign. In the plural no 
sign was ever developed in *E. since here nominative had a sign -z (which was lost in 
KorEldarin) [ -fz (lfz), accus. -f] . Hence adoption of nom. -n in Q. In the singular partly already 
in *E., certainly in KE the accus. acquired a suffix -a, -a (originally a preposition identical with 
Q a) which produced -&, -e, -o and so in Q. disappeared in a, e, i5 declension (but remains as -a in 
the others - hence they have not adopted nom. -n) . 

(3) Dative formed with a suffix -r (< t) ultimately from -to or ta and originally allative 
"towards." (4) Genitive (ablative) "of" original suffix apparently -o. (5) instrumental suffix 
-ne(m), me( m). 

(6) (7) (8) the long allative, ablative, and locative - adverbial forms, whose precise form, and 
close association with the noun is a specifically Q. development shared to some extent with T. 
(this therefore after Noldo departure) . (9) Adjectives formed with suffixes ba, �a, ya function 
in Q. as genitives possessive and relational only. (10) an adverb of manner - a Q. formation, it 
is also employed as an indeclinable adj .  = like . (11) in plural only a partitive genitive, which is 
now obsolescent and replaced largely by plural of (4) . 
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Declension of Nouns 

A. "Vocalic" nouns 
1 .  The -ii declension. 

(a) e.p:; kirya "ship." (b) �n.. ilduma "heaven." 

Singular 1 .  Nominative � kiryan � ilduman 

2 .  Accus . (or stem) cfJ5 kirya � ilduma 

3 . Dat. (or short All.) � kiryar � ildumar 

4. Gen. (or short Abl.) cfPJp kiryo � ildumo 

5 .  Instrumental � kiryanen � ildumiinen 
6.  Allative � kiryanta \� ildumanta 

7. Ablative � kiryallo � ildumallo 

8. Locative � kiryasse � ildumasse 

9. Adjective (Gen.) �\n kiryava � ildumava 
10. Adverb � kiryandon � ildumandon. 

Dual 1 . � 2. � 3 . � 4. & 9. � 5 .
·� 

kiryant kiryat kiryau kiryahta kiryamet 
6. �(:1"}) 7. � 8. � : so �- except 5 .  �· 

kiryantau (-to) kiryallut kiryasseeo ildumamet. 
Plural. 1 . � kiryalin � ildumalin 

2 . � kiryali � ildumali 
3 . � kiryalir11 � ildumalir 
4. � kiryalion � ildumalion 
5 . (�) { (kiryalfnen) l� ildumainen 

� kiryainen (�) (ildumalinen)12 

6. � kiryalintan � ildumalintan 

7. cf&r}f:n kiryalillon � ildumalillon 

8. � kiryalissen � ildumalissen 

9 . �a. kiryalinwa � ildumalinwa 

10. �"!"1 kiryalindon �� ildumalindon 

Partitive 11 . � kiryaika � ildumaika. 

10 In the tengwar version of kiryasset Tolkien omitted the doubling bar over the s-tengwa. 11 In the tengwar version of kiryalir the final r-tengwa was emended from a t-tengwa. 
12 The tengwar forms in entry 5 were written on a single line; in the form for kiryainen the dot below the final n
tengwa was omitted; and in that for ildumalfnen the long-vowel carrier was emended from a short one. 
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2 .  The -o declension 
(a) !r"J ondo 'stone' .  (b) � untamo 'enemy'. 

Singular 

Dual 1 .  

1 .  7'"J'? 
2. � 

3 .

� 

4 . ,.,., (?m') 
5 . � 
6 . ?'")1» 
7. ?'"

't9 

8. yrnle<. 
9 . � 
10 . ""'O':IJ'? 

ondon 
on do 
ondor 
ondo (onduo)13 
ondonen 
ondonta 
ondollo 
ondosse 
ondova 
ondondon 

6,»�� 
6,,)1:9 
�� 
6J''t%J 
��))it? 
6,»� 
Gp'"9C9 
6,''t;JM 
o,,:.�h2. 
�'''%)"� 

2 .  � 3 . � 4 . & 9 . �� 

untamon 
untamo 
untamor 
untamo 
untam6nen 
untamonta 
untamollo 
untamosse 
untam6va 
untamondon. 

5 . � 
ondunt ondut ondu ondohta ondomet 

6 . ,.�n.S(-JT.?) 7.� 8 . 9'"J� : so � except 5 . �· 
ondontau (-to) ondollut ondosset untam6met. 

Plural 1 . �·� ondolin � untam6lin14 
2. ,,,,u. ondoli 'jncJt:"" untam6li 

3 .
�t:\l? 

ondolir �'? untam6lir 
4 . � ondolion � untam6lion 
5 . �� ondoinen 

} �� untamoinen 
} c,,.q-n6?) ( ondol{nen) C.. �t:}m"l., ( untamol{nen) 

6 . � ondolintan �ct� untamolintan 
7.

� 
ondolillon ep:n�w� untamolillon 

8. � ondolissen �� untamolissen 
• 

9 . � ondolinwa � untamolinwa 
10. � ondolindon �CJ&"J'l untamolindon 
11 . � ondoika � untamoika. 

13 The parenthetical genitive form onduo, in both roman and tengwar, is a later addition made with a fine-nibbed 
pen. 
14 Tolkien omitted the dot below the final  " in  the tengwar version of untam6lin, 
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3 .  The -e declension. (The largest of all Q .  declensions) 
(a) -cf!* lasse 'leaf' . (b) Q\i nie 'tear' . (c) � telume 'vault' .  

(d) -pc:.i tyalie 'play'. 

Singular 1 - � · � 
2 . � 
3. � 
4. tF'_9�� 
5 . � 
6. � 
7. � 
8. � 
9. �(� 
10 . � 

Short Plural 1 .  � 
2 . "tF'-
3 . � 
4 . � 

6. �(:-�) 
7. t;8�(-�) 
8. � (; �) 
9. 

10 . (t;6t�) 
11. t1'ff 

lass en 
lasse 
lass er 
lasseo, lassio 
lassenen 
lassenta 
lassello 
lass esse 
lassea (lasseva) 
lassendon 

Dual: � lassent 

� lasset 

� lassu15 
4, 9. � lassehta 

� lassemet 
� (:]'!)) lassentau (-to) 
� lassellut 
cew� lassesset. 

lass in Long Plural � lasselin 
lassi � lasseli 
lassir � lasselir 
lassion � lasselion 
lass{nen ( �) (lassel{nen) 
lassintan (-en tan) � lasselintan 
lassillon ( -ellonY6 � lasselillon 
lassissen17 � lasselissen 

� lasselinwa 
(lassindon) � lasselindon 
lasst'ka 

(b) m! (nie) goes like r::J5" but never makes short plural forms except occasionally in 
the archaic 6, 7, 8 � ,  �� � (nientan, niellon, niessen) and in 5 .  � (ei > 
ai after J :  see 'vowels' above), which is as usual as � (niainen, niel{nen) . 1 8 Other words 

with vowel before -e also prefer -eli; as � (tyue), pl. � or less often � (tyuin) . 19 

15 A note to the right of !assu was written with a fine-nibbed pen: "beside � lassiu from -I decl. (see p .  90) ." In 
the tengwar version of !assu the final vowel is marked as long (see fn. 19 below) . 
16 Tolkien appears to have started writing lassintan in both the tengwar and roman versions of this entry. 
17 The tengwar forms in this entry read lassissen (-essen). 
18 Tolkien left out the dot under the final n in the tengwar version of niellon, and the doubling mark over the s in 
the tengwar for niessen, while the tengwar version of niainen has the tehta for i in the last syllable. 
1 9  Note that the tengwar version of tyue has a long u. The tengwar plural form reads tyuelin. 
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With the lasse type, however, -eli plurals are a less common variant, more used in writing, 
especially verse, than in speech - except always that for 9, 10 (which are again literary forms 
in the main, & of fairly recent origin) there are only long forms (lassindon is rare). �� ;;" 
also make aclj. gen. (9) only in -va : �Qrz.., �; 4 .  � nio, � tyuio.20 

(c) � (telume) differs from "'d5" in the following points :- Singular : 4 telumo (the 

historic form only found in lasse in archaic texts as lasso) , beside telumeo; 5 � 
telumenen; 6, 7, 8 as lasse; 9 � (not *�) telumeva.2 1 Dual 5 .  � 
telumemet. Plural 1 ,  2, 3 ���O.�,rt���T"'�'� 
(telumin or telumelin &c.) about equally used, but the former more in spoken language;22 4 .  
� telumelion is more used than telumion; 5 i s  only �� telum{nen; 6, 7, 8 the 

short forms in -intan (-entan) are used mostly (except poetically where long occur but then 
mainly with words with long initial syllable, or a long ante-penult (amaldumelintan)) ; 23 9 
� (teluminwa) or amaldum(el)inwa; but 9 is not much used except in verse. 

(d) ft::\' (tyalie) differs from the preceding in 4: � (tyalio) only; 5 .  �'? 
tyalienen; 9 l;o.Jn- tyalieva only. Dual s � tyaliemet. Plural: Long forms only in 1, 2, 

3 , 4 � &c. (tyalielin &c.), and 9, 10 tyalielinwa &c., usually long in 6, 7, 8 (tyalielintan &c.) 

beside tyalientan form of short (archaic); only short in the archaic partitive tyaliaika (iai < iei) ; 
short is the normal form (as in all nouns) in instr. (5) tyaliainen (rarely tyalielfnen) . 

Other variations (regular) 

Nouns ending in -te make plural in -tsi (-si after f, ii, consonant, or diphthong - but long 
vowel a, e, 6 is shortened before ts) . In this case the long plurals in -teli are rare and literary,* 
but the short forms in -tentan &c. have given way entirely in the current language to the newer 
formations -(t)sintan. · 

* Except in case a, e, 6 + te. 
Thus laite 'colour' �· pl. laisin � (lais{nen, laision, laisintan, &c. plur. adj .  

laitelinwa, plur. adv. laisindon or  laitelindon) . Similarly: tante � - pl. tansin; sahte - pl. 
saksin; pite 'juice' - pl. pitsin; l6te flower - pl. l6telin, or lotsin. 

Words ending in -ye are declined like lasse with long plurals but instrumental pl. -yainen : 
varinye, varinyeli, varinyainen; also usually pl. 6, 7, 8 varinyentan rather than varinyelintan &c . .  

20 The untranscribed tengwar forms in thi s sentence read nie, tyue, nieva, and tyueva. 21 The tengwar form of telumenen shown here is a composite of two different scanned words; in the manuscript 
version, o is an insertion. The starred form in parentheses reads telumea. 
22 The tengwar representing tilumi, tilumeli should presumably read telumi, telumeli. The following tengwar forms 
read telumir, telumelir. 
23 Item 6, 7, 8 was revised from : "the short forms in  -intan (-entan) are used mostly, except poetically and then 
mainly with words with long in i t ia l sy l l ab le ,  or a l ong sy l l  ... " The emendation was presumably for clarity. 
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Notes on the first or vocalic declensions 1-III. 
(For historical explanations see below, p. _ ) 
I .  Like kirya are declined: nissa, lady (pl. usually ni, see decl. VIII); n6la, summit, round hill

top, head; tyuka, thigh; pamba, ball; parma, book; kalpa, bucket; hyapa, shoe; vea, sea; &c. 
Like ilduma are declined comparatively few nouns, most of them compounds no longer 

analysed (as ilduma is originally a cpd. ending in tma, land); a certain number are secondary 
formations with instrument -ma, as sanguma, a press (cf. verbal stem sanga-) . But most 
secondary suffixes ending in -a had in Eldarin "'a form (whence -a > nil in Q.) or began with 2 
consonants, as in qelesta 'dying, fading', which form nouns of kirya class . 

Archaic or obsolescent forms: Short plurals kiryain, kiryai, (beside kiryen, kirye), kiryer, kiryainen, 
kiryantan, -allon, -assen, kiryaika. These are only now used in verse, except for the instr. -ainen 
which is the usual form, and partitive -aika, which [is] the only form when this now 
obsolescent case (in speech) is used instead of gen. kiryalion. The gen. pl. kiryaion is rare. The 
long plurals originally had no plural -n at end of 6, 7, 8; such forms are still found in verse (see 
historical account below) - kiryalinta, -alillo &c. The forms (short plural) -antan, -allon, -assen 
are still found in the rare cases of nouns ending � � �  (alama), in preference to alamalintan (see 
notes to telume above) .  

Regular variations : -kahta (-qahta, -gahta) &c. > kasta &c. :- tyukasta "of two thighs"; 
similarly: in partitive tyukaita (for -aika) . This holds good for all declensions . 

II . Like ondo are declined :- � noldo, Noldo (Gnome); � mindo 'tower'; �'"7 
rondo, cavern; db] haro, hawk; &c. &c. Like untamo : many names of agents, and male names in 
-ro, mo (�, {�}) &c.24 

Archaic or obsolescent forms are: Short plurals ondoin, ondoi, ondoir for *ondor, (ondoion* rare), 
ondoinen, ondontan, -ollon, -ossen, ondoika. These forms are now only poetical, except in ondoinen 
which is the regular form, and ondoika which is the only form, where this case is still employed 
instead of ondolion.25 The -ontan, -ollon, -ossen forms are, however, still recognised, especially in 
words of untamo class with short initial syllable (or longer words ending � � "' ) . On the forms 
ondolinta, -lillo, -lisse (without -n) see note on kiryalinta &c. (p. 84) , and the historical account 
(below) . 

* Only in OQ. 

Long plurals in -uli : these strictly belong to original -u (o) nouns, which have in Q. been 
transferred (owing to phonetic coalescence in many cases) to the -o declension. uli is the 
regular development of Qli (and dialectally even of oli < oli ) .  It is now in standard Q. confined to 
nouns having -u- in the stem, or in syllable preceding the inflexion, but in older language and 
OQ still corresponded in use more or less with the etymology. Thus usual pl. of tundo 'hole' is 
tunduli (beside tundoli) - this happens to be etym[ ologically] tundu. 

As in case of ahta, aika > asta, aita, so such words as lango 'neck' make langosta, langoita. 

24 The parenthetical names in tengwar are Sulimo and Melko, the latter deleted presumably because it would be 
declined like ondo rather than untamo. 
25 Written to the left of this sentence with a fine-nibbed pen: "The form onduo gen. sg. is from ii decl. ,  see pg. 91."  
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A recent euphonious dissimilation is ondundon for ondondon, and so in other words with do, 
preceding -ndon.26 

uva for -ova is of same origin as uli (i.e. from 9ba) .  It is also used now in same harmonic non
etymological fashion - tunduva (rather than tundova) . 

-u- throughout dual onduhta, ondumet, ondullut &c. is frequent. Here u nouns have been 
reinforced by the analogy of -unt, ut, -u regularly from -ont, -ot, -Ou.27 

Ill . The short plural remained the chief plural ending here, and has not been ousted by 
the new special Q -li, because -ei produced -1 and this is felt in Q. as the sign of the plural 
(owing to the -f plurals of the large consonantal declension, the very large -e decl., and the 
form of -lf) ,  whereas -ai (e), oi are not.28 

In the gen. sg. lasso only found in OQ (and in polysyllables: tyalio, telum(e)o) is the historic 
form ( < lasse-o) ; lasseo is stem + o extracted from all the other declensions ___,. lassio on the other 
hand belongs to the -r (?) declension which has become entirely merged with the -e in Q. Thus 
lambe (originally *lambz-) lamb1o > lambio. 

The adj .  lassea is due to the employment of a different suffix (-ya not -va ) , but -va (always 
used in words ending ' "'  e) is now usually extended to lasse type - it is probable ? (r) nouns had 
-iba > eva > eva; hence lambeva is historical, lambea a new formation. 

Even in case of nouns employing the short plural, lass{nen is still employed more often than 
lasselfnen; telum{nen, tyaliainen are almost invariable. 

The forms -intan, -illon, -issen, for historical -entan &c. which are now rare (except in nouns 
ending ue, ie where they are always used, if short pl. is employed), is due in part to ? (1) nouns 
in which -intan [&c.] were the correct historical forms, and partly to the coincidence of short 
plural l-5 (10) and 1 1  with the plural of VI, VII which also had -intan &c.; and partly in the 
greater distinctiveness of the intan endings. 

* The rare forms -ili are not from -rli, ?li (which gives -eli) but from Jo decl. -iali > ili. 
They are obsolescent in Q. and never appear in nouns belonging to decl. Ill or 
transferred to it.29 

On form naikesta, naikfta (beside lassehta, lassz'ka) see above. 

Like lasse are declined an immense number of nouns of all kinds especially abstracts in isse, 
esse, asse; like telume a very large number of words in ale, ume, are &c. &c.; like tyalie a very large 
number of words in -ie, alie, arie, znye, &c. &c. 

26 The original form ondoldon was emended to ondundon with a fine-nibbed pen; and at the same time a note was 
added to the end of this paragraph: "This too is really borrowed from ii." 
27 The original phrase "ultimately from -ou" was replaced by "regularly from -ont, -ot, -ou." 
28 In this sentence "vocalic" was changed to "consonantal" in the course of composition; and later the original 
phrasing "has become the chief plural ending here, and not been ousted" was emended to "remained the chief 
plural ending here, and has not been ousted." 
29 This note replaced an earlier, shorter one: "* There are no -ili forms: {!li appears [to] have given -eli." 
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The -I, -u declensions. 
Since suffixes appear rarely to have ended in -f, -u (especially not those employed 

secondarily, and added to dissyllabic stems), these nouns were mainly dissyllables, or 
compounds ending in one of these. 

(i) lindi- �- "pool"; kelu-lindi- "spring"; siri- "river" 

(ii) tundu �- 'hole'; lopotundu- "rabbithole"; mulu "dust." 

If their declensions had remained as historically developed the following would have been 
the forms :-

s. 1 .  linde, or with -n linden ; kelulin (kelulinden); sire (siren) 
2 . linde, or with -a lindia ; kelulin (kelulindia); sire (sirya) 
3 . lindio ; kelulindio ; siryo 
4 . linder (lindien)*; kelulinder ; sirer (siryen)*30 
5 .  lindenen &c. &c. 
6. lindisse similarly 7, 8 -illo, -inta &c. 
9 .  lindeva &c. &c. 

10. lindindon ( -ildon) &c. &c. 
P. lindin, -i, -ir, -ion, -fnen, -intan, -illon, -issen - 1 1 . -{ka 

lindelin &c. as lasselin 
D.  lindent, -et, -iu, -ihta, -emet, -intau, -illut, -isset. 

* The dative ending -en (beside r) here seen is a KE variant formation (apparently from 
-em) which in Q. is only found after consonants (including -i, -[, u, ii = J, iJ , y, uy before 
vowels) although it appears to have been the original Eldarin true dative formation for all 
nouns.3 1 -r is in origin ( < t < ta) strictly a short-allative genetically related to -nta; its 
adoption as dative is peculiar to QT. It was lost naturally when -f, -u nouns were 
transferred. 

The correspondence of most of these forms with the -e declension is plain. The chief 
differences are (i) lindia, sirya which were got rid of, by adoption of endingless -e, which 
coincided with -e ( < -e) ; forms such as lindia, sirya are only found in oldest Q. except in case of 
short syllables [such as] sire when transferred to the -p type (below) - (ii) lindio - but this 
type also adopted by lasse (above) - (iii) 6, 7,  8, 10 -isse &c. :  these still occur occasionally in OQ. 
(iv) Dual -iu, but this type also adopted by lasse - and ihta, intau &c.; which still occur in OQ. 

(v)32 The short forms in polysyllables kelulin. These were lost since they only occurred in 
unsuffixed nom. and accus . unless whole compound was transferred to the -a declension 
(below) as occasionally happened. 

30 In this line parenthetical dat. sg. forms lindie, sirye were added with a fine-nibbed pen, along with the asterisked 
note on the dative ending, which was written in the top margin (and the words see above to the left of this line of 
the chart) . Later the variants lindie and sirye were altered to lindien and siryen respectively. 
31 In this sentence -en « -e and -em « -e, at the same time as the similar changes in the chart (fn . . 30). 
32 This item, which occurs at the top of the page following the previous items, was numbered "(iv)" in the 
manuscript, perhaps because the previous item number "(iv)" was not added until later. 
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The -U. nouns. 
S. 1. {tundo, tundon; 

lopotun, -tundon 
mulo, mulon 

Declension of Nouns ]. R. R. Tolkien 

2 .  {tundo, tundua 
lopotun " 
mulo, mulwa 

(on uen, wen see note on p. 90)33 
3. tundor 4. tunduo 

(tunduen) mulwo 
mulor 
(mulwen) 

5. tundonen 6. -unta34 7. -ullo 8. -usse 9. -uva 10. -undon 
P. 1. Jtunduin 

lmulwin 
8. -ussen 

2. -ui' 
-wi 

9 . -

3 . -Uion 
-wion 

10. -

Long plural tundulin, mululin &c. 

4. -uir 5 .  -Uinen 
-wir -w{nen 

11 .  J-Uika 
1-w{ka 

D. 1 .  tund{mt > unt 2 .  -c;>t > ut 3 .  -u 4. -uhta 
6. -untau 7. -ullut 8. -usset. 

6. -untan 7. -ullon 

5. -c;>met > umet 

The close correspondence of most of these forms where noun had a long stem preceding ending 
has caused these words to be transferred to ondo type. 

The chief differences were (i) tundua ace. This was obsolescent in oldest Q. or rather in 
this type the endingless form had remained more usual; -u > o coalesced with -o (< o) .  (ii) 
tunduo, but this was transferred to ondo, where onduo helped to avoid coalescence of accus . and 
dative. (iii) 6, 7, 8, 10 -unta &c. These were frequently retained (espec. in ondundon, maldundon 
&c.) and transferred to i5 declension after u in preceding syllable, in case of dondon after any 
vowel. 

So with (iv) -ulin &c. (see above p. 88) and the dual -u-forms.35 The short plural was rare 
and obsolescent in OQ and even when used already often altered to -oin, oi &c. (except in 
untan, -ullon which were occasionally transferred to -o type after ii in preceding syllable as in 
other cases) . 

The short stems, however, differed fairly widely from -o stems, and were most close in 
appearance to -ya (nouns) next. To which they were usually transferred. See next. 

The abbreviated forms lopotun &c. (as in case of kelulin) were got rid of in course of OQ, or 
-else occasionally caused transference to the -a declension (VI) . 

33 This annotation was written with a fine-nibbed pen and originally said: "(on ue, we see note on p. 90)"; 
presumably at the same time the forms (tundue), mulor (mulwe) were added to the chart, also with a fine-nibbed 
pen. The annotation refers to the note on the dative ending -en (« -e) added to the previous declension chart. 
Similar later changes of ue » uen and we » wen were made here, and to the alternative dative singular forms in 
the chart: tundue » tunduen and mulwe » mulwen. 
34 -unta << -onta. 
35 The cross-reference is to the notes above on nouns declined like ondo (decl. II), where it is said that long plurals 
in -uli "strictly belong to original -rl (o) nouns."  
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The -p, -tJ a types. 

Examples: mall)o- rust (� ) ; telkl)o (� - ) 'stem, leg'; and in rarer cases after a group 

where -1) did not combine; lestl)o, journey (ILE, go, fare); '?b.- (oil)o) bird.36 

ft)t;- (pol1 o) meal, flour; 'l.&:r- (istp) knowledge; and in rarer cases after a group where -1 
did not combine: tambp, pot, jar; miu1 o, cat.37 

The historical forms would have been:-
S.  l .J malo (malun)38 2 .  malo, malwa 

telko (telkun) telko, telqa l lesto (lestun) lesto, lestua 
oio ( oiun) oio, oiwa 

3 . (malur) malwen39 
(telkur) telquen 
(lestur) lestuen 
(oiur) oiwen 

-wia 

4 . malwo 
telqo 
lestuo 
oiwo 

5. malunen (so all) . 6 .* -unta; 7 .* -ullo. 8 .* -usse. 9. -uva. 10.* -undon. 
* due to levelling of u < l)o, which strictly only developed before single cons. , of the forms 

-wa, -we there is no trace; but this is probably due to this declension (as -o and 
consonant declensions) using originally the short endings -se, -li5, -ta (see historical 
account) . 

Dual. malunt, -ut, -u, -uhta,* -umet, -untau* &c. (* see preceding note) . 
Plural Short. 1 .  malwin (telqin, oiwin) lestui'n; 2. -wi (-ui) 3 . -wir (uir); 4 .  -wion (uion) 5 .  -w{nen 

(-linen) 6, 7, 8. untan &c. 11 .  -wz1<a (wka).40 
Long. malulin &c. So all. 

Note in cases of hiatus rail)o, kaul)o > ra1u, ra1o > reo; kal)U > kau. Such forms were either lost 
or reo was reformed to raio, on analogy of raiwa &c. 

From these forms the present paradigms :-
oio, oiwa, oiwen, oiwo, oiunen, -unta &c., gen. adj .  oiwia (or oiwea analogically) beside 
maluva (and occasionally oiuva) . 
PI. oiwin &c. [long plurals oiulin, malulin rare except in long stem telkuli.] 
Dual oiunt &c.41 

In case of long stems OQ had telko declined as above with adj .  telkuva; lesto declined lestua, 
-uen, -uo.42 But lesto type has now fallen in with ondo (tundo), with retention of gen. lestuo, adj .  
lestuva (usually), and usually -u- throughout dual; and only with long pl. lestoli (lestuli), beside 
rarer lestoin. The telko type is rare, but remains . 

This l)o declension (and the next 1 o) contain only inanimates, and a few abstracts. 

36 The form raiya was deleted before the fourth example, in the course of composition. Note that the tengwar 
spellings of the nouns in this and the following paragraph end in a mark like a hyphen (-) , which corresponds to 
the a of Tolkien's equivalent spellings in roman letters. Subsequently, in tengwar spellings of the stems of 
monosyllabic nouns ending in a consonant (Declension VII below) this same hyphen-like mark is apparently used 
to indicate the ending of a stem rather than a; e.g. in "PG- (tal-) foot." 

37 miup « mauJ a .  
38 malun « malon. 
39 The final n in each of the forms in this column - malwen, telquen, lestuen, oiwen - appears to be a later addition; 
and similarly oiwen « oiwe in the list below of present paradigm forms . 
40 The form -wfnene was altered to -w{nen, and winta replaced by untan, both in the course of composition. 
41 Tolkien wrote two heavy vertical lines to the left of this group of forms. The brackets are his . 
42 -uen << -ue. 
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The historical forms in case of 1 a. 
S. l .J pole (polin) 2 .  pole, polya 3 .  (polir) polyen43 4 .  polyo 

iste (istin) iste, istya (istir) istyen istyo l tambe (-in) tambe, tambia (tambir) tambien tambio 
miue (-in)* miue, miuya (miuir)* miuyen miuyo 

[* for mive (< miyi) so maup > mayi > moi reformed maue < mauya &c.]44 

5. polinen 6.* -inta 1 7.* -illo 8.* -isse 9. -iva 10.* -indon 
-yunta I -yullo -yesse -yundon.45 

[* Due to levelling of -i from1a  or to original short endings as la, polilo > polillo, by general 
analogy of other vocalic declensions. See note on page 92 .]46 

Dual. -yunt, -yut, -yu, -ihta,* -imet, -intau* &c. 
[* see prec. note.] On the forms -yunt, -yut see historical account of the formation of the 

dual. In long stems -int, -it also appear in OQ. 

Plural Short. 1. -in 2. -i 3. -ir 4. -ion 5. -fnen 6, 7, 8. -inta(n) &c.; 11 .  -fka. 
Long. polili; istili &c. 

The Q. paradigm is as follows 
-yunta 1 

pole, polya, polyen, polyo, polinen, -inta I &c., poliva.47 
polin, poli &c. besides polilin (but pol{nen, polz'ka), which is not uncommon in words in 
other stems than -1, and is usual in the few long-stem words remaining here [such as] 
istili (ist{nen).48 

But all words with long stem after which y becomes -i (tambi-) have been transferred to 
Declension Ill lasse, retaining gen. tambio and short pl. -intan &c., but usually having short 
plural -i (or eli) . -ili is only found for such words in OQ. 

This class also contains inanimates with a few abstracts only. 

The dual is in -yunt, -yut, -yu whence also -yuhta, -yumet, -yuntau, -yullut, &c. beside older 
-ihta.49 See historical account ofDual below. 

43 The final -n in each of the forms in this column - polyen, istyen, tambien, miuyen - appears to be a later addition. 
44 The brackets around this and the following two asterisked annotations are Tolkien's. 
45 This row of forms in -yu- and -ye- was a later addition; the locative -yesse might be read as -yusse. 
46 The cross-reference is to the note on the previous page about the levelling of u < ya. 
47 polyen « polye. 
48 Two heavy vertical lines were written to the left of this group of forms (see footnote 41) .  
49 In this sentence the original phrasing "whence also recently" » "whence also ." 
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IV. The -1 (il ): declension " 
This contains only female nouns and names, including personifications (which sometimes 

approach to abstractions). The class is fairly large since -fwas the oldest "feminine" suffix and 
remains the final element in many feminine suffixes of present Q. The importance of this 
class, and the next, is much increased also in Q. (especially literary Q.) by the Q. development 
of the animate or substantivated adjective, which is declined according to the -f, -ii 
declensions. See the adj .  

Examples :  (1) � tari (queen); (2) � (liri) finch; (3) �ln (nindari) river-maid, 

nymph. 

S . l .  N. and Stem � tari D . � tariunt P .  � t6.r[/in 
2 .  Accus. � taria � tariut � tarlli 
3 .  � t6.rien50 puh\G tariu � t6.rz1ir 
4 .  � tario pub\«1 tarihta � t6.rz1ion 
5 .  � tarfnen � tarfmet �t? t6.r!lfnen51 

6. pub\;» tarinta �f9) t6.rintau52 �� tar!lintan 
7 .  � tarillo � tarillut � tarilillon 
8 .  � tarisse � tarisset ruMt:W6? tarilissen 

9 .  �ln., tarfva vubl-ci"" t6.rilinwa53 
10.  � tarindon � tarilindon 

1 1 . � tarfka 

On the older forms tarilinta, -illo &c. see notes to Declensions I-III; see there also for note 
on such forms as partitive wing{ta of wingi (mermaid, foam-maid) . 

On the forms tariunt see historical account of dual below: - V i nouns usually form nindarint, -it : 
(except in these cases) tariuhta, tariumet, tariuntau are frequent (for tarihta &c.) .54 

In such forms as tarinen, tarfli the a is now shortened colloquially and the accent shifted, but 
r�'-,j.,.(� remains the spelling. 

In OQ the older accent nindar{a, -{en, -{o persisted, but is now shifted to nfndaria, since 
present Q. does not permit accent on i, u + vowel (except in initial syllables).55 

The short plural tarin, tari, tarir, tarion, tarinen, tarintan &c., tan'ka is no longer in use (except 
in tarz'ka) ; in this class even the instr. is long taril{nen (owing to coalescence of sg. and pl.) . In 
verse, and older language, these forms are however found, espec. tarion and 6, 7, 8 tarintan. 

On the dative sg. ending -en appearing here (to exclusion of r) see note at top of page 90, and 
the historical account below. 

50 The final '? in � and the final -n in tcirien appear to be later additions. 

5 1  tarrlfnen « tarfl(nen. 
52 Tolkien inadvertently omitted the tehta for i in the tengwar spelling of tarintau. Note that the roman version 
does not include the variant ending -o. 
53 vubl-ci"" « 'J"Url�"". 
54 Apparently an original phrase " - " i nouns normally form nindarint, -it" » "- V i  nouns usually form nindarint, -it. " 
The qualification "(except in these cases)" means that alternative forms such as *nindariuhta, etc., do not occur. 
55 The ending -(en « -(e ;  and similarly in the second fol lowing paragraph -en « -e. 
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V. The -ii declension. 

Only male nouns, names, and personifications . Not as common as IV, except in the 
"animate adjective" [ninqe, white, ninqeru, white man, white (male thing or personification)] . 56 
See head note to IV. 

Examples: � veru (husband); � mandu (lord) ; m+(, white man, white male 
swan, white ship (ships are either inanimate or male in Q.) .57 

S .  1. (stem) � veru D. � verunt 

2 .  
\ 
3 .  
4 .  

5 .  

6 .  

7 .  

8 .  

9 .  

D:at'b6u. verua � 
mbU veruen58 �(, 
� veruo � 
� veninen � 

verut 

veru 

veruhta 

venimet 

� verunta �t7) veruntau (-o) 
l=h{O) verullo 12nn'e<J? verullut 

� verusse � verusset 

� vertiva {� } 

venilin 

venili 

venilir 

venilion 

veri1lfnen59 

veriilintan 

veriilillon 

vernlissen 

verulinwa 

1 0 .  '\-A..J'- verundon _.. A.�,?': l:z:t(b� verulindon 
1 1 . � veru.{ka 

On the older form verulinta, - lillo, -lisse see notes above; also on partitives such as lungu, 
dragon, lunguita. 

There are very few variant forms in this declension. On the older accentuation n{nqemen 
&c. now nfnqeruen see note to preceding declension. 

The short plural veruih, verui: veruir, venfzon, venfznen, veruntan &c. veru(ka, is now never 
used in speech except in case of veruika, and is not found in 1, 2, 3 , 4 which were obsolescent in 
oldest Q. (it was in this class that Q. -If, on origin of which see below, first became firmly 
established as a declensional element) , and are scarcely found. But veruinen is frequent, and 
-untan, -ullon, -ussen are also used in case of long words (ninqeruntan) . In these cases 
(ninqeruinen) the short instr. pl. is nearly as frequent as the long (ninqerulfnen) , though the 
analogy of the parallel ninqeri etc. with ninqerilfnen (rather than ninqer{nen which is also sg.) 
aids in the obsolescence of -uinen.60 

The forms ninqeniva, -Liven, tivo, ninqeruvesse (rarely -uvanta, -uvandon) found with nouns or 
animate adjs .  ( - V - ) in verse are really not phonetic development of OQ nfnqema, but 
borrowings from nouns originally ending in -iioa (see next declension) . 

56 These brackets are Tolkien's. 
57 The third tengwar form reads ninqeru. 
58 vemen « veme. Note that Tolkien neglected to similarly emend the tengwar form, which was l eft as � , 
and that this tengwar form also lacks the first e. 
59 The [j in the tengwar version of th is  word was emended from p· 
60 This sentence originally ended with a further phrase: "which is also isolated as an instru m e n ta l form ." 
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Nouns whose nominative ends in a consonant (uninflected). 

These are of very various origin historically (see account below) . For practical purposes, 
however, they are best classed in Q. on a mainly rhythmic basis, according to length of stem, 
&c. since the endings have influenced one another intricately in the past, and it is not possible 
even in OQ to deal with these nouns on a purely historical basis . The distinction between the 
(small) class of originally consonantal nouns, and those originally ending in a (rarely ? 9) has been 
largely obliterated; this process began at least in Kor-Eldarin. 

In Qenya, then, we have 
A nouns with monosyllabic stem 
B nouns with dissyllabic or polysyllabic stem. 

A and B are both subdivided into (i) stem ends in a single consonant, (ii) stem ends in a group 
simplified to a single cons. (or to cons. + a +  cons.) in the nom. (see pp. 56-60), -l, r, n, s, nt. 

In B. it is convenient to have a third subdivision. B iii contains compounds old, but still 
recognized, which in many cases coincide with B ii, but also offer some stems not found in B ii, 
since simple dissyllabic nouns (no old compound ends in a longer noun) offer many medial 
combinations not found in suffixal elements. 

A (i) is the only class which contains original consonantal (monosyllabic basic) nouns; such 
as ner, man, kas, head. In this class we find: 

long vowel in nom. and one or two other forms, short elsewhere. 
long vowel throughout. 
short vowel throughout. 

Besides these forms, A (i) can only contain basic nouns with extended vowel, and no suffix. 
These have from an early period entirely coalesced with the consonantal nouns (esp. where 
medial was l, r, n, m, z, where a vanished very early with lengthening) . The stems of these 
nouns can only contain a, e, 0 ( !, u nouns belong to the r, u declension) . 

A (ii) can contain only either (a) basic nouns with extended stems and medial streng
thened in which case stem must contain only a, e (ing), o (umb) ( r,  u nouns belopg to r, u 
declension); or (b) nouns with simple base, unstrengthened medial, and suffix ending in a. The 
medial groups are therefore limited to those produced by medial strengthening, or primary 
suffixion. 

B (i) contains (a) the much diminished ancient class of old true consonant nouns ending (in 
E.) in -ar, -as, -al, -an [and occasionally other vowels, -it, ut, es, on &c.]61 

(b) nouns with simple suffix -ta, -ra, -la, -ma, -na (-ka) , -oa (-za) , -sa (-pa) , added either to an 
extended base or modified base, or stem already constituted as in A ii by primary suffixion :
producing ata, ?ta, Qta, iita, eta, ota, fta, iita. The -ata, -ala class was rare in itself, but coalesced 
with and helped to increase numbers of (a) and (c) . 

(c) nouns in which -la, -ra after cons . had produced -ar(a), ala. 
B (ii) cannot contain consonant nouns, but only nouns whose final group was the initial of 

a secondary suffix. These are the main mass of B - the final groups are chiefly -ss, st,-lt, ht; nd, 
ld, rd, (mb) . These nouns are largely dissyllabic (pilind-), but in Q. long suffixal elements have 
been created by accretion so we have telume (vTEL + modifier u + me) vault, heaven; telumet 
(telumeht- : tel·u·me + hta) canopy. 

61 This item originally began: "B (i) contains nouns as," which was altered in the course of composition. Sub-item 
(a) was struck out in red, except for the portion in brackets, and the following sub-item letter " (b)" was changed 
to "(a)"; but Tolkien then decided to retain the deleted text, writing "Stet" in red to the left ofit. 
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B (iii) contains as final element a noun, often in a form simpler than was ever used indepen
dently (in which case it is virtually a case of suffixion, since such was ultimately the origin of 
suffixes), or one in a form obsolescent or obsolete independently. 

The resulting form might either coincide with B (i) as vainar "a sailor" (*vaJa-ner > *vaJ (a)nar 
> vainar, cf. vea "sea" < va1a; ner "man") - beside later veaner (see below) or with B (ii) . But in 
latter case, many medial combinations became final through loss of a, which were not produced 
by suffixion :- *kaJmii "bed," sambe (in composition sambe :  see below) > kaimasan, stem 
kaimasamb-. 

On the formation and peculiarities of the older Q. compounds see below headnote to 
Declension VI ( = B) iii. 62 

The inflexions used in declensions VI, VII (VIII) . 

We find (i) no use of nominatival -na except in OQ where -an is found sporadically and 
inconsistently, chiefly with original -a nouns of types A ii, B ii, where it was historically 
developed from an( a). 

(ii) accusative -a, as in p, 1Ja, f, u classes. 
(iii) dative in -en, beside -ar (< ar) already rare in OQ with a nouns, and now long obsolete. 
(iv) genitive in -o, as in all nouns . 
The instr. (5) suffix usually shows archaic form men when added direct to consonants. It is 

fairly clear that this ending originally belongs only to true cons. and gave -rmen, lmen, mben, 
nwen, ngwen &c. originally. This preservation of old suffix men (cf. dual met) is an archaic 
feature instead of the dissimilated -nen form found in other nouns. The forms nwen (for nm, 
tm), ngwen (for km) caused the very wide spread of suffix wen. But a nouns originally added 
-nen giving -anen or where -a was lost nen, lden, men, mnen &c. Now lmen, rmen was substituted 
for lden, men, but mnen for m ben, mbanen, but wen was added to n, nd, ng, nk. 63 

(ix) Adjective in -ya, -M (1Jii : but this is chiefly derived from cases where -M to 1Jii as after l, 
r) , giving -ya, -wa, va. -ya is preferred after single cons[onant] (especially t, k) . But the true 
a-noun form, espec. after groups, is uva and this tends to spread widely. -ya, -wa, -va, -uva. 

The "adverbial" cases 6, 7, 8, 10 show both "abbreviated" (really the older) forms - see 
historical account of flexion below - beside the forms with strengthened initial. 

62 "Decl. VII" >> "Decl. VI." 
63 Tolkien originally wrote the following item here with various changes in the course of composition: 

(v) instrumental in -nen as in other nouns, but this after {n has »} short vowel {+ n has given -nden »} + n, 
1 has given -nden, 1den, and -den (aided by anal[ogy] of the adverb (below)) is sometimes extended to other 
classes. Since a vanished often early between certain classes of cons[onants] (e.g. n-n, 1-n) -nen is found, 
especially where convenient, and even the 1den, nden development, equally with old cons[onant] and with -a 
nouns, but (especially after group) the true form for a-nouns is -anen and this is often analogically 
transferred. Instr. -nen, -den, -anen. 

A note was written to the left of the beginning of the item: "archaically (OQ and occ[asionally] in verse t) nwen 
appeared from n + old men (dual met) ." Perhaps in connection with this note, the final sentence of the original 
item was revised and another sentence added: 

Instr. men, -nen, -wen, -anen. Only in rare archaic forms does transposition occur with t, k, p. 
The marginal note and the first line of the original text of the item were subsequently struck out in green crayon, 
and an arrow was drawn (also in green) pointing to a new passage in ink filling most of the left margin. This 
seems to be intended as a substitution for the entire item, and we have incorporated it as such in the main text 
given above. In it the phrase "forms nden, ngen for tm" was revised to "forms nwen (for nm, tm) ,  ngwen (for km)" in 
the course of composition; and note that true cons. is presumably an abbreviation of true consonant [stems]. 
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Variety 8. -se beside -sse 
7 .  -lo beside -slo > llo 
6. -ta beside -nta 
10. -don, -non beside -ndon. 

It is not clear that the "shortened" forms belong originally to consonant nouns, the longer 
to original -a nouns (in common with other vocalic classes) . The distinction does not hold 
good in any case for Q., where the choice is largely dictated by the euphony and clarity of the 
result. 

Moreover the evidence of allied languages (especially Telerin) seems to show that shorter 
forms were formerly applicable to all classes, and the longer ones were of later (chiefly Q.) 
growth. The consonant class could naturally make no use of the longer forms (except by 
borrowing a from the a nouns, or developing an a transition vowel) - and also they are a small 
class, containing archaic stems, and preserving the archaic endings. The -a class (also on the 
whole older than the e, a, o, f, ii nouns) preserved as well these archaic endings, except in case 
of se, which is perhaps really an abbreviation of a sole form sse (see initial strengthening p. _ ). 

Later when -ndon (oldest form don,* non anal[ogical] with nen?) nta, llo were invented[?] 
their -a vowel was developed fully and there was no longer any indication as to whether this 
was from e, a, o. Hence we have -asse > esse (no osse, asse); allo > ullo (no -ollo, ello, allo) ; anta, andon 
> unta, undon. 64 

* son after t, k, p, s. 65 
These cases thus end in (6) -ta (-ata), -unta 

(7) -lo (-ulo), -ullo, -yo (after t, k, p) 
(8) -se [yielding also archaically lte, rre, nte, mpe, mostly reformed lse, rse, nse after ls, rs, 

ns became possible combinations] .66 -esse 
(9) -don (-non), -anon (aron), -undon ; -son.67 

The forms produced, however, by a + short forms ata, ulo, anon (aron) were already 
obsolescent in early modern Q. and are only now poetical - except in case of anon which is 
supported by anal[ogy] of the instrumental. The short forms survive in -a nouns, therefore, 
only in cases where -a- disappeared between stem and ending, or in cases analogically derived 
from these, and the true consonant nouns. They are only commonly used in nouns with long 
stems, or compounds - here they have the appearance (or are reformed to have the ap
pearance) of -ta, -lo, -se, -don + nominative.68 -lo is only usual after -r, l ;  -se after k, t, p.69 

Singular endings. 1 - ; 2 -a ; 3 -en ; 4 -o ; 5 -nen (-den, -wen); -anen ; 6 -ta -unta ; 7 (-lo), -ullo; 8 se, 
-esse ; 9 -wa, (ya), -uva ; 10 don, -anon, -undon. 

Plural has suffix -f. The nom., ace., dat., gen. : -in, i, ir, ion call for no comment being same 
and of allied origin to the short plurals of other nouns. So also the instr. (5) -fnen, and (11) 
partitive -fka. The adverbial cases 6, 7, 8 were originally as in other classes made with singular 

64 unta, undon « anta, andon (the original a uncertain in both instances). 
65 This note was added later in the left margin, the asterisk in the main text being written above the d in don. 
66 The note in brackets originally began with: "de (in rde) ,  te (in lte, nte) ,  pe (in mpe), most of these removed except 
in some isolated forms." This was struck out in green crayon. 
67 In this item the parenthetical form aron was an insertion in ink; and -son may also have been added later. 
68 In this sentence "diphth." was replaced by "compounds" and -non » -don, both in the course of composition. 
69 The original version of this remark was struck out in green crayon: "[-lo is however rare except after I, r, and -se 
usually -esse except in ks, ts, ps." It was replaced by a clearer rewording of the same material, added in ink. 
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forms + plural suffix -n; but analogy of other classes (especially Decl. Ill lassintan for lassentan 
and short r declension), and particularly of the (Q. invention) -lr plurals - which were 
originally compounds ending in a sg. noun lr "number" (see historical account) , but had the 
appearance of containing r plural form, and soon added -n in 6, 7, 8 - produced -intan, -illon, 
-issen and later -inwa, -indon which are the current prose and colloquial Q. forms. The -li plurals 
were to all this class on the whole later applied than to the others . 

Their form is normally -uli (from ali ) ,  which has spread into almost all kinds of words, 
except in a few isolated cases.70 But uli was probably historically developed in many cases 
quite independent of original o - it represents development of consonant + l at a stage after 
the peculiar changes of such older combinations had ceased (see p. 27, 28) .  In most cases the 
-uli forms are literary variants and the short plural the usual one. 

The dual nom. -unt, ace. -ut, dat. -u, gen. -uhta with u from other cases; a process that was 
later applied to the adverbial cases: 6, 7, 8 where the older forms were (as in plural) sg. + dual 
suffix u, or t(ta). This was aided by u < a  in 6 and 7. 

The instrumental has : forms met, m bet, nwet 
6. allative " " tau (to), -untau (-atau) 
7 .  ablative " " -lut, -ullut (ulut) 
8 .  locative " " -set, &c. (-esset), -usset. 

Examples of "Declension VII" : A (i) and (ii) with monosyllabic stems. 

A (i) (a) old consonant nouns. � (ner-) man; pc- (tal-) foot; err- (kas-) head; 

�- (nen) water; �- (hom) heart; cl�- (hun) earth; �- (sut-) pain; fJ> (yat, yak-) 

goat; no forms in p occur.71 
(b) old a-nouns. � (malo-) grit;72 p{)? (tet) beside p{j5 (tetta) baby - and several other 

nouns, whose current forms, however, do not differ at all from those of (a) ending in same 
consonants. -p is very rare : an example is 't"p-- ( "VJ?) (sat, sap-) pit. 

(ii) (a) � �-) qen, Quend; 'Of! ( �- from older r:Ff'"') let, finger; ckr 
( at7-) fass- fringe, "border"; �  (r..n«t- from older r.K'Ca-) nin, nose; �(�-) nil 

'harebell'; � ( W:»-) mar 'house'; clp.( ch:d-) 'comb, ridge' . 73 

(b) t:;D1 (�-) "tame beast"; �( �-) child.74 

70 Tolkien began this paragraph at the top of a page with the sentence: "Their form is usually -ulin more likely the 
Q -ali, ul from later -1 + consonant." He then struck it out in green crayon, turned the sheet over and began again. 
71 The hyphen-like mark at the end of the tengwar noun-stems, and corresponding to the hyphen at the end of 
several of the accompanying transcriptions, is the same symbol apparently used for a above (see fn. 36).  
72 In the tengwar form mal an original final hyphen was deleted and the underposed dot was added. 
73 The parenthetical tengwar form qend- is missing the e-tehta. The tengwar forms in the parenthetical note for let 
read leps- and lept-. In the tengwar form ck:r Tolkien apparently started to write the stem-form, then deleted the 
doubling mark over the second consonant, probably intending also to add an underposed dot (cf. fas, cited below, 
p .  26). The first stem given in parentheses after the tengwar form of nin presumably ought to have an i-tehta 
rather than an e-tehta; cf. nin 'beak, nose', declined ninga, ningen, ningo, etc. , whose stem "was originally ne1Jga-" 
(below, p. 26). As written, both tengwar stems read neng-. The remaining tengwar in this paragraph read nil 
(nild-), mar (mard-), and hat (haht-). 
74 The tengwar in this line read laman (/amn-) and aran (arn-). 
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In ii (a) other possible but less common groups are :- s (ps-) as kas 'case, vessel'; t (tt-) [as] 
matt- food; s (ts, ks) [as] nis (niks-) minnow, 'little fish'; tis (tits-) kitten; t hos (host-) assembly, 
crowd; also n (mb); nt (mp, nk, nt); l (ll, lt, lk); r (rt, rk, rr). 

In ii (b) archaically -an < I'J also appears in nom. where the group has been modified medially 
as -lan (stem -lm, ld) ; -ran (stem rm) ; nan (< mp, stem nw) . Note also archaic -lar (stem ld < lr) ; rul 
(stem ll from rl ) .  Most remarkable is tumul (stem tulm < tuml-) .75 But none of these are now 
current. This is a rare and disappearing class, limited to a few common words of the type aran, 
la man. 

Q(b- ['man'] -
s .  1 .  � 76 ner D .  � nerunt P .  �* • nerin 

2 .  ,0, nera � ne rut � neri 
3 .  � neren t)(b(; neru mbib . nerir 
4 .  � nero � neruhta � nerion 

5 .  nlb� nermen77 � nermet � ner{nen • 

6 .  � nello me4? nellut � (r.it(jr:::> nerintan (nertan) 

7 .  � nerta �) nertau (-o) � (�) nerillon (nellonY8 

8 .  D\bo( nerse � nerset � (�) nerissen ( nersen) • 
9 .  nO}b. nerwa � nerinwa 
10.  � nerdon �'�'? nerindon 

1 1 .  rnbJcJ nerz'ka. 

* � nellin is more common colloquially than nerin in PI. 1-4 .79 

These are still the correct (literary) forms, but nertan, nellon, nersen are now obsolescent. 
Archaic [form] only found in OQ is S. 8. nerre (historically correct), nerret, nerren.80 

75 This sentence ends in a semicolon in the manuscript and Tolkien may have originally intended it to be 
continued with the following text, written on a separate sheet and subsequently struck out in green crayon: 

ldl > ldy > ly; rol > rdl, rdy > ry; Is > It; rs > rr; ns > nt; ms > mp &c.; y, 3! to 'r, ' 1 ; or, ol > yr, yl - in which case 
the nouns fell either into class (a) [moya > mar] with fixed long, or { (b)} to class (b) or into g ya declension. 

Or they either generalized the final form, and carried it through, or {this} the one form now ending in a 
single cons. was historically developed both finally and medially. In this case the noun became a dissyllabic 
stem ending in {-al »} -ar, -ul {(&c.)} and fell with the -ala class (below) . The cases are In > lan (only final 
[inserted above:] med. ld ) ,  lr > lar (medial !! ) ;  nr > nar (med. m, ndar, later anal[ogical] nar); mr > mar (med. rm, 
mbar, later anal. mar) ; ml > mul (med. lm, mbul, later anal. mul); nl > nul (medial ll, later ndul, later anal. nul). 

76 The tengwa j was emended from 1. 

77 nermen « nerden, and similarly in the tengwar, except that Tolkien left off the dot under the final consonant. 
78 Note that elsewhere in Declension of Nouns the allative case is numbered 6 and the ablative 7, whereas here the 
ablative is given as 6 and the allative as 7; except that in the column of plurals the allative and ablative forms in 
roman letters were inadvertently reversed in relation to their counterparts in tengwar. 
79 Tolkien omitted the i-tehta in the tengwar spelling of nellin. 
80 This sentence is a replacement for the following, which was struck out in green crayon: "Archaic forms only 
found in OQ (unless used in verse now) are S. 5. nermen (nerden has den from cases like nenden, talden (below)) -
note close correspondence which is now observed in VI & VII between 5, and 10; S. 8 tnerde the historical form 
and with it tnerdet, tnerden (the latter rare) ." 
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Later forms used colloquially mark abolition of old peculiarities and approximation of word 
to normal (A ii) type - S. 5. neranen, S. 6. nerunta, (dual neruntau) , 7. nerullo - the form nerulo 
also occurs in oldest Q. - dual nerullut, 8. neresse, dual nerusset (older modern Q. neresset), 9. 
neruva, 10 .  remains however usually nerdon, rarely nerundon.81 Long plural nerulin is only t .82 

The forms of tal, foot are :-

S. �, pc;, pai? � Pl", �, pec), pt;p ,  prspC or � � �, J>e:Y:' 
tal, tala, talen, talo, talmen, tallo, talta, (talte or) talse, talwa, taldon 

D. � &c. l't**'e, �, � � CJ7t:?(r.). 
talunt talmet, tallut, taltau, (taltet) talset. 

P. �, pc\, �· pear, �� �(�), pGe•? (�) , 
talin, tali, talir, talion, tal{nen, talintan (taltan), talillon (talion) 

,,� 0>9� �). Y"da-, � ;  � 
talissen (talten, talsen), talinwa, talindon; talz'ka.83 

81 In item 7 the word "oldest" « "older." 
82 An earlier version of the declension of ner was struck out in green crayon: 

s. 1. � ner D. � nerunt P . � 
2 .  'DI):, nera � ne rut mb\ 
3 .  � neren mb6 neru � 
4. � nero mbCaJ neruhta � 
5 .  � nerden � nermet � • 

6. � nerta 1 f �t;,) neruntau (-o) 1 � 

nerin 

neri 

nerir 
nerion 

ner(nen 

1 nerintan 

� nerunta f 1 c� (nertau) f (.�) f (nertan) 

7 .  � nerullo 

} � nerullut � nerillon 

«'CJ nello (nellut) 
8. � neresse f � nerusset 1 � nerissen 

� (nerse) 1 '�«r-) (neresset) f 
�� (nerset). 

9. � nerwa � nerinwa 
10. {� nerdon } � nerindon 

� nerundon 11. � nen'ka 

The forms in ( ) are no longer colloquial[ly] current. 
All nouns with stems ending -r, l, n in nom. lengthen the {final} vowel in nom. Though this is probably 

original in some cons. nouns (e.g ner) (and cf. those with long throughout) its consistency is due to -a nouns in 
which vowel + l, r, n (m) -a was lengthened. 

S .  5 .  nerden has d from other nouns, e .g. nenden, hunden (with nd < nn), talden (with ld < ln) , and from analogy 
of 10. which in all consonant nouns tends to have closely similar forms to those of 5. In OQ the form nennen 
occurs with old suffix -men. The forms nello, {nerulo} for 7, and nerse for 8 are only {found in verse »} now used 
in literary writings as archaisms - s imi larly the shorter dual and pl. forms nertau, nellut, ne lion, nerset, nersen. 

Note that the tengwar version of S. 1 reads nfr, emended from nir. The e-tehta of nerintan (P. 6.) was also emended 
from an i-tehta. Underposed dots are miss ing from the tengwar spellings of neren (S. 3), nerwa (S. 9), nermet (D. 5) ,  
nerset (D. 8), and nerillon (P. 7) .  Tol k i en d id  not incl ude a tengwar spelling for nellut (D. 7) .  
83 Singular talmen « talden, w ith the same rev is ion in  the tengwar, though Tolkien left off the final  underposed 
dot; and similarly in the tengwar for the p l ural  talion and talindon. The i-tehta is also m i ss ing i n  talion. Tolkien 
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The forms taltan, tallon, talsen have long ceased to be colloquially current, and are replaced 
by "regular" talintan &c. The historic forms talte, taltet, talten are archaic, only OQ except as 
adverb talte = down, at the bottom. There is no -li plural to this word. Late "regular" forms 
(but little used yet) are talanen, talunta, talullo, talesse, taluva, talanon (or talundon) , and the 
corresponding duals taluntau, -ullut, -usset (-esset). In the sg. these are rarely used, except to 
mark literal sense - tallo, talte, talta = from the bottom, up; down at the foot (bottom); down to 
the bottom; tal, downwards is really "short allative" dative from talt with same -t as has yielded 
-r of dative; see p. 90.84 

The forms of kas "head" 

s . cpi cp, ,�, ,.., , ,l,ash, cr, CJecJ c,�), cfBC, efib-, CJ� (t�) 
kas, kara, karen, karo, karmen, kasta, kallo (karullo), kasse, karwa, kardon (kasson) 

D. formed as usual. Pl. CJ'bir?J C)�, CJ'W,, CJ�, ,';�7 '"' ' (�) j'ln�, 
�� CJ� ,�. beside the more regular 6, 8 �� C)� · Pl. karin &c. 

kastan (karintan), karillon (kallon), kassen (karissen), karinwa, karindon.85 
This is perhaps the most archaic noun in Q. Nom. kas preserves final -s. Medially this is -r

historically except in karmen, kardon (where smen, soon would historically give -mben, -sson; 
there is no trace of mben, kasson is rare OQ) .86 kasta, kasse, kallo are regularly developed, but 
except as an adverb = from the top, off, down karullo is now more usual, and kallut, kallon are 
only archaic. 

The modern forms karainen, karanon (karundon) are still little used, but karintan, karillon, 
karissen are usual, and in sg. even karunta, (karullo), karesse appear to mark literal sense as 
opposed to adverbial kas, towards the top, upwards, kasse, on high, kallo, from on high, kasta, up 
(to the top) . Cf. kallo tallo, up and down (again) . 

*kast, see tal above & p. 90.87 
There is no -li plural of this word. 

switched parentheses from around dual talset to taltet, but did not revise the tengwar. 84 The end of this sentence was revised in ink from: "tallo, talte, talta = from the bottom, up; down at the foot 
(bottom); {down( wards) »} down to the bottom; talen, downwards." The origin of the dative in -r is mentioned 
above in the note on the forms linder (lindien), under the -I, -ii declensions (on manuscript page 90) . Also see 
footnote 87  below. 85 Note that Tolkien omitted the underdot at the end of the tengwar versions of the singular forms kas, karmen and 
kasson, and the plural forms karindon and karissen, omitting the overbar to indicate the doubling of s in the last of 
these as well; and he omitted the final n entirely in the tengwar version of the plural form transcribed as karintan. 
The intended readings of the plural forms in tengwar are thus: karin, kari, karir, karion, kar{nen, kastan, (kallon) 
karillon, kassen, karinwa, karindon; karinta[n], karissen. 86 The original phrase "there is no trace of such forms" » "there is no trace of m ben, kasson is rare OQ." 87 This note was added at the same time that adverbial form karen 'towards the top, upwards' was replaced by the 
form kas, with a line connecting the form to the note . For the meaning of the cross-reference see footnote 84.  
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� nen, water.88 

This has long vowel throughout (before a vowel) . 
Its current forms are :-

S. t>ftt 1 "� 1 ��, �"��) .,-�, �� ,.,...,�, r1r.4r( 
nen, nena, nenen, neno, (nenwen) nenamen, nenunta, nenullo, nenesse 
��. �o�, ��: Dual . '1Qfr. &c. �lcLp.. nf��cl. �, 
nenuva, nen(un)don. 89 nenunt, nenumet, nenuntau, -ullut, 
-{;e-cp. (- �.). Plural "'f� (regular) with occas[ional] regular literary 
-usset ( -esset) nenin 
� nenulin. 
This noun has therefore gone over almost entirely to the a-type. nenwen (now little used) is 

a survivor of the older forms, which are also found in verse:- nenta (nentau, nentan), rare nenulo 
(not found in dual, pl.); nente (rarely nentet, nenten) ; nenwa; nendon (still used) . 

The form nenamen has a-type anen with dissimilation, dual nenamet now nenumet with dual 
" u." So in plural also nentmen is found beside nen{nen. 

Horn- "heart" 

S. hon, homa, homen, homo, humnen (homnen), honta, homullo (humullo, holmo), honse (humpe), 
honwa, hondon. 90 

D . homunt (humunt) &c., humnet (homnet), hontau, holmut, honset. 
Pl. homin &c., hom{nen, hontan (homintan), (holmon) homillon; (honsen) homissen; hominwa, 

homindon, hom{ka; also thumulin. 
This is another very archaic noun. On humnen see p. 101 & 41 (homnen, homunt are recent 

reintroductions of o) .91 The archaic transposed* form holmo is still used espec. as adverb "from 
the middle ." For honta, holmo (especially) , honse the regular forms homunta, homullo (humullo), 
homesse are used to mark literal sense, since honta &c. are freq[uent] adverbs = to, from, in the 
centre . homanen, homuva (humuva), homanon (homnon, homundon) are found, but seldom. The 
regular dual is found also for 5-8 humunet (note dissimilation), humuntau, humullut, humusset 
(homesset) beside[?] horn-. 

[*] See p. 27. 
humpe is only used as adv. in the middle and is even so archaic. 
The form hont = inwards . See note to page 90 & to tal, kas above and p. 111 .  

88 Note that the tengwar version of nen was emended from original nin. Simlarly, in the subsequent line of 
singulars, the tengwar forms nen, nena, nenen and neno are emendations of n!n, n!na, nfnen and n!no, respectively. 
89 Note that Tolkien omitted the underdot at the end of the tengwar versions of nenen, nenwen, nenamen and 
nendon, and omitted the overbar to indicate the doubling of s in nenesse. 
90 The forms humnen (homnen) were written as homnen (humnen), with arrows added later to indicate switching the 
regular form for the parenthetical alternative.  The form humullo replaced an earlier form, heavi ly struck out and 
now illegible. The form humpe is an emendation of original hompe, here and in the second paragraph below. 
91 The cross-reference to "p. 10 1 " refers to the d i scussion of the consonantal-stem intrumenta l endings (above, p.  
17). Also note that "p. 1 11 "  i n  the second fo l l owing paragraph refers to the discussion of archaic ,  poetic and 
literary forms under the decl en s i on  of qen (be low, p. 25) .  
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Hun, earth. 

S .  hiin, huna, hunen, huno, hunwen, hunta, (thullo, thundulo) hunullo, hunte (hunesse), hunwa, 
hundon. 

D. hununt &c. (PI . hunin little used) . 

The dual is only used in sense = V alinor and the Great Lands. 

Siit, pain. (esp. death-throe.) 

S . silt, siita, siiten, siito, sutwen (tsunwen), sutta, (tsutyo) sutullo, sutse (sutesse), sutya, sutanon 
(tsutson) .92 

D. sutunt &c. only used t of "birth and death, beginning and end of life ." 
P .  sutsin regular (with rare archaic suttan, sutyon, sutsen) . 

Yak- goat. 

S. yat, yaka, yaken, yako, yakwen yaqen (tyangwen), yahta, yakullo (tyatyo), yakse; yatya; yakanon 
(yakundon, rare tyakson). 

Dual yakunt . . .  yaqet, yahtau, yakullut (yatyut), yakset.93 
PI. yakin ... yakfnen, yakintan (yahtan), yakillon (tyatyon) , yakissen (yaksen), yakinwa, yakindon; 

yakfta.94 

The forms of 10(,- (mal, mal-) grit, are similar to those of tal but the archaic form *malte is 
naturally absent, and except for the allative malta the other abbreviated adverbial cases are 
rare. The plural is malin or mallin (the latter rarely as this is pl. of malle "made road, stone
road, street") .  

S .  mal, mala, malen, malo, malanen (artificial tmalmen after tal &c.), (tmallo) malullo, malta or 
malunta, malesse, maluva, malanon (malundon) (tmaldon) .95 

Dual regular (5 . malumet) . PI. malin (tmallin) regular except for rare t maltan (mallon) . 

tet ['baby'] : 

S .  tet, teta, &c. 5 .  tetanen, 6. tetta or tetunta, 7. tetullo, 8 .  (ttetse) tetesse; 9. tetuva, 10. tetanon 
(tetundon). 

D. regular. 5. tetumet. PI. tetsin regular or ttetulin. 

sat ['pit'] , sapa goes like preceding but without abbreviated allative (except archaic tsapsa) .96 
The plural is, however, usually sapsin either analogical or from a suffixed stem *sapta-. So all 
words with stem in -p. 

92 The ablative forms were originally: "(tsiitulo, tsutyo) sutullo," the first of which was deleted in ink. 
93 yaqet « yaket. Note that the ellipsis marks in the lists of dual and plural forms are in the manuscript. 
94 At the bottom of this manuscript page, upside-down with respect to the text given here, is an abandoned 
beginning of the same material found above: "� nen, water. T..." Note that the tengwar read nin. 
95 "(malundon)" was a later addition. 
96 The phrase "goes like preceding" « "goes precisely as preceding." 
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A ii (a)97 

� qen, a Quend : 

S :  -cr� �m � � � �� � �  
qen qenda qenden qendo qendanen qendunta qendullo qendesse 

� �· (arch. qendata qendulo) 

qenduva qendanon 

D: � rF'� # � � �(-?) 
qendunt qendut qendu qendumet qendullut qenduntau (-o) 
� : gen.: � . 

qendusset qenduhta 

[P :] � � � � � �  
qendin qendi qendir qendion qendintan qendillon 

� � � � 
qendissen qendinwa qendindon (11) qendz'ka (5) qendfnen.98 

Long pl. qendulin. 
This is the standard declension to which in current use all monosyllabic consonant nouns, 

and all dissyllabic (VI - B) with a long stem preceding the suffixions, tend to be assimilated. 

Other forms (archaic, poetic and literary) are (5) qenwen - probably not artificial after 
hunwen but a genuine development where a was lost in qend(a)men. But such forms are only in 
current use after stems in nk-, ng. See below : ningwen is still usual beside ninganen. The 
shortened allative qenta is poetic in monosyllables, but very usual in compounds, and longer 
words generally (see below) . tqendyo (< *qend(a)lo) is only found in OQ; so also 8. qense - but 
those forms are still current in literature in compounds. So also -qenwa, -qendon. 

With stems ending in n, nd, ng &c. 10 is found t in -aron, which is not really a dis
similation, but a preservation of original -aron ( < aoon) where euphonic.99 

The shorter plural and dual forms are much rarer than the singular (namely tqentau, 
tqentan; tqendyut, tqendyon; qenset, qenwet &c.) . For qendusset, qendesset is still literary. 

The old short allative with ending -t > r (which has furnished dative -r : see page 90) should 
yield qendar. Such forms are found in OQ beside qenden, as dative, or adv. (= "towards" in 
distinction to allative "to") ,  but only survive now as adv. with a few words; cf. tal, kas, hont 
above = downwards, upwards, inwards . In their place (perhaps on analogy of tal &c.) ending
less forms are found as mardar, or mar "homewards"; marta, home. 

97 This section designation and a l l  of the tengwar forms in the declension of qen are in red ink. Above this at the 
top of the manuscript page, Tolkien wrote : " V I I  cont." (also in red) . 
98 Note that Tolkien omitted the tehta for e in the tengwar for dual qenduntau; the overbar to indicate the doubling 
of s in plural qendissen; and both vowel tehta r in qend(ka. 
99 This note was written s ideways i n  the  left margin .  
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t lepsata t lepsulo 
S. let, lepsa, lepso, lepsen; lepsanen, lepsunta, lepsullo, lepsesse, lepsuva, lepsanon. 

(tlepsatau) 
D .  lepsunt, lepsut, lepsu, lepsuhta, lepsumet, lepsuntau (-o), lepsullut, -usset. 

P. lepsin, lepsi, lepsir, lepsion, leps(nen, lepsintan, -illon, -issen, lepsinwa, -indon; leps{ka. 
(tlepsulin) 
This being a case where a did not vanish, there are practically no variations to record, 

except normal older lepsesset, for newer lepsusset. A form occurs for 6. tlepsa from lept(t)a; and 
recently occas[ional] 10. lepsundon. 

fas ['fringe'] . 
tfassata tfassulo 

S. fas, fassa, fassen, fasso, fassanen, fassunta, fassullo, fassesse, fassuva, fassanon. 101 

D.  fassunt &c. Pl. fassin (tfassulin) . 

In this type (not in this word) - especially in compounds: see below - 6 .  fasta, 8 .  (rarely) 
fasse are found; only OQ except in compounds 10. fasson. 

nin, beak, nose :  
tningata tningulo 

S .  nin, ninga, ningen, ningo, ningwen (ninganen), ningunta, ningullo, ningesse, ninguva, ninganon. 

D. ningunt (5 : usually ningumet) . 

Pl. ningin &c. (ningulin) . 
The stem of this word was originally neyga-. But i has been levelled into nominative, but 

change e > i before yg appears to have been later than loss of final a (and red[uction] of yg at 
least to y) since archaically in OQ nen appears; also 6. nenta later ninta (neither now current) . 
On ningwen (still current) beside ninganen see p. 1 1 1 .  The pl. is ning(nen, dual rarely ningwet. For 
10. a t form ningaron also occurs, see p. 1 1 1 . 

nil "bell-flower." 
tnildata tnildulo 

S. nil, nilda, nilden, nildo; nildanen; nildunta, nildullo, nildesse; -uva; -anon. 
D. nildunt &c. Pl. nildin or nildulin. 

100 The entire declension of let 'finger' was written in red ink, with the exception of the poetic forms tlepsata, 
tlepsulo, tlepsatau, and tlepsulin. which were added later. 
1 0 1 tfassata and tfassulo appear to be later additions; and similarly for the singular allative and ablative variants 
written above the line in the next two declensions .  
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mar, house . 
tmardata tmardulo 

S. mar, marda, marden, mardo; mardanen; mardunta, mardullo, -esse; -uva, -anon, and adverb mar, 
homewards; marta, home; marre, marye "at home.11102 

D. mardunt &c. Pl. mardin (homes); mardulin (houses) . 

On mar, see note to p. 90, 1 1 1  &c. marre, marye : marre may be from mardase > mard(a)ze > 
marze to marre, or contain bare stem mar (which certainly occurs in mar "homewards" < mart, 
beside less usually mardar) . marye is mar + ye a variant of sse in locative use which is also the 
independent preposition ye "at." 

hat, ridge (comb, crest) . 

S. hat, hahta, hahten, hahto; hahtanen; hahtunta (t-ata), -ullo (t-ulo), -esse; hahtuva; hahtanon. 103 

D. hahtunt &c. 
Pl. haksin, and hahtulin. 

S. 6. hahta is found - but chiefly in compounds, e .g. place or hill names containing this 
element: as Astulat, Bony ridge (astu- bone, astula, bony) - Astulahta to Astulat. 

Other words are kas, kapsa &c. 
tis, tits a " 
mat, matta " 
nis, niksa " 
hos, hosta " 

pl. 
" 
" 
" 
" 

kapsin (kapsulin) 'case' 
titsin, titsulin 'kitten' 
matsin (mattulin) 'food, meal' 
niksin, niksulin 'little fishes' 
hostin, hostulin 'crowd' 

ran, ramba " " rambin (rambulin) 'beam of wood' 
tunt, tumpa " " tumpin (tumpulin) ' lump'. 

Most of such words have a variant in -e, -o, -a in the simplex (and preserve these forms only 
in compounds: see below) , e .g. kapsa; titse; nikse; hosto; ramba; tumpo. 

102 tmardata and tmardulo appea r to be lulcr  addit ions; locative -esse was also added at the same time; and the 
original item "marre, at home" was l'tnendcd to "marre, marye 'at home' ." 
103 "(tata)" and "(t-ulo)" may have been la ter  addi tions. 
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A ii b .  

S :  Cl»?· �· � · '02'07 ' 
laman lamna lamnen lamno 
� �  �� (Z:'�a..,\.:>,w tl04 
lamnuva lamnanon (lamnaron) 

[D:]-r;m�, �' -c:a:'C, �, �G:nf., C'Drr(?) .. po(C1? .. 
lamnunt lamnut lamnu lamnuhta lamnumet lamnuntau lamnullut 

� (�). 
lamnusset (-esset) 

[ ] . . -..:\. . .,., . · -P :  CUN?· '"t='*-· '----:· � · � . , �-?, �· 
lamnin lamni lamnir lamnion lamn{nen lamnintan lamnillon 

�. �. � ; �� · (� ) 
lamnissen lamninwa lamnindon lamm'ka lamnulin. 

These are the current forms, but a number of variants occur in t or archaically, largely due 
to development of ya > lJ medially (either phonetic or analogy of the nominative) . S. (5) 
appears contracted lamnen (dat. lamnar) only in OQ; beside this appears lamunwen, OQ lamunden 
(< lam�;tmen, lam�;tnen) . Beside tlamnata, tlamnulo appear lamunta, lamullo whence analogical 
lamusse (OQ only lamunte) , also 10. lamundon. The dual and pl. forms of these variants also 
occur (lamunwet, lamuntau, lamullut, lamusset; lamuntan, lamullon, lamussen) but rarely. From this 
form was also developed lamon, lamo, lamor, lamuo (lamno), lamunen, lamunta, lamullo, lamusse, 
lam(n)uva, lamundon. Dual lamunt, but plural always lamni (lamnuli). 

Aran, child: 

S. aran, ama, amen, amo; amamen; amunta, -ullo, -esse; (amata, amulo) ; amuva; amanon 
(tamaron) - beside arunta, arullo, arusse, arundon (as above) which are still current. 

Dual amunt &c. amumet, aruntau, arullut, arusset. 

P 1. am in, amulin. 

104 All the tengwar forms in the declension of laman are ln red ink. Note that Tolkien has put an extra n-tengwa in 
the form for lamno, and similarly for the dual lamnuhta; he has omitted the overbar for the doubling of s in 
lamnesse, and also in plural lamnissen; and om itted the final underdot in the tengwar for lamnaron (this form and 
the corresponding transcription both being l ater addit ions) . 
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Declension (VI) . Nouns with consonant stem and dissyllabic or polysyllabic 

Cons. nouns B(i)-(iii) . 
Note on origin of these forms. Compare pp. 99, 100.105 

(B(i)) Nouns with polysyllabic stem ending in vowel + single cons. This class in Q. is 
composed of levellings and coalescence of three different types of E. or KE. 

(a) the original consonant nouns ending in suffix -s, t, r, n added to extended or modified 
base, and so ending in *E. and KE in -as (az), -aa (stem at), -ar, -an, beside less common -�s, 9s 
&c.1o6 

(b) nouns with simple suffix add[ed] secondarily to an extended or modified base, or some 
other longer stem - ta, (ka), -za (aa, sa, pa), -ra, -la, -na, -ma. These were not very common since 
suffixes used secondarily (after a vowel especially) in Q. usually began with a group. The vowel 
preceding the suffix might theoretically be long vowel, a short vowel (second[arily] accented 
and preserved after an atonic syllable), a reduced vowel (a, �. 9) . In Q. the short second accent 
vowel was ousted by long. After the initial syllable or long intermediate syllable reduced long 
was got rid of also (influence of (a) above)/07 so that 2 classes only survive to represent (a) and 
(b) -

1 .  dissyllables or words with long penult ending in a, �. 9 + l, r, n, m, t, z (= s, z, a, j:J);108 note the 
-a nom. form of the original consonantal -t nouns is either given up or spreads throughout. 

These yield: 
a I -ul, -ar, -an; an* (um, un before cons.) ; -at; ir (ir, es before cons.) .109 

[*] This type usually gives nom. -on. 
� I  -el, er, en, en, et, ir (usually i before cons. or before cons. + i, but not in eli) . 
Q I -ul, or, on, on, ut (stem ot), or. 110 

2 .  words with short penult ending in al (ar, an, at, am), el (&c.), ol (&c.), fl (&c.), iil (&c.) as 
stem. (short in nom.) 

The cases -ar, -ul, occasionally -an (from na, ma), coincide with nouns that in E. and KE ended 
in postconsonantal -ra, la > r, l > Q ar, u1. 1 1 1  Compare note at bottom of page 105 . 

We are here concerned only with those in which the final form ending ar, al (occasionally an) 
was either actually developed medially or was early levelled throughout. 

The principal cases are: 
(a) where development was same medially and finally. 

105 This cross-reference to "pp. 99, 100" refers to the introductory description of stem types B (i) to (iii} as 
distinguished from monosyllabic types A (I) and (ii) discussed above (pp. 16-17) . 
106 The word "accented" was replaced by "extended" in the course of composition. 
107 The phrase "or long intermediate syl l . "  was inserted in ink. 
108 The phrase "or words with long penult" was Inserted in ink; and the condition following "ending in" originally 
began with "-ez (iz) from �s. is, and as, az and lz, and aza, and iza; -ul (from ala, and qla) ," all of which was 
subsequently struck out in red ink.  
109 The first suffix -an was orig i na l ly fol lowed by a parenthetical "(un before cons.)"; and the parenthetical 
following the suffix ir was or igi n a l ly given as "(ir, is before cons.) ." The note referred to by the asterisk was 
written in the left margin. 
110  The suffix originally given as ot was emended to "ut (stem ot)" in the course of composition. 
1 1 1  The phrase "occas . -an (from na, m1)"  was Inserted in ink. The following cross-reference to "page 105" refers to 
the description of archaic nomi native forms of type A (ii) (b) stems (above, p. 20). 
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-nar, ndar later developments (in place of oldest -m, -rr) from 
-mar, mbar " " ( " " " " rm) 
(-nul), ndul " " ( " " " " ld, ll) 
(-mul), mbul " " ( " " " " lm) 
-lar " " ( " " " " ld) 
-rul " " ( " " " " ll) 
-pul, par " " ( " " " " py, ps) 
-mpul, mpar only development of mpr-, mpl-. 
mbar, mbul only development of mbr, mbl.1 13 
-tul, -tar, -ntul later development (in place of -ty, ts, nty) 
-ndul " " ( " " ndy) 
-ntar, ndar only development of ndr-, ntr. 
-kul, kar, nkul later development (in place of -ty, ks, nty) 
-ngul " " ( " " ndy) 
-nkar, ngar only development of nkr, ngr. 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" 
" 

" 
" 

nra.1 12 
mra. 
nl. 
ml. 
lr. 
rl. 
p l, pr. 

tl, tr, ntl. 
ndl. 

kl, kr, nkl. 
ngl. 

[(b)] There were many cases in KE of final �:z (1]1), r, J developed before the chief changes of 
medial consonant, so that final and medial forms widely diverged. Practically all these forms 
have been levelled in one direction (see note p. 105) . Where the final form has been levelled the 
noun has come to stand in this class (B i). Where the medial form (if the word has survived) it 
has become either A, or where a final J, y was developed either to the preceding p, 1p decl. or 
to VIII. 

Thus lr > lar 
l�:z > lan 
11]1 > lan 
r1:z > ran 

medially ld. 

rf!1 > ran 
rl > rul 
nl > nul ( ndul) 
nr > nar (ndar) 
nm > nan 
ml > mbul (mul) 
mn > man 

pr, pl > par, pul 
tn, pn > mn > man 

tr, tl, ntl > tar, ( n)tul 
om, tm > nm > nan 
kr, kl, nkl > kar, (n)kul 
3n/kn > on > ngan 
3m/km > vm > ngan 

1 1 � The ending -rn was inserted in ink. 

" ld 
" 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" 
" 

" 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

lm 
m (so aran, am- above) 

rm 
ll 
ll or (ln >) ld. 
m or rr  
nw 
lm but usually mbul. 
mn 

ps, pyn4 
mn 

ts, ty, nty. 
nw. 
ks, ty, nty. 
j n. 
ngw. 

1 1 .1 This l ine was added in the margin in ink and marked for insertion here. 
1 1 4 On the next line the following item was struck out: "tr, t l  > tar, tul, [medially] rt." 
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The assimilation of z (a, s, p, z) + r, l, n, m was too early to affect this development. 

Note transposition of stop (or spirant) + nasal & r, l was older than loss of a, and 
therefore either occurs in both medial & final forms :- pna > mpa > nt (stem mp) - or 
does not occur at all : pna > mna > man (stem mn-} . But transposition of ml, mr, nr, nl was 
later.115 

(B ii) . Nouns ending in a secondary suffix beginning with 2 consonants and therefore 
preceded by full a, e, o, i, u. As note[ d] on page 99 - these groups are chiefly: ss, st, lt, ht, nd, ld, rd 
(mb) :- all of which are frequent, but especially st, lt, ht, nd, ld. 1 16 

Nouns ending in a Q. long or dissyllabic suffix are virtually same as (B iii) compounds, and 
their medials (forming nouns [whose] final group may be any Q. medial combination, e.g. ts 
(which cannot begin a suffix) as in Q. suffix -lis (lits-). 

For Q. purposes it is chiefly important whether (a) the last syllable is preceded by a short 
atonic medial syllable or (b) by either the initial syllable or a long accented medial one. 

B iii compounds. 
Here are concerned nouns whose second element ends in a (�, 9) . The �. 9 forms which must 

inevitably occur as final syllable in at least a trisyllabic word historically disappear but since all 
rest of declension has appearance of ordinary r, u noun (see above) the vanishing forms are got 
rid of - or occasionally the whole noun (especially in an old or little analyzed cpd.) goes over 
to a class. As lopotundu- (lopo + tundu, hole) > nom. lopotun : whence a stem lopotund- (ace. 
lopotunda, pl. lopotundi) or a new nom. lopotundo(n). 

But here we meet a peculiarity of old Q. cpds . - the final element if it ended in -e, a, o was 
weakened to e, a, o, > a, and this a was freely (evidently) in older periods KE and PQ extended. 
The same often occurred (or usually originally) medially, but here restoration usually took 
place. So probably lopo, rabbit > lopo : lopotundu > lopotundu > lopatunda > lopatun, reformed 
lopotun on analogy of simplex - and finally reformed lopotundo. 

Cf. vainar "sailor" - va1a-ner > va1aner > vaJ (a)nar > vainar. Beside later re-composition 
veaner, pl. veaneri. 

115  This note was added in the left margin; in the last sentence original lm » ml and m » nr. An earlier version of 
the beginning of Part VI was crossed out in red ink (and the back of the sheet used to start the the new version) : 

VI (Consonant nouns of classes B i ii iii) Nouns ending uninflected [in] consonant with dissyllabic or polysyllabic stem. 
Note on the original forms of these nouns: Compare p. 99-100 above. 
B (i) nouns whose stem ends in a vowel + single consonant. These are originally 
(a) old consonant nouns with suffixes 

-s (as, f!S, 9s) producing nom. -ar, (stem -ar, -as), -er (stem -er, -ir, {es »} is) , -or (-or, -ur, {-os »} -us) . This 
type and next tend to coalesce. 

-r (ar, (fr, 9r) producing nom. -ar (stem ar), er (er, ir), or (or, ur) . 
-t (at, (ft, 9t) producing nom. -ar (stem at), er (et &c.), or (ot, ut) . This type hardly survives being altered 

to r/s type or develop ing nom. t (stem tt) on analogy of other fuller suffixes. 
-n (m, (fn, 9n) nom. an (an, u n) , on (on, un), en (en, in) . This type, especially en (en, in) is only one to 

survive at all frequently. 
(b) nouns with simple suffix {produc ing -t from ta »} -ta, (ka), -oa (za, sa, pa), b, ra, ma, na added to a vowel. The 

ata type and iita coalesce after a long preceding sy l l able, or after the initial syllable. The ata type did not exist 
after a short medial syl lable, here the iJtcJ type was got rid of, and only the -iita type preserved. 

The (fta = nom. et (stem et, it) ousted the lb ty pe after a long medial. 
This revision was made after the puges hod been numbered, and the new text was given the same page number 
"115" as the earlier version,  but wri tten I n  red I nk .  
116 An additional sentence was de leted before being comp leted: "Also found are ts, . . .  " {See above, p .  16.) 
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The compounds found in Q. belong to at least three different periods irrespective of 
subdivisions. 

I ancient - formed in Common Eldarin (or early KE) . These are a small class, not because CE 
had not many compounds (probably) but (a) because many of those inherited have remained 
analyzable and under successive influences of the surviving simplex forms .,....- so that they do 
not differ in form from cpds. made at recent dates or (b) because many have become obsolete. 

Those we here class as ancient are either now quite obscured and unanalyzed by current 
speech feeling (in which case they for all practical purposes belong to B ii - but are betrayed 
in many cases by their medial consonant) - or their final element (or their initial, or both) has 
a form obsolete as a simplex, or perhaps never used as such. 

This type is marked by (1) invariable reduction of final vowel > a (and usually by 
substitution of a for r, tl). 1 17 

(2) usually reduction of a, e, o, f, ii at end of medial > a (�, 9) and loss of a after J ,  � &c. 
(3) treatment of the initial of the second element as medially (in many cases, especially 

proper names or other cases not analyzed any longer, or not fully analyzed) . Compare sayga-
XJ ando "throng-hewer" - this form made in ancient period became the 'personal name Sangian 
(sanga-xJanoo > sangaxJando > sanga(3)Janda) . The same formation, since sanga, throng and 
hyando, hewer (sword) still existed later, made more recently gives the sword name Sanga
hyando. A further example is H{sillon (xfsi-slome) beside later form made by direct translation of 
Nold. Cllu with the simplices: H1sel6me, or H{sil6me (: h{se (z), mist; lome, gloom) . 

(4) frequently by presence of short vowel in stem of second element, where simplex has 
long - but not in case where second element is composed of a monosyllabic base + consonant 
suffix. Thus vainar with nar < ner beside ner (simplex) . But Aryandor (accus. Aryandora) with o 
from older o : the 2nd element is ndo-re "land" [ar3ii, adj .  and noun "dread" + ndore, land > 
ar3andora > aryandor : Old N. Arandur, N. Arannur] . 1 18 

With this retention of old initial nd- medially, whereas it normally becomes n-, cf. the 
various forms of Valinor. This the most current form is a reformation of older Valindor (used in 
verse) made from adjectival valJa + ndore > valJa-ndora > Valyandor (archaically still found in 
OQ) .119 The form valJ a-nora was then made again at a period when the simplex had become nore 
- hence ValJ anora > Valinor. The full reformation Valin6re is however only used for poetic 
convenience in scansion. 

With regard to lengthening of stem vowel of 2nd element (when it ends in a single 
consonant) it should be noted that Q. (cf. suffixes ending in single cons., see above) lengthened 
a short vowel of stem before a single cons. + inflexion if the preceding syllable was short. That 
is, Q. lost ' secondary accent on short syllable normally (- " � " to - � " " :  k{rydlzon) - but where 
' fell on initial of a recognized noun it kept its place; then a vowel bearing ' between short 
syllables was lengthened.120 Cf. nouns ending -mat, names of meals :- ahtumat, supper, 
ahtumata (but pl. ahtumatsin) . 

11 old compounds. These belong to OQ in period of formation, or frequently to the QT 
period (after departure of the Noldoli) . These are intermediate in form between I and Ill . They 
still usually have final a for e, a, o of simplex; but seldom a for e, a, o of the first element, and 

1 1 7  The word invariable was inserted later in ink . 
1 1 8  Arandor » Arandur. 
1 1 9  The form val1 a-ndora » val1a-ndora; and simultaneously valp-nora » val1a-nora in the next sentence. 
120 In this sentence "second" » "initial" in the course of composition. 
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seldom lose final �. 9 in 2nd element. The initials are rarely treated differently to those of 
simplices - except in a few cases where in PQ the simplification had not proceeded so far as in 
Q. The chief are preservation (in some of the older strata of this period) of long rfi, fi, y for mb, 
sm; nd, sn; and anciently vg - whence in Q. mb, nd, ng for initial of a second element which has 
as a simplex m, n, n. 

Example. etingul (pl. etingoldin, etingoldulin) - one of Noldorin race who remained in Kor (a 
word which must therefore have been formed after departure, and in late KE, although its 
form is little distinguished from such older names as Kiningul, ace. Kiningolda) . *ete, back, below 
+ vgolado (at time of formation already in Q. vgoldo) :  etengolda > etingol > etingul.121 

Ill recent compounds. These only enter class B when the noun at end already was of the 
cons . or a type, since in recent compounds the last element retains its full form, and proper 
declension (except for a greater propensity for abbreviated forms, if it is a consonant-noun) . 

Examples 

B (i) 1 (a) olar, dream; Teler, a Teler; helor, frost. 
qilir, quiet; ambar, fate; ambor, breast. 
andul, long pole; Earendel. (Rumel.) 
pilen, feather; aman, bond; soron, eagle; 
oron, mountain.122 
qelet, corpse; kelut, rivulet; talat, sheet. 
filet ( ek), cobweb;123 arat, weed. 

(b) Timiviel. falmarin. 
B (ii) telumet, canopy; kalion, Valinorian Elda ("son of light") .  

Ilkorin; pilin, arrow; miqilis, kiss. 
B (iii) vainar as B(i) la. veaner as B(i) lb . 

Valinor, Koivienen, ahtumat, peltas, kaimasan. 

olar ['dream'] . 

S. olar, olara, olaren, olaro; olarnen (-men); olarta or olarunta, olarullo (tolallo) , olaresse; olarwa 
( olaruva); olardon or olarundon. 

D. olarunt &c. instr. olarmet or now more usually olanimet (olaruntau, olarullut, olarusset &c.) 
P . olarin regular with frequent long pl. olallin. 

So Teler - here long pl. Telellin is actually the current one. Telerin is also used in literature. 
So ambar "fate", but without long plural, except personified Amballi = the Three Fates .  

ambor, breast (whose stem is  originally ambus-) makes :-

[S.] ambor, ambora, amboren, amboro; ambornen; ambosta (older ambusta), amborullo (tambullo) , 
amboresse (tambusse); amborwa, amborundon (tambusson) . D. amborunt &c. 

Pl. amborin. No long plural. So helor, frost. 

121  Here the hypothetical form "'etl )o)o "'ete and the form etlngolda » etengolda. 
122 A tentative example "nyaran (-am), tale" was deleted from this line. 
123 The original gloss "fern" » "cobweb" here and also in the paradigm for this noun given below; cf. filqe 'fern' 
(root FILl 'fine') in the Qenya Lexicon, PE 12 ,  p, 57 .  
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qilir (k!Jil?z) ['quiet'] : 

[S .] qilir, qilira, qiliren, -iro; qilemen (a form borrowed from cases where ir = az for a + z + cons. , 
where a was introduced analogically, > e); qilesta (as prec.} or qilimnta, qilimllo (tqilello), 
qilesse or qiliresse; qilerwa; qilerdon or qilimndon. D. qilimnt. Pl. qilirin. (tqilelli) . So nouns in 
-ir from ez, az. 

Teler above is really from -ir > er, but -ir forms have been got rid of when before 2 cons. 

Andul. (al, ql } ['long pole'] 

S. andul, andula, andulen, andulo; andulmen; andulta (andulunta), andullo, andulesse; andulwa; 
anduldon or andulundon. 

D. andulunt &c. (5 . andulumet or tandulmet) . 
P .  andulin beside usual andullin; but andulintan, -illon, -issen,-indon. 

Earendel (el )  

[S.] Earendel, -ela, -elen, -elo; -ilmen; -ilta (-elta, or -elunta) ; -illo (ello); -elesse; -ilwa (elwa); -ildon 
(eldon) or -elundon. This word has no dual or plural, but words of this type have D. -elunt &c. 
ilmet (elumet); iltau (eluntau); illut (elullut); elusset. 

P . -illin, illi, illir, ill ion (ilion); ilintan &c. 

pilen ['feather'] . 

[S .] pilen, pilena, pilenen, pileno, pilinwen, pilinta (enta), pilenullo (-illo, -ello), pilenesse; pilinwa; 
pilindon. D. pilenunt (5 . pilenumet or pilinwet) . PI. pilinin. 

aman ['bond'] , amana, amanen, amano; amanwen;124 amanta (amanunta), amanullo (tamullo), 
amanesse; amanwa; amandon (amanundon). D. amanunt. PI. amanin. 

soron ['eagle'], sorona, soronen, sorono; somnwen; somnta (-onunta), soronullo (t[sor]ullo), 
soronesse; somnwa; somndon (-onundon). D. soronunt. Pl. soronin (tsomlli) . 

oron ['mountain'] , omma, ommen, ommo; ommnen; omnta or ommunta, ommullo (tOQ omlmo), 
ommesse; ommya; omndon or ommundon. 125 D. ommunt. Pl. ommin. 

Nouns like pilen occasionally also have -m in stem. 
Thus helen "icicle" 

[S.] helen, helema, helemen, helemo; helemnen; helenta (-inta or -emunta) , helemullo (OQ thelilmo), 
helemesse; helimya; helendon (indon, emundon). D. helemunt. Pl. helimin. 

** Note nouns with stem ending -n often have preserved (or reintroduced?) d.sg. in -ar. 
soronar, pilenar since soronen is apt to be analyzed soro I nen, instr. of soro-. 

1 l 4 The form amanwen was originally given as amanwen (unwen) but the alternative ending was deleted. 
1 1 '' The forms originally given as aroma, oromen, oromo » oruma, orumen, orumo; and the form orunwa » orumya. 
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qelet ['corpse'] . 

[S.] qelet, -eta, -eten, -eto; -etwen (tOQ inten, recent etanen);126 -elta (ilta) or -etunta; qeletullo (tOQ 
-ityo); qeletse or qeletesse (titse) ; qelitya; qeletundon (tqelitson) . D. qeletunt. 

Pl. qelitsin. 

Similarly kelut ['rivulet'] , -uta, -uten, -uto, -utwen (tOQ utwen, recent utanen), -utta (otta) or 
utunta; utullo (OQ tutyo); utse or utesse; utya; utundon (OQ t utson) .127 -ota, oten, oto have been 
ousted by the many cases in which 9 > u before t + u. D. kelutunt. Pl. kelutsin. 

So precisely talat ['sheet'] . 

[S.] talat, talata, talaten, talato, talatwen (tOQ talanten; recent atanen) , talatta (rec. -atunta) , -atullo 
(tOQ atyo), -atse (rec. atesse), talatya, -atundon. D. talatunt &c. P. talatsin. 

filet, cobweb. 

[S.] filet, fileka, fileken, fileko; filiqen (tOQ filinken; rec. ekanen) ; filehta (older ihta) or filekunta, 
filekullo (tOQ filetyo), filekse (older ikse) or filekesse; filitya; filekundon (OQ filikson) . D. filekunt. 
Pl. filikin, filiki, filiken, filikion, filik{nen, filikintan &c., 11 .  filiklta. 

arak- weed. 

[S.] arat, araka, araken, arako; aruqen (tOQ arunken, rec. arakanen); arahta, or arukunta; arukullo 
(OQ tarityo, aratyo) ; arakse or arakesse; aratya (older aritya) ; arukundon (OQ tarakson) . The 
variation a/u due to tJ > u before k, 3 + u is now usually given up: arakunta, arakullo; dual 
arakunt. 128 But if noun contained 9 then as in kelut o in 2, 3, 4 is got rid of and u levelled; as in 
turut, stem turuk-, tree-stem. 

Dual arukunt, recent arakunt; pl. arakin (11 .  arak{ta) . 

B 1 (b) Tinuviel, -ela, -elen, -elo; Tinuvielmen (rec. -elanen); -elta (rec. ielunta) ; -ello; -elesse 
(t -ielse); -ielwa; -ieldon (-ielundon). This word has no dual or pl., but words of this type form dual 
-elunt &c., 5 .  ielmet (rec. iehimet) , 6. eltau (ieluntau); -ellut; elusset (older -elesset; tielset) . Pl. -ie1in 
beside t forms -iellin espec. in 1-4 and rare -ielulin but not in gen. pl. which is -ielion, or iellion. 

This class except in proper names is rare and in sg. usually reformed to B ii with stem -ld, 
though often retaining -elta, ello, elesse, eldon, and pl. elli (beside eldulin) . 

126 The phrase "recent etanen" (meu n i ng an a l ternat ive qeletanen to the form qeletwen) was added in ink; and 
similarly "recent utanen" (for kelu tam•u) I n  t he fo l l o w i ng paradigm of kelut. 
127 The endings -uta, -uten, -u to were a l twt.•d t o  -ola,  -oten, -oto (each original u being heavily overwritten with an o) , 
then subsequently these we re eml•ndt.•d t o  t he i r  ear l i er readings, probably in connection with the following 
sentence. The ending utunta is prl'l'l'dl•d by nn o (a ppa rently struck through) which may have been a false start on 
an alternative form *-otun ta. The a l l emu t l vt.• OQ ending utwen does not appear to vary from the ordinary form 
given as -utwen, and perhaps s h o u l d  bt' rt'ud m1 ti iWI'tl, or e l se is a slip for a form *-unten, parallel to that in the 
corresponding tOQ talanten i n  t i l l' fo l low I I I I-I  purndigm for talat and to tOQ inten under qelet above. 
128 The following was deleted fwrt' : "n iNo a/1 arak/11 for p i .  arikin." 
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falmarin = Shore-elf (byname ofTelerin) . 

[S.] falmarin, -(na, -(nen (t(nar) , (no, -inwen ((nanen, (namen). -inta (recent but rare falmarinunta), 
falmarillo (rec. falmarinullo) , falmarinesse (tfalmarinte); falmarinwa; falmarindon (rec. rare 
falmarinundon) . Dual falmarinunt, 5. falmarinumet beside falmarinwet, falmarintau, 
falmari(nu)llut;129 falmarinesset, -usset. Pl. falmarinin (tfalmarillin, falmarinulin) . 

This class is rare, being usual reformed, in 2 ,  3 ,  4 especially to B ii with -ind. 

B ii These nouns only differ from A ii in the frequency with which they still retain in 
current use the abbreviated forms (with lost a). 

pilin, arrow. 
S. pilin, pilinda, pilinden, pilindo, pilindanen (tpilinwen), pilindunta (older pilinta, pilindata), 

pilindullo (tpilindyo) , pilindesse; pilinduva; pilindanon.130 D. pilindunt. 
Pl . pilindin (long pl. pilindulin) . 

miqilis ['kiss'] 
S. miqilis, -litsa, -litsen, -litso, -litsanen, - litsunta (tlitsata), - litsullo, - litsesse (tlitse) ; - litsuva, litsanon. 
D. -litsunt. Pl. litsin (litsulin). 

kalion ["son of light"] declined like qen, with archaic forms in addition. 
5. -onwen, 6 .  -onta (ondata), 7 .  t(OQ ondyo) ondulo. 

So Ilkorin, pl. ilkorindin (ilkorindulin). 

B. iii. 

[S.] veaner ['sailor'], veanera, veaneren, veanero; veanermen (veaneranen), veanerta (-nerunta), 
veanerullo (tveanello), veanerse (veaneresse), veanerwa; veanerdon (veanerundon). 

D. veanerunt. 
Pl. veanerin or veanellin (tveanerulin) . 

vainar is declined as B.i . vainarin (tvainallin) . 

S .  Valinor, -n6ra, -n6ren, -n6ro; n6ranen; -norta (tn6rata, rec. -norunta), norullo (tn6rulo); -noresse 
(tnorse); -n6ruva; Valinordon (-n6ranon). This word has no dual or plural, but other words of 
type make D. n6runt, [Pl.] -n6rin (n6rulin). 

S. Koivienen, -enena, -enenen or -enenar, -eneno; -enenwen, or -enenamen; -enenta (rarely 
-enenunta only in verse -enenata); -enenullo (tenello) ; -enenesse (t-enente); ienenwa or ienenuva; 
-ienendon. 131 Pl. often used of this word with reference to the one place (Koivienen, or 
Koivienenin) pl. Koivienenin. 

129 Tolkien wrote falmar(inu)llut, but it seems clear that the shorter alternative intended is falmarillut. 
1 30 Original "pilindya or pilinduva" » pilinduva. 
1 3 1  The ablative ending originally written as -enenel lo » -enenullo. 
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S. ahtumat [ 'supper'] decl. from stem -mat or matt. 
1 .  ahtumat. 2 .  -mata, matta. 3 .  maten, matten. 4. mato, matto. 5. matwen, matanen (mattanen). 
6. matta, or matunta. 7. matullo (tmatyo, tmatulo) .132 8. matse, or matesse. 9. matuva (mattuva). 
10 .  matundon, mattanon (matanon). 

D. ahtumatunt, ahtumatlimet or ahtumattumet &c. 
Pl. ahtumatsin (ahtumatulin, -mattulin). 

Similarly many nouns with suffixes. 

telumet, canopy. 
S. telumet, telumetta, telumetten, telumetto; telumettanen (t-etwen); telumetta or telumet(t)unta; 

(telumettulo, ttelumetyo) telumet(t)ullo, telumetse or telumet(t)esse; telumettuva; telumettanon.133 
D. telumettunt (5 telumettumet, telumetlimet) . 
P. telumetsin. ( telumettulin) . 134 

Astulat ['Bony ridge'], Astulahta, -ahten, -ahto; -ahtanen; -ahta (ahtunta); ahtyo (preservation of 
archaic form in place names) or ahtullo; akse (ahtesse); ahtuva (ahtya); ahtanon. dual of this type 
-ahtunt - pl. aksin (or ahtulin) . 

S. peltas, peltaksa, -taksen, -takso; -taksanen; -taksunta (-taksata), taksullo (ttaksulo), -takse, or 
taksesse; -taksuva; -taksanon. D. -taksunt. Pl. peltaksin (peltaksulin). 

S .  kaimasan, -samba, -samben, -sambo; -sambanen; -santa (beside tsambata, recent sambunta) ; 
-sambullo (tsambulo); -sambesse; -sambuva; -sambanon. D. -sambunt. 

Pl. kaimasambin (kaimasambulin). 

132 The alternate form tmatulo was added beneath tmatyo. 
133 The accusative form original ly wri tten as telumehta » telumetta. 
134 An earlier version of the paradigm of telumet was given on a page with those for kalumet and kalion (see above 
for the later summary of the last of these), the entire page being struck out in green crayon: 

telumet, telumehta &c., telumehtanen, telumehtanta, telumehtullo, telumehtesse, telumehtuva, telumehtanon. 
Pl. telumeksin (telumehtulin). D. te lumehtunt. 

Those with stem -tt. kalumet " l amp" (kalumetta) , arch. pl. kalumetsin (kalumettulin). 

kalion "son of light" (kalr, l lght, J ond�, son). 
kalion, kalionda &c., kaliondanen, kaliondanta (onta), kaliondullo &c., kalionduva, kaliondanon. 
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VIII 

This "declension" contains nouns ending [in] a vowel which, however, follow the consonant 
or a-declension, since they originally ended in a consonant that has disappeared or become 
vocalic C1 , y, 3, o), or have been modelled on such nouns. 

There are nonetheless traces of a few nouns which were originally monosyllabic vocalic -
that is which are basic nouns with monoconsonantal base as stem, ending ii, e, o. Note nouns in 
r, u (as in longer nouns above) are r1 , uy (when not z3a, uva, u3a) and therefore really belong to 
monosyllabic consonantal ner-type.135 

Examples of the genuine vocalic nouns are rare. E.g. ma-, land, pe-, mouth, ho-, shout (with 
stem made from the onomatopoeia ho!) .  tmii-, land, region is now obsolete, except at end of 
cpds. as ilduma (see p. 87 &c.) . The declension of such words (when not altered or assimilated 
to those types described below) is vocalic and like ilduma, telume, untamo (82-85). 

Thus :-

S .  1 .  miin, 2 .  mii, 3 .  miir, 4 .  mi5; 5 .  miinen, 6 .  manta or  mata, 7 .  mallo or  malo, 8 .  masse, 9. mava, 10. 
manon (mandon). 

D. mant, mat, mau, mahta, mamet, matau (mantau), malut (mallut), masset. 
P.  malin, mali, malir, malion, malfnen, -lintan &c.  (only t OQ main, mai, mair, maion, mainen, mantan 

(matan), malon, mallon, massen) . 
Similarly: 

S .  pe-n, pe, per, peo; penen, peta (penta), pelo (pello), pesse, peva, penon (pendon). 
D. pent, pet, peu for *po, pehta, pemet, petau (pentau), pelut (pellut), pesset. 
P. pelin (only). 

ho. 
S .  1 .  hon, ho, hor, ho  (huo); h6nen; h6ta (honta), h6lo (hallo), hosse; h6va, h6non (hondon). 
D. *ho, or *hii from longer stems not found for this type: instead h6vu reformed from o nouns 

below.136 Pl. h6vin beside h6lin. 

In like manner -fnouns whether from -!1 or -f3a follow closely declension of tari. 

ri (VRI!) "grass-stem, reed" 
S. ri, ria, rien, rio; r{nen; rfta (rinta), rflo (rillo), risse; rfva; r{non (rindon).137 
Dual riunt, riut, riu, rfmet; ri(n)tau, ri(l)lut, risset. P. rflin &c. 

But nouns in -u (monosyllabic) have usually been assimilated to uti-type. 
An exception is Nii, "moon." 

S .  Nu, Nua, Nuen, Nuo; Nunen; Nuta, Nulo (Nullo), Nusse; Nuva, Nunon. (Dual = moon and sun. 
Nunt, Nut, Nu, Numet &c.) Pl. Nulin. 

The adverbial cases of these nouns are rarely used. 

135 An earlier version of the description of this declension was struck out in red crayon: 
VIII 

(a) This group contains all nouns monosyllabic whose nominative ends in a vowel, or diphthong. 
This class which must have been large in PQ is now much reduced, the words having been ousted by longer 

derivatives, or by new terms. Many survive in the current language only as second element of (obscured) 
compounds - espec. proper names, personal names and local names .  

1 36 The first hypothetical form in this sentence was changed from *hu to *ha in the course of composition. 
1 37 The first four s ingular forms originally given as r(, r(a, r(en, rio » r(, ria, rien, rio in the course of composition. 
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In other cases a vocalic nominative might be arrived at in very various ways, and the final 
(nominative) form could historically often diverge considerably from the stem-form. Few of 
these types have, however, survived, and not many nouns altogether. The divergence has 
usually been obliterated by levelling in favour of the stem. 

The possibilities were limited by levelling in PQ (under influence of the nom. form) of the 
long vowel throughout the noun, in case of monosyllables . Even so the possibilities (excluding 
zz , uu = f, a) remained :-� � 
A 1 

2 

J ap 
1 aip 

f op 
1 oip 

> nom. ai 
> " ai 

> oi 
> oi 

3 f ep or eJ > ei > e 
> ei > e 1 eip 

4 f aJa or aJ > ui 
ui 1 uip 

b f aukla 
1 auba 

or akl. 

> 

> nom. au 
> au 

> 
> 

au 
au 

2 a f Okla or Okl > ou > o 
1 oba > ou > o 

b f oukla, eukla138 > ou > o 
1 ouba, euba > ou > o 

3 I ekla or ekl 
1 eba 

> nom. ou > o 
> eu > eo 

4 fkla or fkl 
ik!kli:J 
iklba 
rba 

5 

> 
> 
> 
> 

> 
> 

iu 
iu 
iu 
iu 

a 
a 

st�,
m ay (later ai-) } ai-

levelled in PQ before 
ay phonetic devel. of 
ay > ai1 > ai-, stem ai-

, 
, 

, 
, 

oy (later oi-) 
oi 

ey > e-, i
ey > e-, i 

} oi, oi-

J
1 coalescing 

naturally 

, ay (later ui-) } ui, ui-
ui-, 

stem aw (later av) } av 
av early 
preferred 

, 

, 
, 

, 
, 

au
auv-

ow > o-, u 
ov. 

ow > o-, u
ov. 

stem ew, ev 
, ev 

, 
, 
, 
, 

, 
, 

fw, fv 
iu
iuv 
fv 

a, u
av 

} auv early 
preferred 

f
1 ov usually 

preferred. 

} , 

} eo, ev. 

l 
l usually 
r iu, {v. 
J 

} av usually 
preferred 

138 The left bracket marking the pair of 2 b forms was redrawn to extend upward to touch the bracket marking the 
pair of 2 a forms, and the letter b was struck out. 

139 This ii was originally fol lowed by a second letter which was struck out, perhaps i or a. 
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c 1 . I aitJCJ > a1 u > a1 9 > eo stem aiw- } aio reformed 
1 aioCJ > aitJ > eu > eo , aiv > aiw aiw. 

2 .  I Oil}CJ > oio stem oiw- } oio 
1 oioCJ oiu , oiv (oiw-) oiw-> 

I eiqa > io stem ew (ev) 1 
, 

> eJp eo, ev-
1 eioCJ 

, ev I as B 3 .  > eJU > eo 
3 .  

I Uil}CJ uio , uiw- } uio > 
1 uioCJ uiu , uiv, uiw uiw-

4.  

D. aUJ CJ  > atJi > oi stem auy- l 
eUJ CJ, OUJCJ  > Olji > ui , , � types lost oy 
iup > ilji > ivi ! , iuy J 

These types were lost or reformed from nom. 

E. 1 . a3a > nom. a stem " ah-a-
2 .  e3a , e , " eh-> e 
3 .  03CJ , 0 , 0 oh-> 
4 . l3CJ , f , f ih-> 
5 .  a3CJ , a , a uh-> 

E. is the most important class. Examples are 
1. mi, hand, 2. te, path. 3. t6, wool, 4. mi, small fly, 5. ru, lion. 

Declension. 

[S.] 1 .  ma, 2. mii, 3. man, 4. mii, 5 .  mainen (archaic mangwen : ma3men > mavmen, or ma3nen > 
mavnen > mainen) later mcinen; 6 .  mahta, 7 .  malo (mallo). 8 .  makse, 9 .  mciva (arch. maia < 
ma31a) , 10. mcinon, older makson.140 

Dual mant, mat, mau, mahta [these are analogical forms for *mont, maut (which is used t for 
n[om] . ace. dual) mauhta] , maumet, (tmangwet), mahtau, mallut, makset. 

PI. maksin (from a stem maht-) beside archaic main. A later form is mcilin. [main, mai, mair, 
maion, mainen, *maintan &c., for which mantan, mahtan &c. or mcilintan is substituted.) 141 

s. 1 .  te, 2 .  tea, 3 .  ten, 4 .  tea; 5 .  tenen; 6. tehta, 7. tela (tello), 8 .  tekse, 9. teva, 10. tenon (tekson). 
D. tent, tet (tteiint, teiit) , teu, te(u)hta; tehtau, tel lut, tekset. 
P. teksin or te1in. 

So ye, eye, but instr. yainen : [arch. pl. yain, yai, yair, yaion, yainen, yentan, yellon, yehtan, yellon, 
yeksen] . 

to. 
S. 1. t6. 2. toa.142 3. t6n, 4. t6 or tuo : 5. t6nen, 6 .  tohta, 7. t6lo (tollo), 8. tokse, 9. t6va. 10 .  t6non. 

D. and PI. wanting but others of this type make tohtu, toksi. 

1 40 The qualification of makson was changed from "arch ." » "older" in the course of composition. 
1 4 1  The variant form "mahtan &c." was added later.  
1 4 2  The form as originally written t6a » toa. 
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Alari (alar3a "very dread") 
[S.] Alari, Alarya, Alaryen, Alaryo, Alaryanen, Alaryunta, -ullo, -esse, Alaryuva, Alaryundon, 

Alaryanon. 143 ([D.] -aryunt, [P.] -arin or aryulin) . 

Alakaru (ala-karba, very active) 
[S.] -karwa, -karwen, karwo, -karwanen, karunta, karullo, karwesse, -karuva. 

Otherwise -i < z3e as simplex. 
Anari, anaria &c. > f declension. 

-u [ <] u3e as simplex.144 
kamparu, kamparua [&c.] , which coales[ce] entirely with a declension. 

Note -a [ <] a3e, e [ <] e3e, espec. in we [ <] We3a = man, -o < 03e. 
[S.] Orome, 6romea, Oromen, 6romeo, Oromenen, Oromehta, Oromello, Oromekse, Oromeva, 

Oromendon, t-kson. (D. -ment, met, -meu, memet, mehta, mehtau, mellut, mekset.) P. meli. 
So Finwe, Manwe. not[e?] finwenen.145 > we3nen > weynen > weinen, hence e not shortened. 

Analogical weva. 

Lunguma = heavy hand. Lunguma, -uman, -umo, -umainen, manen (tmangwen), mahta, mallo, 
makse; mava; makson, manon or mandon. 146 

Tampio, Tampioa, Tampion, Tampio, -i6nen (ioinen), -iohta, -iollo, -iokse, -i6va, -iondon. 147 

� 

143 Alaryanon was added below Alaryundon and connected with it by a brace at the left. 
144 The arrow here and three in the following note were written in the opposite direction. 
145 "but not Finwenen" » "not Finwenen"; the following sentence suggests that Finwenen is  a valid form. 
146 A partial paradigm was deleted before this one: Aldama, Aldama, Aldaman. The instrumental ending originally 
given as -umanen » -umainen in the course of composition, then later the ending manen was added above. 
147 On the other side of the sheet containing these paradigms is another version of the description of Declension 
VIII (a) . This was not struck out, but the fact that the gloss of the noun ma was originally given as "hand" and 
later changed to "land" shows that this predates the text above, where ma- is glossed "land" as first written. 

/ 

VIII (a) 
Monosyllabic nouns ending (in Q.) in a vowel or diphthong. These are rare, nearly all having been lost in 

PQ or ousted by longer derivatives in the simplex - though they sometimes survive in (obscured) cpds. 
CE had a certain number of these nouns - which were pure monosyllabic base nouns, whose stem was an 

old monocons. base ending -a, -e, -6 {the latter} or {, u which were indistinguishable from, or rather identical 
with, ner class (above) where medial was 1, l:.l· 

Of this type pe, mouth; ma, {hand »} land; h6, shout; rf, reed; Nu, moon, are (almost the sole) examples. 
In addition many monosyllabic forms would be phonetically developed by a following -1 , lJ, 3, b. But 

(ex[cept] in cpds .) these have mostly been got rid of. 
Only type with long vowel or diphth. prec[eding] -1 , lJ, 3, b seem to have existed (or survived as far as PQ) .  
The phonetic results would have been -

iip 
op 
ep 
iip 
iil:,la 
OlJa 
i!lJa 
ll:,li) 

> nom. ai stem 
> oi 
> ei > e 
> u i (uO 
> all 
> oll > o 
> ell > oll > o 

This nom. reformed I'll (ltl iln ll l [ogy] of ba words 
> Ill > l'u 

iiy oy 
ey 
iiy 
iiw 
ow 
ew 

IW 

later ai-
oi-

> e-, i
ui. 
iiv 

> o-, u-
> ew later ev. 

l ater zv. 
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[Version Sa.] 

Grammar 

Accidence : A. Nouns. 
In the following declensions the current forms in standard Qenya, spoken and written are 
given only; all archaic forms, still occasional, or sometimes frequent in verse, and others found 
only in the fragments of Old Qenya, which possess an historical interest, are relegated to the 
notes on each declension. 

1. The Qenya First Declension. 

Examples b-.:x:.L - sanga- 'crowd'; �- ilduma- 'heaven'. 
[The forms of ;;an- where not written out are the same as for bt:a.] 

Singular. 1 .  Nominative. hu..t:, sangan 
2, 3. Accusative & 'Stem'. "bc.cL • sang a 

Plural. 

4. Genitive (Ablative) . 1x.c.tc:r sango 
5 .  Genitive Adjective. bcc...bz. , 'i;uw .m. . sangava, ildumava. 
6. Dative (Allative) .  � sangar 
7. Instrumental. �.i:)uau� sanganen, ildumanen. 
8. Comitative. � sangal 
9. Locative . � sangasse 
10. Ablative. � sangallo 
11 .  Allative. bna,tn(' sangande 1 
12 .  Comparative. � sangandon. 
1 .  
2 , 3 .  
4.  
5 .  

6.  
7 .  
8 .  

9 . 
10. 
11 .  
12 . 
13 . Partitive 

�. . . � 
� � 
� ·  . 

· �  
� 
�'C'£ l� 
��). 
� 
� 
� 
�tnO? 
bu_,� 
� 

sangalin, ildumalin 
sangali, ildumali 
sangalion, ildumalion 
sangalfva 
sangalir, ildumalir 
sangainen (sangal(nen). 
sangalz1e 
sangalissen 
sangalillon 
sangalinden 
sangalindon 
sangalz'ka. 

1 The tengwar spellings of both sangand<' a nd .�W I� Itll ldo/ 1 I H I V l' an erroneous h:, instead of h. 
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Dual. 1, 2, 3 � sangat ; 
4 �� sangatu, ildumatu ; 
5 (none) ; 
6 ��� sangatar, ildumatar ;2 
7 1xnq,,&s� sangamet, ildumamet ; 
8 �w' sangalte ; 
9 � sangasset ; 
10 � sangallut ; 
1 1  � sangandet. 

Notes. On general earlier history of the forms, see historical notes at end of the declensions. 
Variant forms. (a) In OQ the nominative sg. also appears without ending -n ; this use is 

quite obsolete. (b) The OQ form of 4 (gen-abl.) is -au, sangau ; such forms are occasional still as 
poetic forms in quantitative verse . (c) In OQ the instrumental still often showed the more 
original ending - � -men, though nen originating in an assimilation of {men, aimen, oimen, 
uimen > the favoured sequences {nen, ainen, &c. - in plurals - was already usual. In this 
declension -men is still found after stems ending in -na, especially after ( Q.) unaccented penult: 
pi.��- timpana ; instr. pt�ttU? timpanamen more usual than pt�� timpananen ; 
though to present Q. feeling this is not a survival so much as a dissimilation of the sequence 
nanen. (d) in OQ and tQ. the forms �d , "-sa-o:a:r::( sangale, ildumale are occasional 
variants of the comitative (but this case in any form is now little used in ordinary language) .  
(e) The form \nc.u;.,.,:.�, last survivor of the archaic so called 'short' plural in this declension 
(see below) in common use, is actually the normal form, �c)� sangal{nen being chiefly 
confined to verse .3 This is probably due to liking for such a sequence as -ainen; cf. above . (f) 
Shorter forms of the comitative plur. � ,  �� are entirely confined to verse, 
and not common.4 (g) The partitive is now obsolescent in colloquial language, being replaced 
by either the nominative (e .g. after certain numerals, q.v.), or by 4 or even 10. 

The archaic short plural. The following forms are found in Old Qenya :-
1, 2, 3 sangar; 4 sangaron, ildumaron; 5 sangaiva; 6 sangaren (sangaire); ildumaren, ildumaire, 
-airen, rarely are; 7 sangainen, see above; 8 sangaile; 9 sangassen; 10 sangallon; 1 1  
sanganden;5 12 same as singular; 13 partitive sangaita, sangasta dissimilated, as usual 
after k, g, from original endings seen in ildumaika, ildumahta. OQ also had later 1 sangain, 
2, 3 sangai. 

Of these only sangainen remains in normal use, though in literary language where partitive 
is still used the -aika, -aita forms are as usual, even in prose, as the newer -al{ka. The -ahta, -asta 
forms are obsolete except in verse. I n  modern verse these forms are often found, with no 
distinction of sense, as variants of the current forms with lf. This especially applies to 9, 10, 11 ,  
12 . 1 , 2 , 3 sangar, 4 sangaron , ildumaron are also frequent; as  well of course as  partitive and 
instrumental forms. The dativ£', gl'r r .-adjl'ctive, and comitative forms are seldom used; in the 
dative only the form -a ir£'(n) i s  ever found  now. 

2 The dot below the r-tengwa i n  i lwsl ' l 'o r n 1 s  I s  S ll �wr fl uous ,  s ince this tengwa is only used for word-final r. 
3 The first tengwar form i n  t h i s  st' n l  l ' I Jn •  rt • O J ds  S l l l l!la inerl. 
4 The tengwar read sanga/il , ildum, l /il .  
� "10 sangallen; 11 sangandon"  , .  · " I  0 .�' '" ' l ' r //ol l ;  1 1  ,\l i i i ! J lllldcrr "  (the original forms are presumably j ust s l ips) .  
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The last to become obsolete in ordinary language (apart from -ainen, and -aika) were the 
'adverbial cases' 9-12 .  Here we have the original way in which Q. introduced these adverbial 
formations, properly incapable of number, into the declensional system. A trace of this is still 
found in the employment of say 9 sg. instead of plural where number is fixed by context: thus 
kiryasse 'on board' however many ships are concerned. 

In the l{ plural the oldest forms of 9-11 had no plural -n suffix - sangalisse &c. Such forms 
are still universal in verse where metrically convenient for quantity or rhyme. 

The Dual is still used colloquially in certain cases, though the comitative is obsolete . See 
syntactical employment of noun-cases and inflexions below. 

Many of these observations apply equally to Declension 2, and 3 (e, o) . 
2 . The Qenya Second Declension. 

This declension is made up of both original e-nouns, and of r, andja stems. This has had a 
disturbing influence on its inflexions, especially in the plural; so that in past a very large 
number of variations and considerable fluctuations have taken place. Confusion between the 2 
originally distinct types e/r began already in OQ so that it is not usually possible to say (except 
occasionally from morphological considerations or from the evidence of cognates outside Q.) 
to which class any given noun properly belonged. 

In current Q. a composite declension has become more or less fixed. This is here given. In 
the notes the endings historically proper (a) to e-nouns, (b) to -r (ja) nouns in OQ and later will 
be given; but it must be remembered that these variant inflexions are actually found with any 
noun. 

This declension is now subdivided into classes :-

Sing. 

(a) normal dissyllabic nouns, or nouns with heavy penult :- � malle 'street' . 
(b) same, but ending in ye : � mintye 'peak' 

(c) nouns with weak penult : c..� kantele, 'music' 
(d) same, ending in -ye (ie) : fret( tyalie, 'play'. 

1 .  � � � � 2, 3 . � � � frc;i£ 
4 .  � n\Fv � pcto-
5 .  �In. � � Pc'J1n., 
6.  � � � � 
7.  � � 9FC(� �J� 
8 .  � � � Pet/ '6 
9 . � �< � �d;;: 10. �� etc .  
1 1 .  � etc . 
12 .  �'01? etc. 

mallen, etc .6 
malle, etc. 
malleo, mintyo, kanteleo, tyalio. 

malleva, mintyeva, kanteleva, &c.7 

maller &c. 

mallenen, etc; kantelenen etc. 
mallel etc. 

mallesse etc. 
mallello etc . 
mallende etc. 
mallendon etc. 

" The  i-tehta in the second form on  t· h i s  l i J H ' o v c · rw ri h ' s . 1 1 1  ( ' t ehta in the manuscript. The image here has been 
c l eaned up . 
. , The tengwar version of mintyeva reads  1 1 1 i 1 1 t_vn vc l .  
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Plural l .  � beside t �  
2 ,  3 .  � &c. 
4. - ·  

� 
5 .  ue;m-
6 . � 
7 .  aej� 
8 .  � 9. �<� 
10 .  � 
1 1 .  � 
12 .  � 

Part. 13 .  �·8 

8 The plural forms i n  te ngw a r  < l l ' t • I .  l l l t t l l i l l ,  i l l � t l i ll ' i i l l ,  Z ,  ' l .  ma/li, 4. mallion, 5 .  malllva, 6. mall ir, 7 .  mal/{nen, B. mallae, 9 .  

mallissen, 10 .  mallillon, 1 1 . " '"1 / ;, t f, . , ,  I : � .  , , , 1 f / i 1 1dn1 1 ,  1 · 1 .  1 1 1 t1 //C'ka. Tolkien wrote the form s on  l i n<> s  6 a n d  7 i n  reverse 
order, but corrected th i s  by I I W . I t P. ol . I I T P w �  . .  
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[Version 5b.] 
Grammar 

Declension of nouns : 
First declension (originally long a stems) 

Examples : cjaj- 'ship'; ·� 'heaven' 

Singular. 1 .  Nominative 
2 .  ' Stem' or Short Loc. 
3. Accusative. 
4. Genitive-ablat. 
5 .  Gen. adjective. 
6.  Dative-allative. 
7. Instrumental. 
8.  Locative. 
9. Ablative. 
10. Allative 
1 1 . Comparative 

� 
cf9 
r:Jtlj 
cflJv 
� 
� 
� 
� 
� 
� 
� 

ig'ar•ln 

� 

kiryan 
kirya 
kirya 
kiryo 
kiryava ; ildumava. 
kiryar 
kiryanen ; ildumanen. 9 
kiryasse 
kiryallo 
kiryande 
kiryandon. 

Plural (a) 1. t ��� t kiryar, kiryain. (b) � kiryalin 

2 .  � kirye � -ali 
3 . � kirye � -ali 

[t�] 4. �, � kiryaron; ildumaron � -alion 
5 .  � kiryaiva � -alfva 

6 .  �'1) kiryaire(n) � (�t) -alir (alfre) 

7 .  � kiryainen � -alfnen 
8 .  � kiryassen �-., (-�t) -alisse(n) 
9 .  � kiryallon �� (-&tpt) -alillo(n) 
10. c.;Jm'� kiryanden � (-""'t) -alinde(n) 
1 1 . as sing. kiryandon � -alindon 

Partitive. 12 . rWCJ kiryaika [�] [alfka] 
t � t kiryahta. 

In plural (b) ·�tCu? ildumalin and so wherever a appears in penult. 
Note t� usual for historic \� (ildumalion, older ildumalion) . 

Dual 1, 2, 3 cfjP. ,� kiryat, ildumat; 4 �, � kiryatu, ildumatu; 5 -
6 �,· .. � kiryatar, ildumatar; 7 �.� kiryanwen &c.;10 

8 � kiryasset; 9 � kiryallot; 10 � kiryandet. 

9 Tolkien neglected to write the i-tehta over the initial short carrier in the tengwar for ildumcinen. 
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Obsolete comitative S. � kiryal; Pl. (a) � �� kiryel, kiryaile; (b) �, 
(·�·�) � kiryalil (ildumcilil), kiryallle; Dual � kiryalte. 

Second Declension (originally long e stems) . 

Examples: r;jiC- 'leaf' ; �- 'play, sport' . 

Singular 1 .  � lass en 
lasse 

Plural (b) 
2. � 
3. rJK 
4 .  cJS'Cr, Pc;tv-
5 .  ��� 
6 . � 
7. � �� 

___.._.... 8. V"_.,. 
9. � 
10. � 
11 .  � 

lasse 
lasseo, tyalio 

lasseva, tyalieva 

lass er 
lassenen, tyalienen 

lass esse 
lassello11 
lass en de 

� &c. lasselin. 
� &c. tyalielin. 

declined as kiryalin, 

ildumcilin. 

Comitative . � 
lass en don 
lassel. 

Plural (a) 1 .  t �� . 7"'R• .. • .. 
......, ---, v-U?J pc:;u:ar? t lasser; lassin; t tyalier; tyaliain12 

Inst. 

Cam it. 

Partit. 

2 .  
3 . 
4 .  

5 .  

6.  
7.  
8 .  

9. 

10 .  

1 1 .  

"C?ii ; �  lassi; tyalie " " " " 
�[�]; � Pt:tu,q] lassion (tlasseron); tyalieron [tyalieon 

�; � 
�) ) Pdf��t?)) 
� older - -ds(q �  � 
� 

" -�,� 
� " -(�; � 

lass{va; tyaliaiva 

lass{re(n); tyalieren (tyaliaire(n)) 

lassissen older -essen; tyaliessen 
lassillon " -ellon; tyaliellon13 

lassinden " -enden; tyalienden 

� " - Ct,Ct]� Pc"'"i>t? lassindon " -endon; tyaliendon 

� )  � instr. lass{nen; tyaliainen 

Of'ac".t;Gjc'� � ,� lassil, lass{le; tyaliel, -iaile14 

� ,  t cf5"d J f'c}&j , tfctUd .  lassfka, tlassehta; tyaliaika, -ehta. 

10 The untransliterated second word is ildumanwen. 
11 A short carrier has been deleted following the initial u in the tengwar version of this word, as also in Plural 8 

and Plural Comitative. 
12 The first form in tengwar reads lassir, not lasser. 
13 Tolkien neglected to write the doubling tehta above the second u in the tengwar for lassillon. 

14 Tolkien omitted the i-tehta in the tengwar for lassil and the dot under the final u for both lassil and tyaliel. 
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Dual 1, 2, 3 r:!"f:' lasset; 4 �rc.'-r lassetu, tyalietu; 6 d'al���� 
lassetar, tyali€tar; 7. � lassenwen; 8 � lassesset; 9 .  f1''{}>r? lassellot; 10 

�,.c'f? lassendet; comitative � lasselte. 

Third Declension (originally long o stems) . 

Examples: �- 'leg'; CIJ»IZ» . 'enemy' . 

Singular: 1 .  � pelkon 
2. � pelko , 

� 
�" Af»l21tu. 
� 

, 
pelku 

pelkova, untam6va. 
pelkor 

Plural (b) .  

3 .  

4 .  

5 .  

6 .  

7 .  
8 .  

9 .  
10. 

�� "'J''lZl't'af? pelkonen, untam6nen. 

� &c. 

DJ" avc"? &c. 

pelkolin, untam6lin 
declined as kiryalin, 

ildumalin. 

�� pelkosse. 

� pelkollo 

� pelkonde 
1 1 . p:'�>>DI;? 

[Comitative. pt'� 
pelkondon 
pelkol ] . 15 

Plural (a) : 1 .  

2 , 3 .  

4 .  

5 .  

6. 

7 .  

8 .  
9 .  

10 .  

�' t� now usually by transference � ( liJ''.m'? ) 
pelkor, tpelkoin 

/ h .  / •• � arc ate � 
pelko pelkoi 16 

� ,  llJ"afl)D'9 
� 

, , , pelqin (untamoin) 

p<� 
pelqi 

pelkoron, untam6ron 

pelkoiva 
.w""-� ... l �' - / lk ( )  ( )  , r--r-J-'7� � DJ'' • 1 ,  "l"IDOitJ"? pe oire n ; untamoire n , -moren. 

� 
� 
,u� 
�'? 

pelkoinen 

pelkossen 
pelkollon 

pelkonden 
1 1 . Jt'�D'I»tn1 pelkondon 

pelkoile (pelkol) Comit. �(�) 

15 The brackets around this item are Tolkien's. 
16 Tolkien omitted the dot under the c; in the tengwar for pelkoi. 
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Partit. r � or dissim. � pelkoika - pelkoita 

untamoika 

pelkohta - pelkosta17 

untamohta. 

Dual. 

i "1"®'1 
l }1<� "  " � 

�ut 

1, 2, 3 : 'F.:Pr., 4. � , Df>'a:5pcr; 5 -; 6 � • 'IIJ''UD� 
pelkot pelkotu, untam6tu pelkotar, untam6tar 18 

7: �; 8 'F'�; 9 �; �p. 
pelkonwen pelkosset pelkollot pelkondet. 

Notes on the first three declensions. 

. .  . 

17 This tengwar form for pelkosta reads pelkasta, the o-tengwa having been omitted. 
18 The dot below the r-tengwa in the forms for both pelkotar and untam6tar is superfluous, since this tengwa is only 
used for word-final r. 
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[Version Se.] 

(a) 
s. 1 -an ( OQ also a) Pl. (a) 1 ar, 2 .  (ai) , e (b) 1 .  alin (OQ also ali, alir) 

2, 3 -a 3 ar (OQ also ai, e) 2, 3 .  ali [ali ] 
4 -o 4 aron [eon] (OQ aion) alion (> alion in all cases) 
5 , 5 .  aiva al{va -ava, ava. 
6 -ar ( OQ also an) 6 aire(n), aren alir, t all re( n) ( OQ also alien) 
7 -anen (OQ also amen), cinen 7 ainen (allnen) 
8 -as se 8 ass en alissen, t ( OQ) alisse 
9 -allo 9 allon alillon " -alillo 
10 -ande 10 -and en alinden " -alinde 
11  -andon Part. -aika, ahta (alindon) 

OQ also Corn. -at ail( e) (Q tel, aile); alit alfle. 
Dual 1, 2, 3 at, 4 atu, 5 - (atUva), 6. atar, 7 anwen, 8 asset, 9 allut, 10 andet, rare OQ corn. alte.19 

(e) 
s. 1 -en (OQ also e) PI. (a) 1 -er, 2 .  i (tyaliai, -e) (b) -elin, -elin, as alin. 

2, 3 -e 3 er, i " 

4 -eo (OQ also -u) 4 (eron) , ion - tyalieron 
5 -eva 5. {va (tyaliaiva) 
6 -er (OQ also en) 6 {re(n) (tyaliaire(n)); eren (tyalieren) 
7 -enen ( " " emen) 7 {nen (tyaliainen) 
8 -esse 8.  essen and -issen (not in tyalie &c.) 
9 -ello 9 ellon " -illon " 

10 -ende 10 enden " -inden " 

11  -endon [Part.] 11 .  {ka (tyaliaika) , ehta20 
After y, i gen. is io, yo (for OQ iu, yu) . Corn. -el; ll, fle (el, aile) ; elil (e1il) , eUle. 

Dual et, etu (etu) , - etar (etar) , enwen, esset &c., elte. 

(o) 

s. 1 on (OQ also o) Pl. (a) 1 or, 2 oi > o ( OQ oi) 
2, 3 0 3 or, oi > o 
4 u 4 oron; (oyon) 
5 ova 5 oiva 
6 or ( OQ also oin, on) 6 (oire(n)), oren 
7. , 7 oinen onen, onen 
8.  osse 8.  ossen 
9 ollo 9 ollon 
10 on de 10 onden 
11  ondon (11 Part. oika, ohta) 

Corn. -ol. 
Dual. ot (ut), -otu; otar, onwen, osset &c.; olte &c. 21 

19 Dual items 6-10 were emended from: "6. {anwen,} -tar, 7 asset, 8 allut, 9 andet." 

(b) olin &c. 

20 In this item a tentative ending {kt .. . was replaced by z'ka in the course of composition. 
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(i) i]a 
s. 1, 2 f ( OQ also in) PI. (a) 1/ -ir ( OQ i), 2/ -i 

3 ia (anal. OQ i) 3/ -ir ([OQ] f) 
4 io 4 {on ( < f-ji5n) > zon; iron 
5 

, 
5. 

, zva tva 
6 ien (Old Q. also ir) 6. {re(n) 
7 {nen ( " " {men) 7. , 

men 
8 isse &c. 8 issen 

&c. 
Corn. il Corn. t1e. Part. {ka, ihta. 

Dual it, {tu, {tar; inwen, ilte, isset &c. 

(ii) uwa 
s. 1, 2 u [PI. (a)] 

3 ua anal. 
4. uo " 

5 .  
, uva 

6. uen 
7 .  , unen 
8 .  usse &c. 

[Dual] ut, zitu, utar, unwen, ulte, usset &c. 

I (ja) 
S. 1, 2 e 

3 .  ya, ia 
4 yo, io 
5 .  iva 
6. yen, ien 
7. inen 
8 isse &c. 

PI. a 1 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7. 
8 

[Dual] it, itu, itar, inwen, ilte, isset &c. 

ur (ui) 
ur / ui 
ziron (ziyon) 
uiva 
ziren [uire(n))22 
uinen 
ussen &c. 
uika, uhta 

ir, 2 
i 
ion (iron) , zva 
{re(n), zren , men 
issen 

(b) -{lin &c. 

[(b)] tilin &c. 

[b] ilin &c. 

ya from i-ja, a-ja &c. has S.  1,2. f. 3 ia, 4 io [for iu (jau)] , 5 {va, 6 ien (ir), 7. {nen, as if it was 
really from Q. f-decl. 23 

ii (wa) 
s. 1, 2 0 [PI. a] ur, 2 wi, ui anal. as for io[?] [b] ulin &c. 

3 .  wa, ua wi, ui 
4 . u (rare uo) wion, (uyon), uron 
5 .  uva (wiva), uiva 
6. wen, uen uren, (wzre), uire(n) 
7 .  unen (winen), uinen 
8 .  us se ussen [&c.] [Dual] ut, &c. 

21 In this and the following paradigms the dual forms were listed in the space to the right of the second column. 
22 This item was revised from "ure(n) (uire)"; the brackets in the revision are Tolkien's .  
23 This note was written to the right of the beginning of the I paradigm. 
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S. 1, 2 ,  3 kalma, later 1 -an 

4 -u, later o 
5 -uva 
6 (-ar), -en 
7 -unen 
8 -esse 
9 -ullo 
10 -ande 
1 1  -indon I andon 
(See below for vowel.) 

Declension of Nouns ]. R. R. Tolkien 

Pl. 1 -ir I 2 i -in I i 
3 i I ir 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

ion, aron 
{va 
ire, ir ; er en 
in en 
anal. issen or essen25 

illon &c. ullon 
unden 

ika, ahta (ihta). 26 

[Dual] at, atu, atar, anwen, alte. asset, allut, andet or esset, ullut, andet.27 

-ulin. 24 

[S.] ner, nera, neru (later o), neruva (nerwa); neren; nermen (nerunen); nesse (neresse), nello 
(nerullo), nerde (nerande), nerdon (nerindon). 

[P.] nerin, neri, neri, nerion, nedva, nerir ([re), nednen, issen &c. (older nessen, nellon, nerden) . 
[D.] nerat, ner(a)tu, ner(a)tar, neranwen, neralte, nesset, nellut, nerdet. 

[S.] pilin, pilinda, pilindu(o), pilinduva (tnwa); -inden (indar); indunen (t inwen), pilindesse, -ullo, 
-ande (tpilinde) ; pilindindon (pilindon). 

[P .] pilindin &c. [D.] pilindat. 

[ S . ]  filit, filfka, fil[ku, fillqa, fillken, filingwen (filz'kunen). 

[S.] hon, homa, homu, homuva I homba, homen, homben I homunen, (hopse) I homesse, holmo I 
homullo; honde / homande; homindon; [P .] homin (hamuli). 28 

[S.] hen, henda, hendu as pilin. arch[aic] hetse (= hendse) , in the eye. hendulo = hendullo, 
hendon. 29 [P.] hendin. Dual (hendat) or hent, hentu, hentar, hendanwen, hendalte. 

24 In the first line of this paradigm the phrase "later 1 -an" was added to the singular; the numeral "2" was written 
above the plural ending i; and the u of the plural ending -ulin was altered from i in the course of composition. 
25 The locative plural ending was originally assen, with "anal[ogical] issen" written below this .  
26 The first partitive ending was first written as m{ka, probably with the m of the stem, i .e . representing kalmfka. 
27 Up to this point in Version Se, Tolkien underlined only certain endings for emphasis, and we have indicated this 
by printing them in bold-italic. Through the remainder of the text he underlined almost all of the forms not in 
parentheses, so we have not distinguished them in print. 
28 A form homat on the line following this was subsequently struck through. 29 There is a long vertical stroke through the o of hendulo, possibly a stray mark. 
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[Version 6.] 

Qenya declensions 

First declension: original long vowels a, e, o. 
examples kirya ojtip 'boat' ; � telko 'leg'; � lasse, leaf. 

N. & base. s.  et? kirya � telko r::fK' lasse 
G. �"' kiryo rVr' telko � lass eo 

D. � kiryan � telkon � lass en 
Inst. � kiryanen � telkonen � lassenen 

Corn. � kiryako �et telkoto d"'fo lasseko 
Loc. of� kiryasse � telkosse � lass esse 
Abl. � kiryallo � telkollo � lassello 

All. � kiryanta � telkonta -c4'r lassenta 

Adv. et'•""'? kiryandon � telkondon � lassendon. 

Nom. P. "ffr. kiryar � telkor cSt(cB?. ') lassi (lasser )3° 
(Base) ,�., (kiryai) 'r"� '  (telkoi) ct;6J -, (lass{-) 
G. �'? kiryaron � telkoron �fP7-'"ll lassion (-eron)31 

D. �·=- kiryaino r'G� telkoino ��- lass{ no 
Inst. � kiryainen � telkoinen t;BJ� lass(nen32 
Corn. � kiryaiko r�o telkoito �CfD lassz'ko 
Loc. cct� kiryassen33 �� telkossen �� lassessen 

Abl. ct):=L• � .  kiryallon �ect�-7 telkollon � lassellon 

All. ct]� kiryantar � telkontar o•'i·� lassentar. 

30 Tolkien has omitted the e in the tengwar version of lasser, resulting in a reading of lassar. 
3 1 Tolkien has erroneously written an e-tehta rather than an i-tehta in the first tengwar form, resulting in a 
reading of lasseon. 
32 The i-tehta was written over an e-tehta in the manuscript. The image here has been cleaned up. 
33 Tolkien has omitted the y-tehta in the tengwar for this both kiryaiko and kiryassen. 
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N. D. e!f'fu kiryat � telkot � lass et 

(Base) < er?·' (kiryau) c � ' (telku-)34 < GJ� )  (lassu-) 

G. 4!m"l? kiryatos �lt telkotos � lassetos 

D. � kiryauno � telktino35 �·,.0 lassuno 

Inst. � kiryaunen � telkunen �"'? lassunen 

Corn. � kiryauko �1:' telkuto �pu lassuto 

Loc. � kiryasset � telkossef6 � lassesset 

Abl. -r;� kiryallos �ee'! telkollos �'i?'? lassellos 

All. �'? kiryantas 1'�7 telkontas z;�'f-� lassentas. 37 

($} ($}  

34 In the manuscript the e-tehta of this tengwar form was written over an i-tehta. The image here has been 
cleaned up. 
35 The vowel-lengthening tehta in the tengwar was written over an e-tehta in the manuscript. The image here has 
been cleaned up. 
36 As the images show, the 9 was inserted into the tengwar spellings of telkosset, telkollos, and telkontas. 

37 The back of the sheet containing the dual paradigm has a false start on the declension of dual kiryat. 

N. &c. cf};P � 
G. e"J� 

�..u: D .  -a? 
I .  
c .  
Loc. 
Abl.  
All .  
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Primitive Quendian Structure1  

Note on final consonants .2 
1 .  Words could end in consonants in PQ.3 But from the beginning PQ evinced a marked 

dislike to leaving labial or guttural stops final without addition or alteration; and in general 
limited its finals to the consonants used in primary suffixion: the dentals and m,j, w.4 

2 .  Some final consonants are simply the final consonants of unextended bases standing 
without suffix. This only appears in the following cases (all old forms): 

(a) certain ancient nouns such as *der- 'man', *kas- 'head', *tal- 'foot', etc ., and particles such 
as *et 'out, forth'; *at 'back, again, twice'; en 'yonder' , etc. In inflectable words, nouns (in 
adjectives it does not occur) and verbal forms (rare) it is probably due to early loss or dropping 
of the 'normal extension' : thus der- < dere.5 Hence a long vowel usually appears in the 
uninflected form (nom. or ace. sg.) of nouns of this class : as der, der-, tal, tal- etc. But whether 
from levelling again, from inflected forms, or for other reason now not apparent, a short vowel 
also appears in some words, as kas 'head'; while some have long or short varying as nen-/nen
'water' . In any case ancient words of this form are only found ending with the dentals and the 
remaining sonants and nasals, 3,j, w; m, D· 

(b) Monosyllabic forms - chiefly nouns - were also formed from TA.-bases, with conson
antal addition.6 Marks of this (later ?) class were: long vowel throughout, and limitation of the 
final consonant to the dentals t, n, s, l, r; less frequently d, th. 7 Thus from TA-form of vrNr 
'female' comes nf, woman, and beside this nfs- (cf. enlarged base vNrs);8 kho-n, heart; mo-l, slave; 
ta, high > ta-r (beside ta-ro) king. 

(c) Dissyllabic forms - again chiefly nouns - appear also ending in single 'suffixal' 
consonants: t, s, l, r - d, th - and also m, and occasionally k. These are formed by consonantal 

1 This title was written as "PQuendian Structure" in the manuscript and above it to the right (also in ink) a date: 
"Apr. 28. 36 ." Above the title near the top of the page Tolkien wrote hastily in pencil: Final Cons. in PQ a[nd] Eldari� 
with an annotation in the upper right corner (also in pencil} : "To go to Quendian Struct[ure] ."  Later the original 
ink title was struck through and replaced in red ink with: 

Final Consonants in CQ and Prim. Eldarin 
with special references to inflexion. 

In the space below the title, with the page turned upside-down, Tolkien also wrote in red ink but later deleted: 
TEAlJ..LEXrap , MavOo<;, Mavue:, MavuTJ, MaVFTJ (i.e. Telimehtar, Mandos, and Manwe, transliterated in Greek letters) . 
2 This heading was underlined with red ink. 
3 This sentence originally ended with the phrase: "as they did in Valarin." This was struck out in the original ink; 
later "PQ" was changed to "CQ" in red ink. 
4 In this sentence the phrase "labials or gutturals" » "labial or guttural stops" in the original ink. The sentence 
was later revised with red ink to: "But from the beginning Quendian languages tended to avoid leaving labial or 
guttural stops final without addition (or alteration); and in general they limited this final to the consonants used 
in primary suffixion: the dentals and m,j, w." 
5 Tolkien originally started this sentence with "In nouns or inflectable words," but reworded it in the course of 
composition. Later he revised the sentence in red ink: "In inflected words such forms are usually due to early loss 
or dropping of the 'normal extension' : thus der- < dere." 
6 The beginning of this sentence was revised to: "Consonantal �nding was also found in certain TA.-base forms"; 
but this was deleted in the original ink and a broken line written under "Monosyllabic" to indicate its retention. 
Later this was confirmed by "Monosyllabic" (and also "nouns") being rewritten in red ink for clarification. 
7 The end of this sentence was altered in the original ink from: "limitation of the final consonant to the 
inflexional consonants:  the dentals t, n, s, I, r; less frequently d, th; and m; very rarely k." 
8 "extended" » "enlarged" (in the course of composition) .  
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addition to simple KAT-bases: as kalat- 'light', katal- 'carving tool'; or from KALAT-bases, as talam 
'floor'.9 The latter have always both vowels alike, the former not necessarily, and certain 
endings as at, ar, an were generalized in various senses. But the distinction is not always to be 
drawn, since KALAT-bases were themselves often enlargements of simple KAT-bases: as is seen 
for instance in vTAL, foot, beside TALAM, base, root, foundation: cf. talam, 'ground' beside talmii, 
foundation, basis, root.10 

In some cases nouns of this form have no exterior connections with bases of other KAT- or 
KALAT-form: as philik, spilik (*file; Q filit, pl. filiki) 'sparrow', small bird, beside spilfnke, Q filinke, N 
flinc.1 1  The only common word with stem-k is vNELEK- tooth - Q nele (or nelke) pl. nelki; ON nele, 
neleki. 12 

3 .  The inflexional elements in the form of simple consonants that seem to have occurred in 
PQ are thus probably in part the reduction of old elements: as t - ta - tii13 But this reduction 
had already occurred.14 In part they are due to actual invention and selection in the formation 
ofPQ. 

Only the dentals t, l, r, s, n - less frequently d, th - and m (which was in spite of its labial 
character originally much favoured). 15 j, w do not appear as inflexional consonants: as added 
non-basic elements they always had syllabic form: 1, u, usually � ii. 16 

4. The chief functions of final consonantal inflexions, that seem already to have appeared 
in PQ and at any rate in Eldarin (in the widest sense, including Lemberin[?] , Ilkorin and 
Danian), were as follows:17 

(i) Plurality. The most used sign was f: appearing especially between the stem and other 
affixes, but also finally in the uninflected or "ace." pl. form.18 As final affixes, originally 
probably not used before other affixes or inflexions, but if appearing with these at all added on 

9 In the margin to the left of this sentence Tolkien wrote and then deleted in pencil: no distinction. Later in red ink 
he wrote below this :  "talam, also if by an elaboration of tal- foot"; but this too was struck out with red ink. 10 The gloss of the form talam 'ground' was replaced in hastily written pencil, which was later over-written in red 
ink with the gloss: " 'flet', platform." 11 The original reading of the forms in parentheses was: "Q file, pl. filiki," altered in the original ink to: "*file; Q filit, 
pl. filiki." Later the original reading was restored using red ink. In the interim the alternate form spilik was 
deleted, and spilfnke » philfnke, both changes in pencil, and subsequently the deletion was reinforced in red ink. 12 As first written this etymology had Q nelet, altered to nele in the original ink. Later the parenthetical " (or nelke)" 
was struck out with red ink. 
13 In this sentence "PQ" was later altered to "CQ" ;  although "PQ" was allowed to stand in the third sentence of the 
paragraph, perhaps inadvertently. 14 This sentence at first read: "But this reduction had already occurred in Valarin." The final phrase was deleted 
in the original ink; later it was replaced and elaborated in red ink so that the sentence reads: "But this reduction 
had already occurred in a remote period (and is distinct from later historical reduction) ." 15 Perhaps as an alternative to the end of this sentence Tolkien inserted the following, but subsequently deleted it 
in red ink: "and[?] all the {lab[?]} nasals of which {n[?]} y[?], m chiefly[?] since[?] Eldarin." 16 The beginning of this sentence was expanded in red ink: "Cf. the toleration in case of primary suffixes. But y, w 
do not appear as inflexional consonants . . . " 17 The beginning of this sentence was altered from "Some of the chief functions" » "The chief functions" in the 
original ink. "Lemberin" (or "Lembarin") was an addition written above "Ilkorin" in pencil; and later "PQ" » "CQ" 
in red ink. 18 As first written this sentence began: "The most used sign was f ( r, j ) ," in which the parenthetical alternatives 
were deleted in the original ink, and above Tolkien inserted: "i in forms I, y of which fwas" (perhaps intended as a 
new beginning of the sentence). Later this insertion was struck through and the sentence revised in red ink to 
read: "The most used sign was f, [which] was added direct to stem and preceded any other affix or enclitic." 
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to them at the end, there appeared (a) m chiefly substantival; (b) r, l especially used in verbs as 
the plural of the indeterminate (genderless or impersonal) form.19 

Various elaborated and combined forms appeared in the later languages, mostly of later 
invention probably as - lf, rf, lfm, rfm. Cf. v'U- 'number, plenty', vRIM- same.20 

(ii) Duality. This was only marked in cases of natural association in pairs . Thus 'two men' 
- out of a number - was expressed from the beginning by a numeral followed by a 'singular' 
- or rather numerically indeterminate - form. 21 

9I In keeping with this dual distinction between the partitive 2 and the whole or 
dual-group, the Eldarin languages show a tendency also in the plural to make a 
distinction between the 'partitive plural' - men, some men; and the group plural - the 
men, all the men of a group or kind, the whole body. Thus in Q. Eldar 'elves', Eldal� the 
Elves, the whole Elda-race.22 The latter form was (as the duals) originally syntactically 
singular, and was hardly distinguished in use or sense from the cpd. noun Eldalie 'Elf
folk' .23 In Exilic these became reversed, geleidh being indefinite[?], golodhrim = gnome
folk, the gnomes.24 Golodh, Gnome, Geleidh, Gnomes, Golodhrim, the Gnomes .  Glamhoth, 
Gaurhoth etc. 

Duality was marked by ii., similarly used to plural f.25 As final affixes appeared s, t, th (choice 
varying in different languages), of which s often appeared medially, especially in verbal 
inflexion, before other affixes.26 Extended forms of later invention were sii., thii., thus; and also 
ttQ., sta. The latter -tta, sta probably did not originally indicate duality, but merely close 
grouping.27 Cf. the same suffixes -tta, sta : as in Q tengwesta, collection of writing (tengwe) . Also 
-atta, -asta is a collective suffix, which in Ilk. yields the collective plural ending -ath as in cfr, 
ship, driath, ships.28 

(iii) An affix t (related to demonstrative t-a ?) also appears with various functions. Thus 
purely deictic in *ent 'over there', *yat 'away back there', 'ago' .29 In Eldarin it was often 
suffixed to nouns (or adjs .  used as such) and came to function as nom. in those with vocalic 

19 Tolkien later underlined the word "end"; put parentheses around l; and deleted "genderless or," all in red ink. 
20 This sentence was altered in red ink to: "Cf. vLf- 'large people', vRIM- host, large number." 
21 The word "numerically" was inserted in the original ink. 
22 These glosses were revised in pencil, but the changes were obscured by later revisions in red ink; so now the 
sentence reads : "Thus in Q. Eldar ' (the) elves' , Eldali, some (many) Elves, (some[?]) elves." In the left margin there 
is a note, also in red ink: "In Exilic Nold. -lfwas lost and new group pl[ural]s were elab[orated] with ath, rim, hoth. " 
23 This sentence was revised in red ink to read: "The latter form was originally syntactically singular." 
24 This sentence was a replacement in pencil for the phrase "Similarly in N." followed by the examples, "Golodh, 
Gnome," etc. It was later replaced in red ink incorporating the same examples, one of which was revised: "In 
Exilic Noldorin the partitive form was lost and the old general plural extended its use; but new group names of 
peoples were made with suffixed hoth, rim etc. - Golodh, Gnome, Gelydh, Gnomes, Golodhrim, the Gnomes." 
25 This sentence originally began: "Duality was marked by ii (u, w)"; the alternative forms were deleted in ink. 
26 The list of affixes s, t, th, perhaps first altered to s, th in the original ink, was later replaced in red ink by t, th, s. In 
the bottom margin two sentences were also written in red ink with an arrow indicating they were to be inserted 
here: "Similarly to f / ii was appended direct to stem, whereas -t (th) were like r, m added after other affixes. But s 
(and t) also appear between stem and affixes, notably in verbs." 
27 These two sentences were changed in the original ink from: "Extended forms of later invention were tta, sta. 
The latter probably did not originally indicate duality, but merely close grouping." 
28 In this sentence the following changes were made in the original ink: "N." » "Ilk."; "inanimate plural" » 
"collective plural"; cir » cfr; and ciriath » driath (or perhaps the reverse) . Tolkien wrote "N. ?" in the bottom 
margin in pencil with a line pointing to the deleted "N."; and later revised "Ilk." » "N. & Ilk." in red ink. 
29 The final gloss 'ago' was an addition in pencil . 
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ending as a substitute for the stem-lengthening found in old monosyllabic nouns and KALAT
nouns. Thus der - dera; nen (or nent ?), nena; taliim (talam-) ; ariin (aran-) ; parmii-t; smalu-t; g6ndo
t; jondc5-t, kundd-t, tiirf-t, etc.30 These forms function as n.sg. subject in distinction to 
uninflected forms functioning as 'accusative', or as forms used with other determining 
particles like prepositions. 3 1  Prepositions never governed 'cases' in the Quendian languages.32 

Note it is possible that PQ or early Eldarin t was added to monosyllables ending in 3 ( < rJ, 3) ,* 
s, r, l, n (m), J, w, and originally we had dert I der; kast I kas; nent I nen-; maht I ma (ma3) 'hand'; 
taltl tiil-.33 This would account for the preservation of final voiceless s in Q kas; for the 
variation Q nen, N nen etc . But addition to r, l is doubtful unless rt, lt were afterwards[?] 
simplified.34 

In the plural the distinction between 'subjective' form and 'undetermined' form was also 
ancient,35 The undetermined form was usually marked by addition of f (see above) . But for 
some reason (not now apparent) , the determined form was not made by addition of -t to f (as 
*parma-f-t > *parmait) : t was not originally added to the other affixes .  Instead other suffixes 
were employed, in Q. notably initially m :  thus *parmii, parma / pl. parmiim, parmiii.36 In Q. initi
ally parmiim (which would have yielded parman coalescing in form with parman gen. adj . ,  see 
below) was replaced by the verbal -r (which spread first to pronouns and pronominal adjec
tives) with which it was usually associated, as *g6ndom dantcir 'the rocks fall' > *g6ndor dantiir > 
Q ondor lantar. 37 In N. owing to earlier loss of t and final m, n in unaccented syllables the oblique 
and n.sg. were no longer distinguished in pre[historic?] [and] earliest ON: hence *g6ndoi dantcir 
> *gondoi dantar > ON gondf dantar.38 But m survived notably in ON in the deictic particle f used 
as prefix = article 'the' .  This was pluralized with im in Eld. & made[?] a change to in, but this 
became agglutinated to foll[owing] word, N ingolodi, the gnome[s], imbari, the homes.39 

(iv) A suffix d (related to da, na, nda, nna - found in longer adverbial forms) seems to 
appear in certain ancient allative forms, as tad, thither = Q tar, ON to. Apart from this -d 
appears only finally in KALAT-stems, as . . .  

30 The original form tiirz-t was changed to tiirf-t in ink; and der- » dera and n�n- » n�na in pencil. 
3 1 The word "subject" was added above "n.sg." in the original ink. 
3 2 These four sentences were replaced in red ink with: "In Eldarin in form -t, nta it was often suffixed to nouns (or 
adj s .  used as such) and with much [the] same sense as a definite article. But this does not appear in Quenya." 
33 The beginning of this sentence was revised in the course of composition from: "Note it is possible that PQ in 
monosyllables tolerated final st, beside nt (more widely used) and that such words as . . .  " ;  the phrase "or early 
Eldarin" was inserted; and "dert n.s[g] . ,  ace. der" » "dert / der," all in the original ink. Referred to by the asterisk 
following "3 ( < rJ, 3)," Tolkien added a note in the left margin in ink: 

* NB D already > 3 in E .  before this addit[ion] hence -at > ht not nt. 
Subsequently he wrote "no" and struck out the note in pencil. Later "PQ" » "CQ" in red ink. 
3 4  Tolkien drew a line below this paragraph and struck out the whole with a diagonal stroke, both in red ink. 
35 The phrase "was less ancient" » "was also ancient" in the original ink. 
36 The singular forms as first written were *parmii-t, parmii, altered to *parmii, parma in the original ink. Later 
using red ink the preceding three sentences (starting with "But for some reason") were struck through and the 
beginning of this sentence repaced so that it reads : "The determined form was usually made by addition of m :  

thus *parmii, parma / pl. parmiim, parmiii." 
37 In this sentence "parman gen. adj .  see below" was emended in red ink to "parman 'short allative' ." 
38 The beginning of this sentence was revised in red ink to read: "In N. owing to loss of final m, n in unaccented 
syllables the oblique and n.sg. were no longer distinguished in earliest ON" (the examples were unchanged). 
39 The final two sentences of this paragraph were added in ink in the upper margin with a line indicating their 
p lacement. After "agglutinated to foll. word" there is a deleted phrase, which might be: "when not lost there ." 
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(v)40 The element -n was specially associated with the 'genitive/dative' of possession or 
assoc[iation] , and related adjectival formations.41 A frequent adjectivalized form was -nii, also 
-rna (? combined with the j-element seen in adjectival -ja) ,  and probably pluralized -l'na, rfna, 
as in Q kulu-ina, of gold, golden.42 The special genitival adjective -ba > Q va is not found in ON, 
but replaces n in Telerin.43 

In Q. and N. -n (? reduced from ne, VENE ? in prehistoric Eldarin) formed the genitive of all 
nouns in the sg. except that after consonants it took form en (or ene) , whence Q. , N. -en as 
ending of cons. & u, l' nouns .44 

40 This item is at the beginning of a rider written in the original ink on two half-slips; it replaced an earlier version 
most of which was deleted in pencil, with a note in the margin to "take[?] [in] rider" (also in pencil) : 

(v) The favoured -n curiously does not appear as a simple inflexional affix. But this consonant was specially 

associated with adjectival and genitive functions (not clearly distinguished in PQ or Eld.) . Hence -nii in[?] 

many[?) adjectives, and a pluralised form -lna, zna, {or as[?]} rina, rzna etc ., or Eldar[in] also a strengthened form 

-nd (ind) as Q Eldarin, of the Elves, Elvish, ON Eledrz na. 
The Q., N. g.sg. n is derived from nit [Sentence hastily inserted later:] en is general [ized?] fr[om] e-nii in [?certain] 

[?cases] . The Q. gen. pl. -ron, ion is probably distinct, blended[?] of pluralized ablative -1/Jm, -riJm, with r of the 
plural (distinct in origin from ro-m) and i of plural. 

The N. g. pi. ending {-nei »} (-nai), -ne is a prim. [?] 'case' normally formed[?] with nii- pluralized by {na-; »} -; 
substituted (as is usual in N.) for vanishing m. Thus ON kamban g.sg., kambane g.pl. < kambiin(ii), kambiiniim > 

kambaniii (ai). 
4 1 Originally this sentence read: "The element -n formed the genitive ." It was altered in the act of composition to: 
"The element -n was specially associated with the genitive, and related adjectival formations ." Later the phrase 
'"genitive/dative' of possession or assoc." was written in the top margin with a line connecting it to the word 
genitive, presumably as a replacement, although the original word was not deleted. 
42 "Eldarin" » "Q" in the course of composition. 
43 The original ending -ya was replaced by -va in pencil, which was subsequently revised to -ba (or perhaps -ba) .  
44 This sentence was revised in ink from the original: " In Q .  and N. -n (?  reduced from ne in prehistoric Eldarin) 
formed the genitive of all nouns in the sg. and together Q., N .  developed a gen. sg. form -en used as ending of cons. 

& u, 1 nouns." It was originally followed by a sentence that was subsequently struck through in pencil: "In origin 
this was probably e-n being the stem (old base-extension) of such nouns as der, dere-n and of reduced e-stems as 
khende-n generalized." Later both of the first two paragraphs of the version of item (v) on the half-slips were 
deleted with a single diagonal stroke in red ink. Following these the first slip contained another paragraph which 
was later marked off with a horizontal line and deleted with a diagonal stroke in the original ink: 

The gen. plurals of Q. & N.  however diverge . Q. has -ron, & ion. Prob[ably] mainly derived from pluralized 

ablative riJm (cf. Q. ablat. -16, llo) in which r was associated with plural r, hence in nouns which formed pi . in i, 
ion for ron. But plur. -ij- + genitival en, *ien, {(*ren)} may have in part prevented this ion, cf. archaic Q parmaion 
beside parmaron. 

The other side of the slip containing this and the preceding two paragraphs is the bottom half of a sheet and 
contains the following text, written in ink: 

Diphthongs thus defined were, as detailed above, produced :-
(a) by dynamic variations - the 'dynamic diphthongs' a; , ay (and rare iy, u; ) .  
(b) the related diphthongs occasionally found in  KALP-bases in  place of the usual sonantal combinations - the 

'basic diphthongs' ai, au, ei, oi, eu, ou (and rarely iu, ui). 
(c) ' suffixal diphthongs' produced by the suffixion of consonants direct to KAT-bases whose medial (Y) was j, 

w :  as *vMAJ- > *ma; tii. Similar results were naturally also, if relatively later, produced by suffixion of vocalic i, u 
(with or without further following elements) to vowels - either the final vowels of monoconsonantal stems (as 
ta + i) or the vocalic endings of ful ly formed stems to which suffixes of a secondary kind or inflexions were 
added. By these means all the diphthongs iu, eu, au, ou, ui, oi, ai, ei were freely produced. 

This seems to be an earlier version of TQ I ,  Pa rt D §33 (PE 18, p.  48). It was crossed off with two large X's in pencil. 
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The proper g.pl. in PQ or Eldarin was f + ne of gen. sg. Hence Q -in, lost in ON. Related to this 
was the adjectival suffix in full form na pluralized by addition to f.45 

These forms were treated as adjectives, thus denna (fna > zna), of men, man's (in a general 
sense, but 'a man's' is deren). The same form but not as part of 'declension' occurs in Q 
parmaina 'of books', literary, kuluina, of gold, golden, kunduina, of princes, princely.46 

There was also an old partitive of which the significant elab[oration?] was o, probably PQ 
30, away from, from among.47 Cf. Ilkor[in] go, prep[osition] = from, away, used in forming 
patronymics (as Luithien go Thingol ) .  Q. prep. o.48 This was added origin[ally] as[?] enclitic 
prep. ? With the[?] f plural takes form f3B > CE go (ij) .49 But prehist[oric] Q. also pluralized by 
adding m, thus derijom, of men, from among men, Q nerion, N derio. 50 In N. the form kambaio 
with medial i survived (not uio < ajo but aio < aJ a since ending was accented [?always]) but in Q. 
since parmaion went out of use parmaron was substituted, such forms as tparmaion being 
archaic. 51 

The curious dual g.pl. ending nt belonging to KorEldarin only is probably from genitival -n 
dualised by -th, thus for sg. na, dual nth( a) > nt. 52 This appears in archaic Q. but added to the u 

45 This paragraph was a revision and elaboration in the original ink of the following: "There was no proper g.pl. in 
PQ or Eldarin; in ON appeared (a) the adjectival suffix in full form na pluralized by addition to ! ." The item letter 
"(a)" was inserted in connection with a subsequent item (b) in the second following paragraph (see below in 
footnote 47). Above "g.pl." Tolkien also wrote "a gen. dat." perhaps representing an interim reading: "There was 
a genitive/dative in PQ or Eldarin." cf. the later of the revisions described above in footnote 41 .  
46 A horizontal line was later written in red ink below this paragraph, and these two paragraphs (about genititve 
plural -in and adjectival -ina) were struck out with a single diagonal stroke also in red ink. 
47 This paragraph was originally a second item beginning: "(b) an old partitive" apparently following on the 
preceding item introduced by the statement that "in ON appeared (a) the adjective suffix" (see footnote 45) .  
48 Tolkien altered this preposition in pencil to ho, and then later struck out the h to restore the original reading. 
49 In this sentence "i35 > CE ljo " was inserted in pencil. 
50 Original "KE (Q., N.)" » "prehist[oric] Q." and "N derion, Q nerion" » "Q nerion, N derio," both changes in pencil . 
51 This sentence was emended in pencil from: "In N. the form kambaion with medial i survived (not uion < iiji5n but 

aion < al5n since ending was accented [?always]) but in Q. since parmai went out of use parmaron was substituted, 
such forms as tparmaion being archaic." In the original parmai was altered to parmaion and then the additional 
ending deleted in ink. The earlier reading of iiji5n is not entirely certain, as the orginal accent mark and final con
sonant were heavily deleted in the pencil revision. There is a red check mark below the end of this paragraph, 
suggesting that Tolkien accepted it at the time of the revisions in red. The other side of the slip containing this 
and the preceding two paragraphs is the bottom half of a sheet and contains the following text, written in ink: 

Note the absence of sph &c. Also of sb, zb &c. sy, Sljj, syw do not occur. These combinations were avoided, 
but it is also probable that phonetic development of sy > sn, and s"[Jj, syw > sj, sw took place. 

These combinations were certainly in origin 'derivational', that is they were deliberate modifications of 
originally simpler forms, which either differentiated the senses within a related group, or else (probably fairly 
frequently) served to distinguish two or more bases of same or similar form, but distinct senses .  But once 
established they were also certainly used in independent formations having no relation to simpler forms.* The 
earliest of these was clearly the 1g and kw series - which notably appear in combination with the two later (and 
probably roughly contemporary) prefixions [emended in pencil to:] the two later prefixions (which were probably 
roughly contemporary one with the other) . 

* In general Valian and more so Quendian derived from V. and imitating it (as revealed in the forms of the 
later tongues) fluctuated considerably and was very free in its employment of these initial variations, 
especially mb - b &c. 

This seems to be an earlier version of some of the material in TQ 1 ,  Part D §§3,  4 and 17 (cf. PE 18, pp. 40-43). 

52 "Eldarin" » "KorEldarin" in the original ink. 
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which formed the nom.-acc. sg. as hendunt for *hendent, g.sg. of hendii 'eyes' (of one person) : it 
was early replaced by the 'dative' hendan and later by 'singular' form henduen[?] .53 

9[ The other 'inflexions' of Eldarin, nominal or verbal, were accomplished by syllabic af-
fixes, of which those most widely used & probably ancient are :

n(a) genitive, see above. 
a dative 'allative', [?base] the (cf. loc.) & ne dat.-gen.54 
ablative la, ra - pluralized lam, ram. 
loc. se, the (strength[ened] sse, ste, tte) . 
Allat. (d, see above) , da, nda, nna, na. 
Instrumental men, in Q. usually alter[ed?] to nen, plur. 1nen.55 

A deictic particle z, similar in form to plural but distinct in function, appeared often suffixed 
to pronominal forms. NB pronouns & pronominal adjectives did not apply 'determinant' t. 

In verbs the principal 'inflexions' were lengthening of the stem or the final stem-vowel in 
certain obscure[?] uninflected impersonal 3 sgs . , as subjunctive affixje, 3 sg.je. 

Suffixion of (ancient) form of the personal pronouns, combined in various ways with the 
plural i/r/l elements or dual s/th. 

The dative is lost in ON. 
In Q. the 'gen.-dat. ' singular in -n[e] became used as in ON solely as gen. sg. Thus parmiine 

and parmiin > parman. But the 'allative' [or] true[?] dative in ii, parmii + a  coalesced with accus. 
(*parmii), hence use in vocalic nouns of parmas with -s originally only found in pronouns, as 
*nithe, to me, Q nzs. 56 

But in Q. the plural 'gen.-dat. ' - fne or pluralized + m, *fnem - was used as dative, the 
genitive functions being excercized by the partitive [ -ij8(m)] or the adjectives in -va, zna.57 
Hence Q. dat. pl. -in. Lost in ON. The pluralized fnem > Q inen appears to have assisted in the 
change of instrumental f-men > inen; though inen is in Q. only instrumental in function, and the 
change [from] imen might have been accomplished phonetically by assimilation - the sg. is nen 
also unless n occurs in neighbourhood, or unless m combines further[?] as talmen. 58 

53 The original phrase "oblique stem" was replaced by "nom.-acc. sg." in the course of composition. Later a 
horizontal line was written below this sentence and the entire paragraph was struck out, both in red ink. 
54 The words 'allative' and "dat.-gen." were inserted later in the original ink. 
55 This item was added later in pencil. 
56 These two paragraphs were originally composed in pencil, with subsequent emendations in black ink. The 
original pencil version reads as follows: 

The dative is lost in ON. 
In Q. the dative singular in -ne combined with gen. sg. Thus parmiine and parmiin > parman. {hence while} 

parmii + a coalesced with accus., hence use in vocalic nouns of parmas with -s originally only found in pronouns, 
as *nitse, to me, Q nls. 

Note that the brackets in -n[e] were added in ink; while the form nls may have been altered from n!s in pencil. The 
form *nitse is uncertain, since the ink replacement was written over it. But at the bottom of the page Tolkien 
wrote a note in pencil: "Let Q. have th = p < th or st ?"; and below this he wrote the forms Ithil and nithe, the latter 
underlined and circled, also all in pencil. 
57 In this sentence "+ m," was inserted later in the same ink. To the right Tolkien added and subsequently deleted, 
all in ink: "- *(inen)"; and "- !na, lna adj s . "  These may have been preliminary revisions to the earlier pencil layer. 
58 This paragraph was written in ink over an original in pencil, which was mostly erased. Later this paragraph and 
the previous one in pencil (and ink revisions) were both struck through with a single diagonal stroke in red ink. 
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In CQ the declension of nouns had probably not been greatly elaborated. 
Nominative (subject of verb or sentence). There was no added inflexional element, though 

certain old nouns either of vTAL or vTALAT form (with no suffixal element) appear to have 
lengthened the stem-vowel (*tal-, talat) and dropped (or not used) omataima in this 'subjective' 
form. Hence such Q. forms as ner, hon, tal, talan (< *talam) . 

Accusative. The undefined case was used (a) as "accusative" or object of verb. Where there 
were two objects, one of them 'animate' or personal, the undefined case could apparently also 
be used 'datively' or as indirect object: this usually but not necessarily followed the direct 
object. 59 So "taught men tongues" > CQ "taught tongues men." (b) as a 'genitive' of vague 
relationship - in so-called 'loose composition' (many of these collocations naturally became 
fixed as genuine compounds in the derived languages) . (c) as the form used with all 
prepositional (proclitic or enclitic) elements. 

Q. shows also other 'cases', probably in fact derived from early agglutination of (reduced) 
prepositional or adverbial affixes.60 

Q. also shows a 'partitive' of which the basic element was probably o, which only appeared 
in the singular in words denoting groups, quantities, or material as *nen 'water', *neno 'of 
water' .  

Early agglutinations that formed virtual 'cases' were made with (1) locative (adessive or 
inessive) -se (strengthened sse); (2) allative mi (strengthened -nna); (3) ablative lo (streng
thened -llo ) .  These were originally adverbial, incapable of indicating 'number', and really to 
some extent independent of noun formation. 61 Thus in simple nouns without suffix they re
quired omataima. *kir1asse or kir1as(e); but ner : neresse, neres(e). In Q. the singular used either 
form. 

Plurality was originally indicated by an element f or an ending -m (the latter always final, 
the f always next to the stem) . Duality was indicated by a or -t similarly. 

make[?] C£.62 

[?have] nom[inative] no[?] ending[?] but often[?] length[ening] . 
accus. sg. ending[?] + d. kiryad > kiryal. this went out of use in early[?] OQ. 
kiryallo had no shorter[?] form (bec[ause] of kiryal ) ,  but kirya added o. kiryo, lasseo, ondo, nero. 

used as partitive. 
kiryas. chiefly[?] in [?place] [?names] . 
kiryan used as dat[ive] . 
In plur[al] ai-m. but acc[usative?] unmarked. In dual kiryat. or[?] s [tem?] form[?] kiryau. 

fin[al?] -t also [???] nt ending. a[nd?] kiryain = dat[ive] . 
[?Older] Q. [???] kiryar with verbal -r, but [???] retains[?] -in/i. nerin, neri but kiryar in[?] PQ, 

TQ = nom. ace. [ner]i fr[om] in, i. 

59 The word "preceded" » "followed" in the course of composition. Above this paragraph is a note with a faint 
line pointing to this sentence: "its[?] prec[eding] object -d > !." Cf. "accus . sg. ending[?] + d," in the later notes. 
6 0  Tolkien originally listed three items here, but struck them out in the original ink: 

(1) Allative-dative 'to' - element + nii, n. 
(2) Ablative-genitive 'of' - [element] o. 
(3) Instrumental 'with' - [element] -nim. 

61 In this sentence "plurality" (without quotation marks) was replaced by 'number' in the course of composition. 
62 "CQ" » "CE" in the orginal ink. The notes starting here were hastily written and are often hard to interpret. 
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These could in certain cases described above be bare basic stems V ending in long vowel of any 
kind, V, V ending in certain consonants. 

The vast majority of nouns were found with a final vowel (extension or suffix). 1 
In CE these vowels were in normal stems as a rule short. They could be lengthened signifi

cantly [or (in certain languages as Quenya) rhythmically - e.g. after a short penult before 
syllabic affixes like -li] .2 But there were also certain nouns with fixed o, a, e. These were almost 
universally (a) animates, or (b) names of persons, or (c) names of lands, regions, abodes, i .e. 
proper nouns. In Corn. El d. there was a strong tendency to reserve[?] o for males, e for females; 
a was 'common' . But in proper names there were exceptions, especially in e, such as Osse, 
Orome, Manwe, or place names. 

Fixed final f, a were not used in noun stems, owing to the specialization of these as signs of 
plural and dual respectively. The apparent f, a of certain nouns in Quenya, denoting (only) 
females and males (respectively) are derived from devel[opment] of the suffixes i3e, u3e or q e, 
UJJO. 

In CE the inflexional declension of nouns was not yet much developed. In no other lan
guage did it ever reach the elaboration of the full Parmaquesta of Quenya. Each language shows 
individual features either because individually devised or because they were early lost in the 
others.  Only the following features can certainly be referred to a period before the divergence 
of the three main branches :  Lindarin; Noldorin and Telerin. 

A. Number. (i) Plurality was shown by the addition of the elements [I] and [m] . The 
former was added direct to the stem, and preceded any other affixes or enclitics. The latter 
only appeared finally, and if it accompanied other affixes it was placed after them. It some
times occurred together with [I] . The final affix -r (l); -r (J) which marks plurality was originally 
verbal only, and probably of pronominal origin. Its spread to pronouns and then nouns in 
Quenya was a special feature of that language's development, due partly to change of final -m > 
n which then coalesced with other affixes; partly to attraction. [Thus gondom (or -aim) dantar 
'rocks fall' > 3ondon dantar > ondor lantar.]3 

(ii) Duality was shown by the addition of [ft] and [t] similarly used. But here the variant [s] 
existed beside [t] and already in certain early forms [t] was found internally before other 
affixes .  There was also anciently a distinction of sense and use. [ft] formed nouns that were 
formally and syntactically singular and denoted natural pairs, as e.g. the two ears (of one 
person) .4 Whereas [t] could be used as an equivalent of & with or instead of the separate 
numeral for 'two' to which it was related.5 -t was doubtless a reduced form of the .fAT = two. 

(In CE where the separate numeral atta 'two' was used the noun was never plural, but dual 
or singular.) 

� A marked feature of Eldarin was the development in plurals of a distinction similar to 
that between [u] and [t] : namely into general or total plurals and partial plurals. The general 
plurals expressed the total either of objects (classified by the noun) in existence, or by an 

1 This sentence replaced the following in the course of composition: "In nouns (the vast majority) formed with 
final vowel (extension or a suffix) ." 
2 The brackets in this sentence are Tolkien's. 

3 The intermediate form gondo . . .  was replaced by 3ondon in the course of composition; the brackets are Tolkien's. 
4 The phrase "syntactically and grammatically" » "formally and syntactically" in the original ink. 
5 In this sentence the words "as an equivalent of &" were inserted later in the original ink. 
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extension all those under discussion or previously referred to. Thus gondom = stones, the 
stones, all the stones, gondolf(m) = some stones .  Elediim (Q Eldar) = Elves, The Elves, Elediilf = 
some elves.6 The latter forms were originally singular. 

These particular or partitive plurals were made with various affixes of which lf (rf) was 
probably the oldest,? It is perhaps related to Q lie 'people, folk', orig[inally] just = 'many'. For 
inanimates thii, tta, sta, distinct in origin from dual, were used. This is source of Exilic or 
Alcor[in] -ath plurals. 

B .  Case. In the primitive period Eldarin can hardly be said to have possessed cases, except 
for the tendency to distinguish between the subjective and objective forms of nouns. . 

The subjective form was as a rule the bare stem without alteration or affix, and the stem to 
which affixes were added, also the stem which appeared in composition. 

The objective was formed (a) in nouns of basic form (ending in a consonant) by vocalic 
extension, as ...fTAL, obj .  tald, (b) in nouns ending in a vowel by lengthening of the final vowel, 
parma, parmii..S The chief exception was in the few (but important) old basic nouns of VTAL 
form. Here the subjective (monosyllabic) form usually showed vowel length[ening], especially 
before l, r, m, n. So we have variables like nen, water, nen-, tal, foot, tal, nder, man, nder, beside 
fixed longs[?] khan, mol, nfs. [?Subj .] lengthening[?] did not occur in certain[?] as nen beside[?] 
nen. kiis, head is not clear.9 

The sex-nouns[?] had like A. subjective ou, ei from older O\_ZO, e1e, objective O\_ZO, e1 e, or B .  a 
< u\.l(o), f < iJ (e), obj . (u)\_lo, {i)Je.10 

The subjective 'case' functioned as the subject of a verb. But since it was (in the singular) the 
stem without alter[ation] or addition the same form also appeared in composition or genitival 
relation (see below) and was the normal stem to which affixes were added - except in case of 
variable monosyllables (see above) . 

The objective case was used as an object of the verb direct or indirect. 
The use as indirect was normally limited to cases where there were two objects (as after 

such verbs as give, teach) . 1 1  In such cases the indirect object (contrary to use in English) usually 
followed the direct. 12 [When however the indirect object was animate or personal this would 
come first.] Thus (only) I sent messengers the king, also I gave gifts men (or less frequently men 
gifts). 

This form was also the one used with prepositions that were separate and not agglutinated 
to the stem. So epe ndere 'after the man' (nder) . 

In uses [?allied] to[?] Indo-European vocative, either could be used according to the 
[?intention] . In strictly[?] vocative function[?] : calling out a person[al] name, the subjective 
could be used; but where a 'vocative' (in[?] say Lat[in?] or French[?]) could be regarded as 
parallel with or in appos[ition] to an objective noun, the objective was preferred, as in (say) "I 

6 Eldii.m was replaced by Eledii.m in the course of composition. 
7 The affix If was altered from If( m) in the original ink. 
8 The original examples Eleda, Eleda were later replaced by parma, parmii.. 
9 In the margin to the left of this sentence Tolkien wrote: "n. cii.s" (probably referring to the Quenya nominative). 
10 The phrases "like A." and "from older oyo, e1e"  were inserted later, the former clearly in the course of com
position. The latter insertion at first began: "from older oyo > oua > ou." In this sentence "A." and "B." apparently 
refer to the items (a) and (b) at the beginning of the previous paragraph. 
11 This sentence was altered from: "Where there were two objects (as after such verbs as give, teach) ... " 
12 This sentence was later revised in red ink to: "In such cases the indirect or personal[?] object (as in English) 
usually preceded the direct." At the same time the following two sentences were struck out, also in red ink. 
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will slay thee, wicked man," ni-ndakubakye, uklainii ndere (for uklaina nder, since the latter might 
be = to ni- 1) . 13 

A genitival relation of vague relation or connexion was frequently expressed by so called 
'loose composition', in which the defining (genitival) noun in bare form was placed before the 
defined, as kirya kyulma 'a ship's mast' . Many of the collocations naturally developed into fixed 
compounds. But the loose cpd. was still used in PQ, in which adjs .  normally preceded [the] 
noun (in N. they tended to follow) . 

u:w In this use, in case of variable monosyllables, it was the objective that was used, in 
all other cases the subjective.14 

Among those affixes that early[?] became agglutinated to noun-stems (and so began the 
process of declension-building), the following are found in more than one language and are 
probably old.15 

o [older 30 'from'] . 16 orig[inally] doubtless of ablative or elative force, but from very early 
period used (as Romance de) as a genitive, mainly (and in Q. espec[ially] so) partitive. 

men instrum[ental] . with which. 
Local suffixes. 

(a) se locative. inessive, adessive. se, sse. 
(b) na allative. or ill[ative] . nna. 
(a) -lo ablative. el[ative] .  

13 The Eldarin example and following comment were altered in the original ink from: "kye ndaldlbanye, uklainii 
ndere (for uklaina nder, since the latter might be = to nye, I) ." Subsequently Tolkien wrote in the space below this, 
using a slightly broader-nib bed pen, another version of the example : ndakubiinike, umanii nered. Above and to the 
right of this he added: nakuvan tye uvana nera (with a b  above the v in uvana), but heavily struck out the last three 
of these words (so that their reading is not entirely certain). 
14 Following this Tolkien struck out the sentence: "That is man[?] ner(e) is also a compound[?] form." 
15 The end of this sentence replaced: "and are found in more than one language" (in the course of composition) . 
16 These brackets are Tolkien's .  
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In Common Eldarin the declension of nouns was not much developed. Only the following 
features can be certainly referred back to a period before the divergence of the three main 
languages .  

§1  A. Number. (1) Plurality was shown by the addition of the elements f and m. The 
former was added direct to the stem, and preceded any other affix or enclitic; the latter only 
appeared finally, and was probably already at an early date placed at the end of an agglutinat
ed group containing stem (with or without plural sign f) and any one of the earliest adverbial 
or prepositional affixes. 

(2) Duality was shown by the addition of the elements ii and t .  The ending t could be 
appended at the end of an agglutinated group, whereas ii could not; but already CE t also 
appeared medially between stem and affix.1 That is that t tended to produce dual inflexions, 
but ii new collective nouns, indicating natural pairs. 

§2 B. In this early period Eldarin can hardly be said to have possessed "cases," except for 
the tendency to distinguish between (i) a subjective form and (ii) an objective form.2 The 
subjective form was, as a rule, indicated by addition of -a. In most nouns which had shapes of 
two or more syllables this was early reduced to (13) and coalesced with the preceding vowel a, e, 
o > a, e, o, after ii, r following a short syllable -wa, ya was produced in dissyllables. After long 
syllable -u + a >  Ul}a > u, i1 a > i and these to o, e. In a few old nouns, with basic stems (without 
suffix or varied vowel ending) of forms vTAL and vTALAM, there was no addition but the final 
vowel of the basic stem was lengthened: *tal, *talam.3 There thus arose a group of nouns with 
variable stems, e.g. tal, stem tal- 'foot', contrasted with *khon 'heart', with long stem 
throughout. The objective form was, as a rule, the bare noun-stem without modification, but 
in the above-named small class of basic nouns, the objective seems usually to have been 
denoted by omataima : so tal, tiila; talam, talama; hon, hono; beside kirJ a, kiq a. 4 

This suffix -a is probably pronominal, and may originally have had form -3a. It was thus 
properly 'common' (or inanimate) . Names of males and females (proper or otherwise) either 
did not use it (as at(t)ar, father, amzl, mother etc.) or add -30, 3e, though with similar results.5 

1 The beginning of this sentence was altered in pencil from: "It appears that t was originally final (as m, plural), 
and it could be appended at the end of an agglutinated group"; the next sentence was added later also in pencil. 
2 Tolkien changed "a" to "(i)" as he wrote, but then used "(b)" where we have substituted "(ii)" editorially. 
3 These four sentences were revised using fine-nib pen from the following: "The subjective form was as a rule, the 
bare noun-stem without inflexion or modification; but in a few ancient nouns with stems consisting of a simple 
base of form YTAL without 'omataima' or other vowel-ending the vowel appears to have been lengthened in the 
'subjective' ,  even where it was normally short in other cases: so *tal 'foot' indicated by lengthening of the final 
vowel of the stem. In a few old nouns, with basic stems (without suffix or varied vowel ending) of forms v'"TAL and 
YTALAM, the vowel lengthened was the actual base-vowel: *tal, *talam." The ending of the third sentence in the 
revised text was deleted in the course of revision: "u, i > o, e in longer words." Subsequently Tolkien wrote a note 
in red ink against these sentences in the left margin: "Would it not be better to have nom. endingless?" 
4 The original example khOn, khono » hon, hono in pencil. 
5 This paragraph and the following section (§3) replaced the original ending of the preceding paragraph: "The 
agent or sex-nouns made with (it appears) ancient suffixes or affixes of primitive form m. (o)JJo; f. (e)J e appear to 

have had the following variations: either (i) subjective {-il, -1, objective with »} -ou, ei (lengthening without 
'omataima', as if the affixes were independent nouns of basic form); objective: OJJo, eJe or (b) subj.  OJJO, eJe {[(u)wo, 
(i)je]} with lengthened ending as regularly, and objective OJJO, eJe {((u)JJo, (i)J e)}, or (c) with reduction of OJJ, eJ (or 
ab sense of o, e) : subj. :  (u)JJo, (i)J e; obj. :  (u)JJo, (i)J e." A preliminary version of this first replacement paragraph was 
written hastily in the bottom margin: "This -a was related to common or inanimate pronoun. In nouns denot[ing] 
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§36 The vowel at the end of noun-stems was normally short in CE (unless lengthened 
significantly,t as described above). But there appear also to have been certain nouns with 
fixed -o, -a, -e. These denoted either animates, or were proper-nouns, e.g. the names of 
persons, or of places {lands and regions and abodes) .7 There was a tendency in Q. esp. in later 
formations to reserve -o for males, -e for females; -a was common or inanimate (but many 
place-names ended in -e) . Fixed final -f, a was not used for noun-stems, since -f, -a were 
reserved for plural and dual respectively. The apparent -f, -a of some old nouns denoting 
female and male (respectively) persons or agents, appear to have been derived from variant 
developments of affixes with the primitive forms (e)je, (o)wo.tt 

t or rhythmically: to rhythmic causes may largely be assigned the usual long vowel before 
such affixes as -li, -nen where the penult of the stem was short. See §S below. 

tt These seem anciently to have provided the following variations: (i) subjective: ei, ou (> 
Q l, u )  se. lengthening of ej, ow without 'omataima', as if these affixes were, as they 
probably originally in fact were, nouns of basic form; objective: eje, owo; (ii) subjective: 
eje, owo (> Q ie, uo); objective: eje, owo (> Q ije, uwo > l, u) ; and (iii) from -je, wo : subjective: 
(u)wo, (i)je (> Q uo, or wo; ie or ye); objective: (u)wo, (i)je > Q a or tl; for r > Q u or o, i or e. 

§4 The 'subjective ' case functioned only as the subject of a verb, expressed or unexpressed. 
In pointing out a named person or object, and sometimes in circumstances where Indo
European languages would employ a vocative, either subjective or objective forms could be 
used according to the underlying thought.8 In strictly 'vocative' function the subjective was 
normally employed, though where a 'vocative' could be regarded as parallel with or in ap
position to an objective noun or pronoun the objective could be employed: as in (say) "I will 
slay thee, wicked man."9 

§S The objective was employed (a) as the object of verb (expressed or unexpressed), most 
frequently as the direct object (or accusative) .  Where, however, there were two objects (as after 
such verbs as give, teach) the objective form could also be used as indirect object (or dative) .  The 
indirect object, contrary to modern English use, usually followed the direct object, though this 
order appears not to have been rigidly fixed, and where the indirect object was personal (or 
'animate') and the direct was 'inanimate', the personal or animate noun could come first. Thus: 
only "I sent messengers king," but either "I gave gifts men," or "men gifts." 

(b) as the form used with prepositional elements, especially those functioning separately 
and not agglutinated to the stem. Those that followed a stem enclitically, and tended to be 
agglutinated to it, were usually accompanied by the apparently objective form (se. the one 
showing omataima) in case of basic nouns, but in case of derivative nouns they were usually 
accompanied by the form with lengthened final vowel, especially in cases of noun-stems with 
short penult. 

males or females it was usually not added, but -30, 3e. Varda3e > Vardci Manwe3e [>] Manwe." Both of the later 
versions were written with a fine-nib pen. 
6 This section was written over an erased pencil text using a fine-nib pen, on the same sheet as the previous 
paragraph, the entire sheet being an insertion into the original text. 
7 Tolkien wrote a "?" in pencil in the left margin against this sentence; he wrote an "X" in pencil in the left margin 
against the following sentence. 
8 In this sentence the phrasing "or in cases where" » "and sometimes in circs. where" in the original ink. 
9 This sentence was emended in ink from: "In 'vocative' function the subjective was normally employed, though 
where a 'vocative' could be regarded as parallel [?to] or in apposition to an objective pronoun or other noun the 
objective could be employed: as in say 'I will slay thee, wicked man' ." 
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A genitival relation (of vague connexion) was frequently expressed by so-called "loose 
composition," in which the defining (genitival or adjectival) noun in bare formt was placed 
before the defined noun: as *kir1a k1ulmii 'a ship's mast' . Many of these collocations naturally 
gave rise to fixed compounds in the later languages .  

(t but in basic nouns of vTAL form, sometimes with omataima.)10 
Among the affixes that early became agglutinated to noun-stems and so began the 

development of more elaborated 'case-forms' ,  were the following that concern Q. declensions . 
(1) -o. Originally of ablative or 'elative ' significance, but also used, it seems, from a very 

early period as a genitive in function, [?actually] partitive (cf. Romance de). 1 1  
(2) -nem.12 Denoting the instrument 'with which' . 
(3) the 'local' affixes 

(a) -se : 'locative' (inessive, adessive) 
(b) -na : 'allative' (and illative) 
(c) -lo : 'ablative' (and elative) . 13 

10 This note was added in the upper margin apparently in the original ink. 
11 This sentence was altered in pencil from: "Originally of ablative or 'elative ' significance, but chiefly used, it 
seems, from a v. early period in a 'partitive' function." 
12 The affix originally written here was -m�n, which was circled and nem written below in pencil. 
13 The text of NQD up to this point is a replacement and expansion of the following in a preliminary version: 

In C .  Eldarin the declension of nouns had probably not been fully developed. Only the following details can be 
referred back to a period before the divergence of the three main dialects. 

Nominative or subjective case of the singular. This was the simple stem without inflexion; but in certain old 
nouns, with basic stems (either of hAL or hALAT form) and no suffixal elements, the 'subjective' appears to 
have been marked by lengthening of the last vowel: *tiil, *taliit. 

The objective case was marked by added 'omataima' in the case of basic nouns (as above); in nouns ending in 
a suffix, or other vowel than the 'sund6ma' the final vowel was lengthened. So tala, talata; kir1 a > kir1ii. 

This 'case' was used (a) as object of the verb, normally as the 'accusative' or direct object. Where, however, 
there were two objects (as after such verbs as give, teach), {one of which was anim[ate]} the objective case could 
also be used as 'dative' or indirect object. This usually {fo .. . » but not necessarily} followed the direct object, 
though this order was not in all cases obligatory, especially not where the indirect object was animate or 
personal, and the direct inanimate. So normally give gifts men, send messengers king; but possibly give men gifts. 

(b) as the form used with adverbial or 'prepositional' elements (enclitic or proclitic) . 
The genitive was frequently expressed by the bare stem - in so-called loose composition. Many of these 

collocations naturally gave rise to fixed compounds in the derived language. The defining or 'genitive' noun 
always preceded. [In the case of basic nouns of form ..fTAL the 'omataima' seems in some cases to have been 
used in composition.] [The brackets around the last sentence are Tolkien's.] 

Affixes that early became agglutinated and gave rise later to 'cases' were 
(1) -i5 chiefly use of ablative-genitive significance, {struck out in pencil: chiefly used in partitive 

function,} {deleted in the original ink: and so only appearing ... } 
(2) -n(ii) allative-dative 
(3) {-n�m »} -m�n instrumental 'with' 
(4) -s(e) locative {(adessive or inessive)} 
(5) -l(o) ablative {- elative} . 

Plurality was expressed by the elements -f and -m. The former was added direct to stem, and before any 
other enclitics or affixes; the latter was added as a definer at the end after agglutinated [?adverb]. 

Duality was expressed by the elements -il and -t (or tii, ttii ?). 
Qenya shows all these devices, or traces of them, but made several alterations in their employment, and 

elaborated certain agglutinated forms, and adverbial formations into 'cases' capable of showing number. 
For the continuation of this preliminary version, cf. footnote 16. 
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Q. developments. These were largely caused by the alterations of quality and quantity in 
final syllables; together with the tendency to agglutination, so that numerous cases arose. 

In OQ long vowels finally remained long, where (a) length was significant (as e.g. in dis
tinguishing subj . and obj .) ,  or (b) over-long due to such contractions as -a + affix o > o :  in 
following circumstances: (a) at end of monosyllables or dissyllables; (b) in longer words after 
short, unstressed penult. Short vowels r, u absolutely finally or before final r > e, o. Short vowels 
e, a, o > (a) and vanished (a) in dissyllables after a single continuant r, l, n, m, s, (3), w, y; the 
preceding vowel was then lengthened: niwa > rau; nere > ner; (b) after any consonant at end of 
trisyllabic or longer words : so kwende > qende; morrkwende > morikwen(d) > moriqen. 14 

Final . '  ai, 'ei, 'oi > ai > f; au, ou, eu > au > ii ;  iy > yu, iu > yo, io ; UJ > wi, iii > we, ue ; but long 
diphthongs remain unchanged except that ou > u; fu > iJil ; ei > 1; ui > uyf ; sc. long final Q iu, ui is 
dissyllabic.15 

In OQ the nom. sg. subjective was distinguished from the objective as above, except in so far 
as the loss of final vowels had altered or obscured this. Thus nder (subj .) ,  ndere (obj .) both > ner. 
This has led in PQ & TQ to the obliteration of the distinction of Subj . & Obj .  throughout.16 

In OQ the partitive genitive was distinguished by suffix -o, only used simply (without other 
elements) in case of nouns denoting masses, or material. On later fate of this form see below. 

The so called short allative, locative, allative end in n, s, l < nil, se, lo, but were in restricted 
use. Great extension of use was required by the originally purely adverbial forms (not nec
essarily directly formed from noun-stem) made with the strengthened forms of the suffixes 
-se/sse, nii, nna ; lo, llo, which acquired the power of also indicating number. 

Q. also developed a comparative adverb or case ending in -ndon (of obscure origin) : like, as; 
so kiryandon 'like or as a ship' .  This remained incapable of [?indicating] number. 

Apart from the power of forming 'loose-compound' genitives, which remained in restricted 
use, Q. developed a [?movable] genitive particle (not used partitively) -va (uva) which went at 
the end of a noun or genitive phrase - [?this] usually following the defined noun if it had more 
than one element. So (i) kirya sorasta, (the) ship('s)-equipment, i sorasta kiryava, the equipment 
of a ship, but i kiryo sorasta, the ship's (a particular on[e]) equipment, also i sorasta i kiryava. 17 
mar vanwa tyalieva. This particle was agglutinated before loss of final vowel length, so tyalie, 
tyalieva: the noun prec[eding] was origin[ ally] an objective form. 

14 The earliest forms in these two examples were altered from qende » kwende and mor!q... » mon"kwende 
apparently at the point of composing the second example. 
15 This paragraph was added in the bottom margin, after a rejected false-start "In some . . . " Tolkien wrote only the 
beginning as part of the original composition: "Final 'ai, 'ei, 'oi > ai > !; au, ou, eu > au > u ;  i!J: > yu ; u1 > wi"; he added 
the further developments of iY: and Ul and the remarks on long diphthongs later with a fine-nibbed pen. 
16 In the manuscript this and the subsequent four paragraphs immediately follow the text given above in footnote 
13. Tolkien placed the page containing them at the end of NQD and numbered it in sequence. 
17 The first example was altered from "kirya{va} soresta, ship('s)-equipment" in the course of composition; later the 
third example was emended from i kiryava sorasta, and the word "but" inserted before it in pencil. 
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Early Inflexional Elements 
and Final Consonants in Eldarin. 

§1 .  Words ending in a consonant. These probably already existed in CQ. But the Eldarin 
languages avoided leaving labial or guttural stops (including aspirates) at the end of words.2 In 
general the consonants remaining final in CE were those also used in primary suffixion: the 
dentals t, d, th, s, n, r, l and the remaining sonants m,j, w, and probably (though it disappeared 
very early in final position) fi.3 

en But a few ancient nouns with KALAT-stems survived with other final consonants, 
principally k: see below. Also ancient elements such as pronouns, numerals, and 
prepositions (or related adverbs) might end in a variety of consonants, since being 
often proclitic they could retain any consonant before a following word beginning with 
a vowel or certain sonants such as r, l,j, w. 

§2 .  Old monosyllabic stems. To this pattern belonged a number of ancient nouns, as well as 
certain other uninflected (adverbial) elements: e.g. ner/nder, male person; kas, head; tal, foot; 
en, next, further, again, et, out, forth, etc.4 

a) Noun-stems. These were from the beginning, or were by selection in CE, limited to KAL
bases ending in sonantal elements, n, m, s, l,j, w, and probably originally fi, which was soon lose 
Their basic vowel could be either long: khan, heart; or short as kas, head. On the pattern in 
which a long vowel appears in the uninflected form, but a short vowel in inflected forms, see 
below. 

Note6 en It is doubtful if any nouns were of TA-form. Of those that show this form in 
later Eldarin, some are clearly seen to have lost a consonant (h, fi) which appears or 
leaves traces in derived forms, and the few others, though isolated in recorded Eldarin, 
probably arose in a similar manner. Thus ma, hand is derived from a -IMAH, as is seen in 
the Q. derivative mahta-, handle, makse < mahsi, originally meaning 'handiness' .7 pe, 
mouth is probably derived from -IPEN. 

1 This title was written in red ink with a nib-pen. 
2 Tolkien changed "avoided having" to "avoided leaving" as he was composing this sentence. 
3 This sentence originally ended: "and probably (though they disappeared very early in final position) fi, 3·" 
Tolkien later deleted the 3; and we have emendedthe pronoun in the parenthetical from "they" to "it" editorially. 
4 The adverbial examples were originally given as: "en, yonder, at, again, et, out, forth, etc." Later in pencil Tolkien 
inserted a word in the gloss of the second of these so it read: "at, once again," then subsequently struck through 
this example and replaced the gloss of the previous one, also in pencil, to read: "en, next, further, again." 
5 This sentence originally ended: "and probably originally 3, n, which were soon lost." Tolkien deleted the 3 and 
although he did not change the verb "were" to "was" it is clear that only the final consonant n was "soon lost" in 
Common Eldarin and not the other sonantal elements n, m, s, r, l, j, w (see footnote 3) . Above the letter j Tolkien 
wrote y in pencil; probably reflecting the change in the way he represented this sound in other documents, but 
the change was not carried through in this text and the original} in the manuscript was allowed to stand here. 
6 The label "Note" was added later in pencil, and similarly through the rest of the text where paragraphs marked 
by 'I, 9191 or '1'1'1 are labelled "Note," although Tolkien did not mark all of them consistently in this way. He used a 
similar convention in the first few sections of the Outline ofPhonology (OP 2, cf. PE 19, pp. 70-73, 75). 
7 The previous sentence originally had: "a consonant (3, n) which appears or leaves traces in derived forms"; and 
this one said: "Thus mii, hand is derived from a v'"MA3, as is seen in the Q. derivative mahta-, handle, masse originally 
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b) On the other hand where TA-bases (already infrequent in Eldarin in noun and verb
stems) appear in this old class of monosyllabic nouns, their stem was made with a consonantal 
enlargement, which did not necessarily reappear in related derivatives from the same base.* 
Thus nfs 'female person', probably from the TA-form of a base viNI. Similarly kha-n, heart, mo-l, 
slave, probably related respectively to okhor, blood, moja-, toil, be afflicted. 

* Words so formed naturally show invariable long vowel. 
Note <n91 Whether the monosyllabic class were originally all dissyllabic, and were 

developed by an ancient loss of a final vowel with lengthening of the stem-vowel is not 
certain. Against this view is (a) the existence of nouns with a short vowel in unin
flected forms : as kas; (b) the existence of nouns with sund6ma i and u which cannot be 
shown ever to have been lost finally by phonetic process in Eldarin: as nfs cited above; 
or ar, a fire (on hearth) .8 The appearance of an 6mataima often in inflected or derivative 
forms related to these monosyllabic stems would be quite consistent with the view that 
they are, or largely are, monosyllabic in origin, since in the general Eldarin and CQ 
word-structure the 6mataima could readily appear or be absent in the construction of 
derivatives from KAt-bases. 

Note '19191 It seems nonetheless clear that this original class received additions 
early in the history of the separate Eldarin dialects by the coalescence with it of certain 
old paroxytone nouns ending e, cl, i5 which were in some branches soon lost phonetical
ly, via an obscured [a], especially after sonorous sonants such as n, m, l, r. 

§3 .  Old dissyllabic stems. To this pattern belonged a number of ancient nouns, as well as 
many other words, notably numerals, and some adverbial and pronominal elements. Exam
ples of this pattern in words other than nouns are: neter, nine; anak, straight forward.9 

As with KALAT-bases making verbal stems, the nouns of this dissyllabic pattern often 
coexisted with related stems of KALTA-form; and they are also frequently seen to be only 
derivatives or extensions of simpler KAt-bases with 6mataima (normal or varied) followed by 
consonantal affix. These nouns, at any rate as far as they survived in the recorded languages, 
were limited to stems ending in t, s, r, l, n (all of which were frequent) ; m, d, th (which were less 
frequent); and k, p (the latter being rare) . 

Examples appearing in more than one Eldarin language and so probably ancient, are:- kalat, 
light, peles, fence, enclosure, ajar, sea, atar and atan, father, menel, heaven, sky, kemen, earth, 
lepen, finger; with varied 6mataima: katal and katil, carving tool, makil, sword (al and especially 
il are frequent in old tool and weapon names), kelut, brook; with rarer consonantal ending: 
talam, floor, palad, plain, dalath, deep valley or valley enclosed with woods, turuk, stake, nelek, 
tooth, philik, finch; usuk, dusk, evening; kjelep, silver.10 

q Owing to the loss of final consonants, and in some branches (such as Q.) of the 
vowel of the second syllable by syncope in inflected forms, this class of nouns was 
much reduced in later Eldarin tongues.  The older forms were frequently replaced by 
KALTA-stems, or by derivatives :  as talma beside talam; usukwe (Q uskwe) beside usuk. OT 

meaning 'handful' < ma3se." They were revised in pencil to the reading given above, except that the derivation 
from ma3se at the end was not deleted, though clearly superseded by the new derivation from mahsi. 
8 Tolkien underlined the example "iir, a fire" and wrote a question mark next to it, both in green ball-point. 
9 The gloss of anak was changed from "straight forward" » "against, opposite" in green ball-point. 
10 In this list of examples, brackets were added by Tolkien around "and atan" with a queried annotation whether 
to delete in the left margin; and the form kelut » kelus, all in green ball-point. 
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perhaps preserves the old formation best, as in uso (pl .  usuki ) ;  nele (pl. neleki ) ;  phile (pl. 
philiki ) beside phlinke, EN flinc = Q filinke; tele, silver, beside telepe. 1 1  

§4 .  Inflexional elements. By this term is intended affixes with a definite function that do not 
constitute a new word-form but only define it grammatically. It thus includes the signs 
indicating number in nouns, pronouns, and verbs;  the case signs, and the pronominal affixes to 
verb; but it does not include properly the signs forming adjectives from verbal or substantival 
stems (however regularly employed) , nor the elements making new tense-stems in verbs . 1 2  

Full inflexion, and the building up of regular types of declension and conjugation, had in 
any case not proceeded very far in Common Eldarin, and the main mass of inflexional mor
phology belongs to the histories of the separate languages .  Here is only treated what was 
certainly old and present already in Eldarin including the Uamanyar dialect of the Sindar 
(Teleri of Beleriand) . 1 3  

In Common Quendian verbs were probably hardly 'inflected' in  the above sense at  all; that i s  
they could form a number of derived nouns and adjectives the regularization of which as 
infinitives ,  gerunds, and participles was largely yet incomplete, and they could form certain 
tense-stems (of which only the aorist and past were yet in any measure fixed) ; but the 
pronominal elements , which later in some branches became inflexional, were still loosely 
agglutinated atonic elements , enclitic or proclitic, grouped round the verb-stem in yet unfixed 
and fairly fluid phrasal combinations . 1 4  The inflexion was thus limited to certain signs of 
number. 

In Common Eldarin inflexional development proceeded a great deal further, and the 
pronominal inflexion of verbs had been constructed out of the 'enclitic' forms :  see Verb 
Structure. 1 5  But the relation between the independent pronouns and the affixed forms still 
remained in general close and easy to perceive . 

Note 9[ Verbal and substantival stems were less sharply distinguished in Eldarin 
than in some human languages, e .g. of "Indo-european" type .  For example the tense
stem was at once substantival and infinitive, and with addition of a pronominal 
element verbal and finite . But they were not identical : many bases could not provide 
verbs without suffixal elaboration. The marks of number were not identical in both 
cases: see below. 

In Common Eldarin the declension of nouns was more developed inflexionally, but was far 
short of the richness of Quenya - the most elaborated of all the Eldarin tongues .  The 
following are features that may be referred to the CE period :-

(i) Number (a) Plurality. This was shown by the addition of the elements f, m, and r/1. In 
nouns the most used element was [I] . This was added to the stem direct, and since it preceded 
the addition of any other affixes, as those for 'case', it was probably the oldest element. The 

1 1 In this sentence Tolkien altered original "ON" » "OT"; kele » tele and kelepe » telepe, in pencil; and later placed 
the whole sentence in brackets with an annotation to delete in the left margin, in green ball-point. 
12 At the end of this sentence "the elements making new tense-stems in verbs" was altered to "the elements 
making adj ectival (participial) forms from the stems of verbs," in green ball-point. 
1 3 A lamanya » Oamanyar, in pencil; later Tolkien struck through the revision and wrote "stet" in the margin next 
to it, in green ball-point. 
1 4  At the beginning of this sentence original Common Eldarin » Common Quendian, in red ink, apparently at the same 
time that the following paragraph was inserted, also in red. 
1 5 Tolkien first began this sentence: "In Common Eldarin the process of inflexional development proceeded a 
great deal further," but he deleted the words "the process of" probably in the course of composition. 
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consonantal elements are by some considered to have invaded the noun from the pronouns and 
verbs. But m at any rate was already widely used (in all kinds of words capable of 
distinguishing number) in CE, though it remained chiefly nominal and pronominal. r (more 
rarely 1) was originally, it seems, employed chiefly in verbs to mark the plural subject, especially 
when this was unspecified or indeterminate . The invasion of noun-inflexion by r as a 
(nominative) plural sign is peculiar to Q. and an event that occurs within the period of the 
oldest records . 

Note 9I A curious feature of Eldarin, in some degree common to all branches, 
though the means of denotation differ, is a tendency to distinguish between two kinds 
of plural: the group-plural (or definite) ; and the partitive or indefinite.  This agrees with 
the distinction in the dual (see below) between the dual of natural pairs and the 
numeral dual . Usually it was the old inflexional elements described above that 
produced the definite plural. The other was expressed by affixes of later origin. Definite 
were plurals referring to whole classes, to things naturally or habitually considered in 
plurality (as English heavens = 'the sky', the sands = 'all the sand in a given locality', etc.) ,  
and in the syntax of many languages a plural with a definite article, meaning all the 
members of a group previously mentioned, or in mind. Thus in Q. Eldar (not with 
article ! )  = Elves,  The Elves, All Elves;  i Eldar = (all) the Elves previously named (and in 
some cases distinguished from other creatures); but Eldali, Elves, some Elves .  With Eldali 
the definite article is seldom used. 

(b) Duality. This was shown by the addition of the elements u; s, th; ta (tta) . 1 6  The element 
ii was in most ways parallel to plural f: it was always added direct to the stem and did not 
follow other inflexional elements; and it was originally employed only in nouns and pronouns, 
not verbs . 1 7  But the elements s, th competed with it and could in CE be used in noun
declension as well as verbal, and could precede other affixes . 1 8  u, however, differed from f in an 
important point:  it did not form diphthongs with vocalic stems, but entirely replaced the 
vowel whether 6mataima or vowel of suffix. This is a relic of the period when u-duals were in 
fact separate derivatives of a base and not yet organized as parts of a declensional system. 19  
The elements ta, tta are clearly only reduction of the normal numeral element for 'two' .  
Originally they could only appear in  nouns, and were distinguished from the others in 
function, being a parallel to the partitive or indefinite plural : see above. That is: originally in 
CE appeared, say, talu 'a pair of feet' of one person; but eleda 'ta, eleda 'tta 'a couple of Elves' .  

9I Thus duality was only anciently expressed by inflexion in the case of natural 
pairs, or two things habitually associated, as eyes, feet, parents . The elliptical dual 
where two different nouns are associated, and the pair is expressed by one only with 
dual inflexion also occurred: as ontarfi 'begetters' ,  parents, father and mother. [Note 

1 6 The elements s, th were written in ink in the margin as a replacement for an earlier element or elements that 
Tolkien had altered in some way, but later deleted so that the previous readings are unclear. 
1 7 There was an earlier version of this paragraph which Tolkien abandoned after the second sentence:  

(b) Duality. This was shown by the addition of the elements ii, s ,  t ,  { [?]}  (d) . The element ii was largely 
parallel to plural 1: it was (in nouns) the older element, and could precede other affixes; it was not used in 
verbal inflexion. 

1 8 In this sentence "the elements s, {?} t" » "the elements s, th," in ink. 
1 9 These two sentences were written in the top margin with an arrow indicating where to insert them, all in ink. 
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that a replaced the vowel-suffix (ontaro 'begetter') .)2° But this was uncommon. Usually 
a word applicable to both was used as Galada 'the Two Trees ' .  The compounding dual 
was not used. The other forms were only a reduction of the normal CE practice of 
placing a numeral immediately after a noun which remained undefined for number: 
galadii atta, 2 trees ,  galadii kanta, 4 trees, etc . 2 1  

The origin of these elements expressing number is ,  of course,  unknown. Their invention 
evidently belongs to early CQ. The consonantal elements must probably represent the reduced 
form of ancient fuller forms . With a and t are sometimes compared the numeral forms or 
stems )O and ATA (ATTA, TATA) . With s/th the stem SATHA 'pair' may be compared.22 

(ii) Absolute, Subjective, and Objective forms.23 
(a) The absolute form was simply the bare stem of the noun without significant modifi

cations or any additional inflexion. Its syntactic functions were various. 1 .  In most nouns, 
excluding only those that had anciently a subjective form different from the stem (see below) , it 
functioned as the subject of verbs,  expressed or understood. 2 .  It was also the indeterminate 
form used wherever according to Eldarin syntax no inflexion was required, e .g. before numerals 
(see above) .  3 . It was also used to express a general vague genitive of relation. In this function 
the noun used as qualifier always immediately preceded the qualified noun, as ki1jii kjulmii 'a 
ship's masf.'l 4. In nouns possessing a special subjective form it functioned as the simple 
obj ective, as atar 'father' subjective, atar objective . 5. In cases where there were two expressed 
obj ects to one verb it was placed first and represented the 'direct' obj ect: see further below. 

<J[ These so-called 'loose compounds' were originally really syntactic collocations,  
and quite distinct from ancient compositions of two bases ,  in which considerable 
modification of the basic elements could occur. In these loose compounds both nouns 
had originally their full and normal form, and both were accented; though the accent of 
the former was as a rule dominant and higher in tone, unless special emphasis was 
casually laid on the second (as in a ship 's mast not its sails) . Many of these collocations 
naturally became habitual and fixed, and so gave rise, even already in Eldarin, to fixed 
compounds, which might show modification or reduction of the components . But the 
syntactic method of collocation continued, and was still used much in Quenya syntax. 

20 In these two sentences Tolkien originally wrote ontiirii and ontaro, and later altered each a to a,  in ink. The 
brackets around the second sentence are his; in it he revised "Note that in this case" » "Note that," also in ink. 
21 Tolkien wrote "NB" in pencil in the margin to the left of the ending of this sentence. Note that according to the 
"Early Qenya Grammar" of the 1920s :  "all numerals precede the qualified noun" (PE 14, pp. 50, 83) .  
22 In the margin to the left of this paragraph Tolkien wrote in pencil : "Best get rid of s, th ?" 
23 An earlier version of the beginning of this item was crossed out in ink: 

(ii) {Subjective and Objective forms »} Absolute, Subjective and Objective forms . (a) The {subjective »} 
absolute functioned as the absolute or infinitive form; and also as the subject of a verb, expressed or 
unexpressed. This form was also usually employed in 'vocative' function. But in pointing out or naming a 
person or thing, and also in some circumstances where the older Indo-european languages of our day would 
employ a 'vocative', either subjective or objective forms could be used, according to the underlying thought. 
Thus where a 'vocative' could be regarded as parallel with or in apposition to {the name} an objective noun or 
pronoun, the objective could be and normally was used: as e.g. in such cases as "I  will slay thee, wicked man/ or 
Name." 

(b) The objective was employed (1) as an 'allative' with the notion of motion 'to or towards' an object in 
space or thought, probably its original significance; (2) as the object of a verb expressed or unexpressed. This 
object was most frequently . . .  
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(b) The subjective form. These forms can function only as the subject of a verb,  expressed 
or understood; or as a vocative (see below) . They are only made from the stems of the old basic 
nouns with consonantal ending, and thus appear to be survivals of an older method (dynamic 
and not inflexional) of indicating the difference between subject and object. They are formed 
in monosyllabic nouns by lengthening of the stem-vowel :  ner/ner; tiil/tal; kiis/kas, etc. In 
dissyllabic nouns the second vowel was lengthened, and the form was probably always 
oxytone: at&r / atar; menil/menel; tal&m/talam; pel�s/peles, etc. ,  in contrast with UlmB/UlmBd; 
k(rjii/kbjiid, etc. 

(c) Vocative function. In this function the absolute form was normally used in all nouns that 
inflected for the objective; but the subjective was used in the old nouns that had such a form 
(see above) :  i .e .  the forms that could be used as subjects of verbs were employed as vocatives .  
But Eldarin frequently employed an 'obj ective' form, where (say) an Indo-european language 
of later days would employ a 'vocative' .  Thus where a noun or name could be regarded as 
parallel with or in apposition to an expressed objective noun or pronoun, the obj ective form 
was usual in Eldarin, as e .g. in such sentences as:  "I will slay thee, evil creature," or "he hates 
thee, Kalion ." 

(d) The objective forms . Eldarin originally expressed the (direct) object of a verb, expressed 
or understood, by the mere uninflected stem or 'absolute' form. This primitive method 
survived largely in the older strata of inflectible words : e .g. pronouns, and the basic con
sonantal nouns, which had special forms denoting the subject. It also survived in cases where 
two obj ects of the same verb occurred: the direct obj ect of the verb was then usually placed 
first (nearer to the verb) and not inflected. 

Note 9[ This order was normal in Eldarin and was primitively the chief means of 
distinguishing what we should call 'direct' and 'indirect' obj ects . Thus in unemphatic 
pronouns (which are archaic in form and largely escaped the later inflexional 
elaborations) , where two such occurred in a sentence, the one nearer to the verb (or 
most closely agglutinated to it) was taken as the direct or nearer object; the second was 
in function usually what we should describe as 'dative' .  There was in Eldarin no 
distinction felt or marked between "I taught K. music" and "I  gave K. a gift ." In such 
cases in Eldarin, and some of the derived tongues,  it remained possible to express both 
by uninflected forms . 

�& It may be noted, however, that contrary to English usage, it was the personal or 
recipient obj ect that was always put second: I gave gifts the king, I taught music the man; 
the only anciently permitted exception being cases where the recipient was denoted by 
an unemphatic pronoun (always in Eldarin kept as close as possible to the verb) :  thus I 
gave him a horse. But if the pronoun was emphatic the normal order was maintained: I 
gave a horse (to) h(m, not you. 

But inflected objective forms were already developed in Eldarin. The elements employed 
were affixion of an element -a, or of an element -d.'ll 

Note 9[ On their original significance and relationships see below. 
Being in origin more or less equivalent to the use of English 'to' these were originally used 

only to mark the indirect obj ect or dative, and were most employed with nouns that were the 
names of persons: Ulmo, man, king, singer, woman, etc . 
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Their employment was not rigidly fixed in Eldarin, though from phonetic convenience it 
followed that -a was most readily used with the old basic consonantal nouns, and -d with the 
derivative vocalic nouns. Stems in -t u hesitated between id, ud, and ia, ua > ja, ija; wa, uwa. 

9[ These elements were in origin 'allative'. -a was related to a, otherwise used as a 
preposition, and early in Eldarin used in transferred senses: "as for, as regards, with 
reference to." In some languages it developed into a prefixed 'accusative' inflexion; in 
Q. only as in AQ replacing the definite article i before an objective noun i kirya, a kiryQ..24 
-da appears as an 'allative' suffix in the inflexions described below under (iii) . Of this -d 
is clearly a reduced form, as is shown by its occurrence also in adverbial words: e.g. CE 
tad, beside tada 'thereto, to that, thither' . 

9[9[ The limitation in use was not rigid. -a forms were also made from vocalic nouns, 
especially from those with original short vowels ,  as kantil, kanta. The limitation in 
function was also not rigid: -a, and d were evidently often added (especially where a 
verb had only one object) to nouns that we should regard as being 'accusative' or direct 
objects, as "I taught the man." So that the objective inflexions derived from -a, d might 
become merely 'accusative' signs, and the 'dative' require some new type of expression, 
or new suffix. This was the case in Q. and probably in prehistoric Beleriandic. 

Traces of the addition of d to consonant nouns are still to be seen in Eldarin lan
guages,  but they are only found in adverbial forms not 'objective cases' .  Thus talda, tald 
'to the foot', kasda, kasd > kasta, kast 'to the head', mbard(a) 'home, homeward'. So Q taL 
talda 'to the bottom'; kas, kasta 'to the top'; mar, marda, home.25 [That talda in Q. is from 
talda (not talna) is shown by kasta.]26 

In spite of much fluctuation, and variation in the dialects of the different kindreds, it is thus 
probable that normal inflexions for nominative, accusative, dative, in Common Eldarin were 
thus (exemplified from the different classes of nouns) :-

Subjective First Object Second Object 
(nominative) (accusative) (dative) 

ner 
a tar 
poli 
malu 
tauri 
lafigu 
Ulm& 
Kalajondo 

ner 
a tar 

* -6 from o + a suffix. 

nera 
atara 
polja, polid 
malwa, malud 
tauri(z )a, tau rid 
lafigu(tj)a, lafigud 
ulmod 

. 
Kalajondo, * Kalajondod. 

The majority of nouns thus did not distinguish subject and direct object except by position: 
the object normally following the subject. An early development was to specialize forms made 
with a-suffix as direct object. In that case nouns with long vocalic ending became trimoric or 

24 Tolkien wrote an "X" in the left margin beside this sentence, and a note: "i yulma occurs as object in G. Lament," 
both in pencil. 
25 In these examples the original forms tiil and miir were altered respectively to tal and mar in ink. 
26 The last two sentences of this note were altered in pencil from: "So Q tal, talda 'to the bottom'; kas, kasta 'to the 
top'; mar, home; ON tol (< tiil < tald) , kast, kas. [ON tol shows lengthening on loss of d, which did not occur in Q. That 
talda in Q. is from talda (not talna) is shown by kasta.]" 
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over-long in the final: Ulmo [objective] . The -a was, however, seldom transferred to the direct 
object of basic nouns (never in dissyllables such as atar), but the 'indirect' forms were brought 
into line by the addition of d: nerad, atarad. 

<J n was used[?] as dative or pl. Hence allative[?] + na. kiryana.27 

(e) Subjective and objective in the plural. 
In the plural the objective was the 'absolute' form, and was marked by no further affix 

beyond the plural sign f. The subjective was marked by the use of the ending m, alone or in 
conjunction with f. This does not appear to have been limited to 'personal'* nouns; though 
possibly originally m was the usual ending and fm the personal. 

* i .e. nouns denoting living persons as 'man, woman, Elf', etc. or the proper nouns 
of peoples: (Eledaim) .28 

q im survives specifically as a 'personal plural' in the form in, in Beleriandic. In 
Sindarin owing to the loss of final m, n in unaccented final syllables the distinction 
between subjective and objective plural was lost.29 In Quenya -fm was early replaced in 
personal use by -r (derived from verbs) :  arising in such cases as *eledaim oronter 'the 
Elves arose' > eledar : Q Eldar oronter. In non-personal nouns the objective form ousted 
the subjective; and in Parmaquesta and Tarquesta the objective and subjective merged 
in all nouns, with ending r or f according to their class or declension. 

In pronominal words m was used often for the indication of plurality. In Noldorin this 
survived notably in im, the plural of the deictic particle or article. This became in, but the 
nasal was not lost since the article became proclitic and closely associated with the following 
word. Thus ON inatari, intali, ifikhoni. 

(f) Inflexion of Adjectives. 
Adjectives were not distinguished inflexionally from nouns in Eldarin. But it is probable 

that the arrangements in Eldarin syntax were the same as in Quenya. Adjectives normally 
preceded the qualified noun (cf. the position of the qualifying noun-stem in 'loose com
position'), and in attributive use were seldom separated from it by other words or elements . [A 
standing exception was made by numerals which usually immediately followed the noun.] 
They in fact made "loose compounds" with the qualified noun, and only the qualified noun was 
inflected. In Quenya attributive adjectives are inflected for number only, if they precede their 
nouns. If they follow, the situation is reversed. Thus Sindar Eldar, Grey Elves, or Eldar sindar 
(abnormal order only permitted in verse) . But Sinda Eldo, a Grey Elf's, Sindar Eldaron, Grey 
Elves', or (abnormally) Eldar sindaron. But it is probable that in Eldarin the antecedent adjective 
was not even inflected for number. 

q: An adjective following a noun, or if preceding separated from it (even by an 
. article) was in Eldarin, and also in normal Quenya, predicative. So Q Sindar i Eldar 

27 This note was added later in hastily written pencil and the reading is very uncertain. Below it a pair of notes in 
pencil show Tolkien considering an alternative conception: 

This is unnecessarily elaborate - and does not accord with Quenya as later developed (and published) . 
Orig. CE nominative shown by lengthening (a) stem vowel of monosylls. (genuine[?]) ner; (b) of the last 

vowel of dissylls . ,  atiir; (c) last vowel of vocalics, kirya > kiryii., gondi5. - pl. by adding[?] m to f, nerim, kiryaim, 
atarim. {(im[?] um[?] to f, u.)} old neuter[?] class -l, -u showed[?] no inflexion[?] for [?nom.] .  

To the left of these is another short note in pencil that was later deleted: "old e, o, a original[ly] long, mbara, mbiir." 
28 This note added in the left margin and the asterisk referring to it in the text were written in red ink. 
29 "Noldorin" » "Sindarin" in pencil. 
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Malariando "Grey are the Elves of Beleriand"; i rokkor rindi "the horses are swift." In 
predicative use the adjective was inflected as the described noun. 

Comparison. This was not expressed inflexionally in Common Eldarin. On suffixes or 
(usually) prefixes that became used for the expression of comparison in later languages, see 
below on CE "noun and adjective suffixes and prefixes ."  The superlative was usually expressed 
by an article and partitive: as "the swift among horses"; the comparative with some 
preposition: as "swift beyond others ."30 

(iii) Other inflexional elements in nouns. 
(a) An element -t, unconnected with the dual, seems also to have existed in Eldarin, 

though it survives chiefly in Telerin. It appears to be pronominal in origin, and was probably 
used in much the same way as the prefixed particle 1. In adverbs it was found in such forms as 
ent 'over there', yat 'away back' (often with time reference 'ago') . In use with nouns it supplied 
a 'definite article' .  Final -t became s in Telerin; hence T calas, the light, calatos, of the light; 
parma, book, parmas, the book. 

(b) genitival -n, na. This was clearly related to the adjectival suffix -na, which was 
frequent in Eldarin in the simple form, or as rna (combined with the j-element seen in the 
competing adjectival suffixja), fna, rfna, nna (pluralized forms). This genitive (only adjectival 
and possessive, never partitive) survives specially in Telerin (Valinorean and Beleriandic) . 

(c) partitive o. This was used in all the Eldarin languages, but in CE probably remained still 
an enclitic particle or 'postposition' not included in the flexional system. Later it tended to 
replace other genitival inflexions or syntactic arrangements, and become a general genitive 
(like Romance de) - in plural nouns, or nouns denoting materials or groups: as, e .g. water, 
people.31 

Only in Q. did it become used with all singular nouns (owing to the abandonment of n
genitives because of their coalescence with the Q. 'allative').32 In Q. consequently it was also 
pluralized by the addition of m. So CE gondoij·o 'of rocks' to Primitive Quenya 3ondoijom, AQ 
ondoion; but OS gondio.33 

91 A similar, but independent, addition of m occurred in Beleriandic, if that is a 
necessary explanation of the B .  gen. pls. in ion, athon; but these may be partly due to the 
survival of final genitival n (after short vowels) in that language.34 On the other hand 
the absence of m in OS gondio etc. may be due to later ion. 

9191 o was prepositional in origin. Its most ancient form was probably 30 surviving in 
Telerin preposition ho 'from'; and Beleriandic ho, o, where however it is mostly used as a 
patronymic prefix owing to association with B hon 'son' (CE 3ond-) .35 In CE the 3 would 

30 In the manuscript §4 item (ii) (e) is immediately followed by item (iii), and item (ii) (f) is on the preceding page 
', (the back of the sheet with the end of item (ii) (d)) . To clarify the order Tolkien wrote at the end of item (ii) (e) in 
pencil: "take in prec. page" with a leftward pointing arrow, and at the bottom of the page with item (ii) (f) an 
arrow pointing rightward, ostensibly to the continuation in item (iii) . The text of the paragraph on Comparison 
overlaps this pencil arrow, and is written with a slightly finer-nibbed pen, probably sometime later than the rest 
of the original text. 
3 1 The underlining of materials or groups and the examples, "as, e.g. water, people," were added in red ink. 
32 The original phrase "used in singular nouns" » "used with all singular nouns," in red ink. 
33 "ON gondio" » "OS gondio" in pencil, here and in the following note. 
34 To the right of this sentence is a note in pencil: "but these g[en] . pls. do not occur!" Tolkien marked this 
paragraph and the following each with an "X" in the left margin. 
35 "CEjond-" » "CE 3ond-" in ink. 
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already merge with i, j in close contact with the plural ending f, producing nerfjo 'from 
among men', etc. 

(d) Adverbial suffixes. Adverbial elements that formed virtual 'cases' though not forms 
belonging to organized declensions in Eldarin. The most important of these, especially for the 
structure of the Quenya declensions were the following: 

1) locative, adessive or inessive: se, with 'fortified' forms -sse, ste. 
2) allative: dli, -nda. Possibly also nli, -nna. 
3) ablative: la ; 'fortified' llo, ldo. 

These were originally adverbial, incapable of indicating number, and not necessarily formed 
even from the same stem as the related noun. Thus the fortified forms added to stems yielding 
monosyllabic nouns always require a dissyllabic stem with 6mataima: nenesse 'in (the) water' . 

9I The inclusion of these elements in organized declensions with plural and dual 
forms is a special development of Quenya. It is also notable in Quenya that the 'allative' 
has the forms -n, nna in declensions, and not da, or nda. This was probably one of the 
causes of the loss of the -n genitive in Q. It might be assumed that na, nna is a primitive 
variant of da, nda; but this is not found in other Eldarin languages, not even in the 
closely associated V. Telerin, and it is more probable that nna was developed in Q. from 
nda as a parallel to llo, sse.36 The influence of the adverbial/prepositional stem ANA/NA 
has also been assumed, but the sense and functions of ANA are not really very close.37 It 
is true that in Q. na appears with sense 'to', but this at nearest means 'towards, to a 
position near, alongside'; whereas the allative/dative n/nna means 'up to, to, at 
(arriving at the point)' .  The original sense of Eldarin ana was plainly "at side of, 
alongside, besides," hence also "moreover, in addition, plus" (seen in use of an- as an 
intensive prefix), and so an or na in some languages has the sense "along with, with, 
accompanied by, provided with, associated with" and the like. Cf. Bel. na which forms 
virtually adjectival expressions: as Taur na Foen 'The Forest of Foen (i.e. which included 
the mountain called the foen) .38 

(e) a suffix me, men, ?mene. Though not related to any stem surviving in recorded Eldarin 
that had a related meaning,'! this element added to noun stems had an instrumental function. 

9I v'"MEN signifies 'direction, object, point moved toward' in Eldarin.39 In Q. this 
suffix as part of declension appears in the form -nen, but there are sufficient traces of 
men in Q. to show, in comparison with m-forms of the other dialects, that men is 
probably the original form, and nen a Quenya euphonic alteration. 

(f) a suffix -ba, wii.40 This as its form shows (with labial consonant) is not a primary suffix 
or true inflexion, and not old. It is only found in Quenya and Telerin, and only in Q. became 
part of the regular declensional equipment of nouns.41 In Q. it forms adjectives which function 

36 In this sentence "may" » "might" in ink; and "Noldorin" » "V. Telerin" (i.e. Valinorean Telerin) in pencil. 
37 Tolkien wrote "? X" in pencil, in the margin to the left of this sentence. 
38 In the margin to the left of this sentence Tolkien wrote "?" in pencil. 
39 The gloss for the root "VMEN was revised in pencil from 'place, situation, site'. The word "site" was not deleted, 
so perhaps the intended revision was to 'site, direction, object, point moved toward'. 
40 Tolkien wrote wa (or perhaps -wa) in pencil above -ba, but did not delete the original form; also in pencil, he 
wrote an "X" at the beginning of the next sentence and a note in the margin to the left: "take it from J1a which > 
va in Q. only in long words." 
41 "Noldorin" » "Telerin" in pencil. 
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as possessives: as Ulm6va, Ulmo's . They are also often more widely used of a genitival relation 
that could be expressed by 'loose composition', except that the latter cannot (in Q.) be any 
longer employed when the qualifying noun is itself qualified, e .g. by an adjective or genitive . 
Thus Tyalie mar could be used for 'House of Mirth', but also Mar Tyalieva, and obligatorily Mar 
Vanwa Tyalieva 'House of Past (or Departed) Mirth': one of the names of the House of Elrond in 
Imladris .  

9I NB. as noted above, though Ulm6va can mean "Ulmo's, of Ulmo (a person) ," no 
personification of Mirth is implied in the name cited above. In some cases the mean
ings of singular -o coalesced with -va: as e .g. in kirya tyulma "a ship-mast, ship's mast, 
mast of an unspecified or any ship"; tyulma kiryo, the mast from some ship, of some 
ship; tyulma i kiryo, the mast of the ship /or i tyulma kiryava. 

§s .  Derivative Stems : Nouns and Adjectives. 
The 'basic' or consonantal nouns, monosyllabic or dissyllabic have been described above (2 . 

and 3 . ) . Eldarin did not possess adjectival stems of those patterns. There existed other classes 
of stems, all of them vocalic. They are also called 'derivative' stems though the first group, 
formed without any extraneous suffix are not strictly derivative, nor clearly to be distin
guished from the 'basic' stems, with which they agree in not providing adjectival words . 

Etymologically arranged (not in order of frequency or importance for Eldarin) these groups 
are :-

I. Nouns ending in: I, e, a, o, ii: those being the normal 6mataimar of their bases. 
These may be subdivided into:- (a) short dissyllables, as t6w6 'wool', trnr ' spark' .42 These 

are all derivatives of KAL -bases. As independent words these are not frequent, but stems of this 
pattern appear often in compounds . (b) long dissyllables. These may be derivatives of KAL
bases with modification of the base-vowel, or of the medial consonant, as not6 'number in 
counting, numeral' ;  gailz 'ray' ;  gollo, fur, cloak; kanta 'fashion' . Or they [may] be KALTA-forms of 
KALAT-bases, as talma 'basis' , tulku 'prop', palda 'flat surface' ,  silki, silmi 'sheen' .  (c) propar
oxytone trisyllables.43 These are derivatives of KALAT-bases, and are rare, since the usual 
derivatives of such bases with initial accent are either basic consonantal stems as talam, or 
KALTA-stems as talma. Here belong, therefore, only a few stems showing length or fortification 
of the first syllable, as VMILIK: mailiki, s maelig 'wealth, abundance' .44 (d) paroxytone 
trisyllables: derivatives also of KALAT-bases with modifications of the second syllable of the 
base similar to those seen in (b) above. So kalatta 'a light, lamp' ,  turunku 'great stake' .  Many of 
these were in S. and T. (not Q.) reduced to the pattern (b) by syncope, as S trunc = CE turunku.45 

II . Nouns or Adjectives ending in I, ii: those not being the normal 6mataimar of their bases. 
This use of r, u as vocalic extension after bases with a different sund6ma was a very early mode 
of derivation and not clearly to be distinguished from suffixion. Apart from the ending r or u, 
however, the stems of this class were identical with those of the preceding. Examples: short 
dissyllables :  polr 'meal' , smalU 'dust, grit' ;  long dissyllables :  sfru ' stream', taurr 'forest', langu 
'neck'; proparoxytones :  glawarz 'gold'; t/kjelepi 'silver'; paroxytone trisyllables: philinkz 'finch' 
(cf. philik- above), kirissi 'cleft', galadu 'thicket' .46 The proparoxytones were usually reduced in 

42 This list originally began with keme 'earth', which was heavily struck through in ink. 
43 Tolkien altered paroxytone to proparoxytone in ink; note that the difference is between an accent on the 
second syllable from the end of a word or the third syllable from the end. 
44 "N maelig" » "S maelig" in pencil. 
45 The original phrase "in N. and T." » "in S.  and T."; and the example "ON trunko" » "S trunc," both in pencil. 
46 The original example malii 'dust' » smalii 'dust, grit', in pencil. The cross-reference is to philik 'finch' cited in §3. 
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Q. to dissyllables:  as laure 'golden light' ,  telpe 'silver'; the oxytone trisyllables were often 
reduced in S .  and T. (as above):  EN flinc 'finch' , criss 'cleft' .47 

9I This pattern could produce adjectival stems. These were mainly long dissyllables 
or trisyllables, and usually ended in -i. This ending was indeed so frequent in old 
adjectives that it is clear that here i is really a suffix (related to the frequent fuller 
suffix -ja) and not an 'extension' . This is shown also by its occurrence even after basic 
[i] . Examples are :- karanz/kamz 'red'; barani 'russet, brown'; rindi ' swift'; lugni 'blue' ;  riflgi 
'chill' (beside riiigii) . Rarer types are short stems, as thini, grey (beside thindii); or ending 
in -u: dumu, dark of hue, sminu ' slim' .48 

I l l .  Nouns or Adjectives ending in e, a,  o.  Though some of these may in fact be derived from 
bases without genuine suffixion but with (stressed and) lengthened 6mataima, these cannot be 
distinguished clearly even etymologically from those in which e, ii, o are suffixal. 

Basic nouns may be suspected only (a) where the stem is short and the vocalic ending 

identical in quality but long and stressed, as in sana; but this is an uncommon pattern: (b) 
where the first syllable shows only an ancient fortification of vowel or consonant, and the two 
stem vowels belong to the same order, as in rokko ; but the usual basic type with first syllables 
of that sort is I (b) above.49 Nouns of the type iigolodo probably show suffixal o, since though 
here o appears throughout, other words of parallel and contemporary formations show di
vergent vowels, as eledii. 

�& It is notable that -f, -a are absent. This is probably an indication that the long-vowel 
type were really suffixal in origin; for clearly f, a were not used to form the stems of in
determinate nouns because of the very ancient specializing of f, a as signs of number. 

No parallel fixing of significance can be observed in the case of e, ii, o, the choice between 
them being evidently largely euphonic (and not always settled in CE) . In general a tendency to 
use o after stems containing u, o; e after i, e; and ii after a, can be observed in the earliest words 
of this class :  e .g. iigolodo which must probably be referred to CQ and the period before the West 
March began. But later in Eldarin the reverse was the case and divergent vowel-endings were 
preferred, as in eledii. But euphony was crossed by a tendency (never fully developed) to use e, 
ii, o with a significance for sex or gender. This is most clearly marked in the case of o (and u) 
which never appear as finals in Classes I, 11 or Ill  in words referring to feminine persons. In 
s imilar manner -ii never appears in nouns referring to masculine persons, though e sometimes 
does.*50 

* So in Orome, Q Orome. But the male names in -we (AQ we) are of different origin 
being Q. contractions of -weg(o) 'ruler' .  

Though there are exceptions we may say, then, that 
o appears in 'masculines', and in the names of concrete objects as gondo 'rock'; rarely in 

abstracts; never in adjectives. 

47 The original form lauri- » laure, in ink; and the phrase "in N. and T." » "in S.  and T." in pencil. That the label 
"EN" was allowed to stand in the examples at the end of the sentence was presumably an oversight. 
48 In this sentence original "sini, grey (beside sindii)" » "thini, grey (beside thindii)"; and "ringi 'chill' (beside ringii)" 
was heavily deleted here, and the comparable example added at the end of the previous sentence, all in ink. 

49 Following the form sanii in the first clause of this sentence, Tolkien left room for a gloss;  and later he added an 
insertion symbol here and in the left margin, in pencil, but supplied no gloss at this time either. 
50 The original phrase "though e often does" » "though e sometimes does" in ink. 
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e appears in 'feminines' ,  and generally besides in words of all kinds (as lasse, leaf) being 
the most favoured noun-ending of this class; but it is rare in 'masculines';* and 
especially common in 'abstracts' such as Q tyalie 'mirth', and in proper names of regions 
as figolonde. 

* Where it is usually a 'title' made of a personified abstraction. So Orome probably 
meant "Horn-blowing." Cf. Valaroma, his horn. Rumil records that an older and 
simpler name of this V ala was rhar. 51 

�& This does not imply 'personification' of words such as Liberty, justice, Britannia, as 
feminines .  See note on 'Personification' below. 52 

e like o was not used in adjectival stems. 
a appears in some 'feminines', as Q Varda; but is mostly used in denoting concrete and 

inanimate objects, or (especially in the case of longer secondary suffixes) collectives 
which may acquire abstract significance. Cf. Eldarin collective suffixes -tta, -sta, Q 
tefigwesta 'grammar' (collection of matter concerning tefigwe 'writing') . a is the com
monest adjectival suffix alone or with preceding consonants: notably -ja, ra, da, na, wa, 
also in old words ka. 53 

Varda is in fact an old adjective title[?] 'the Sublime' .  Her unspoken name 
ace[ ording] to Rumil: I the. 54 

The vowel -i when not basic (see I and 11) largely agrees with -e in significance, except that 
it is a favoured adjectival suffix or ending: see examples above. 

The vowel -ii when basic largely agrees with o, but is occasionally found in adjectives as 
*slabU 'greasy, fat', Q hlavo, lava. 

Basic r, u; e, a, o have no special significance, but nouns of that class (I) are not used in 
making nouns denoting 'feminines '  or 'masculines' .  

Animal-names usually have no sex; though the later Eldarin languages could mark sex with 
suffixes, or prefixes (as English lioness, she-boar) . Already in CE it seems that animal-names of 
Class Ill with basic final o, used o for the male, and changed that to e for female, and vice versa. 
So rokko, horse, moroko, bear; rokke, mare, mor(o)ke, she-bear; beside kel(e)be, deer, hind; kelebo, 
hart. 55 Nouns of classes I and 11 formed a feminine in e or je, ije, and sometimes a masculine as 
well. So najak-, goat, naike, she-goat (also najako, he-goat); figur, wolf; she-wolf, figurije; figawar, 
were-wolf, figaurije. Special words with different stems naturally also existed for animals 
(especially males) whose appearance was specially marked. As khollo, cock [IKHOL, crow, cry 
aloud], porokr 'fowl'; poroke or khoge 'hen'; mama 'sheep', pollo 'ram'; aras, arasso = kelebo, hart, 
stag [cf . ..fRAs 'horn'] .56 

The masculine -u, and feminine -f that appear in the earlier forms of the derived languages,  
apparently are not derived from CE suffixal -u/f. They are the products of one or more of the 
many divergent forms developed by the sex-suffixes (or prefixes) : wo,je. These could develop 
the following variants:-

51 This is a footnote added in red ink, along with the referencing asterisk in the preceding paragraph. 
52 This paragraph was inserted in red ink. 
53 The final phrase "also in old words ka " was added later in pencil . 
54 This note was added in the left margin in pencil. 
55 Tolkien wrote an "X" in pencil above the form moroko. 
56 Originally following aras was a form arasso, which Tolkien struck through heavily in ink. 
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-wo [hence often later -wa > u] , wo; owo, ow(o), owo; and extended wono, adjectival wona. 
-je [hence often later -ja > r] ,je; eje, ej(e), eje; and extendedjene, adjectivalyenii.57 

Specially frequent, especially as additions to long stems, were a subjective form OlJ (of 
similar formation to those seen in Class I nouns) with absolute -011 and objective OlJO (olJa ?); 
similarly eJ, e1, e1 e (eJa). In forming feminines from nouns inherently male the formsje, ije (< 
eje) were most used: cf. above. In most derived languages OlJ, OlJ would yield [ii] , and e1, ej 
would yield [1] .58 

Quenya examples of OlJ declined from stem owo- are Erii. 'He that is Alone' (Erua, Eruon etc.), 
Turn, Great Lord or King. Of fJ, stem EJE:  Tiirf 'She that is High', Queen (Tarien, Tariel etc.) .  

In addition to the vocalic associations, there were also certain fugitive and unorganized but 
persistent consonantal associations in Eldarin. Such as -t, d with material inanimates; -n (m), r, 
w, k with males, and -l, s,j, th with females. Hence male names were often 'extended' with n, r 
etc ., and female names with l, s, th. So Melko-r, Ezde-l. Compare atar (atan), atta (atto) 'father' 
with amas (amal), amma (amme) 'mother' .  

§6.  a)59 'Personification'. By this in Eldarin is meant the process by which a word that is not 
a 'proper noun', or the name of any unique person, comes to be used as a personal name, with 
or without modification. It was only as the name of an actual person that any word of 
whatever significance was said to be 'personified', and as such it was that person's name (or 
one of them) and did not imply any identity with, say, the natural object otherwise denoted by 
the word, nor any magical or religious association with it. But it implied, of course, a special 
concern with or love for (ndfli in Eldarin t) the thing denoted on the part of the name-giver. 

t A word implying 'devotion' : the special interest that one may feel in anything other 
than oneself for its own sake, disinterested love. The stem itself enters into many 
Elvish names.  Elendfl : 'Star-:lover' (or by the Numenoreans interpreted as 'Elf-friend') . 
*Gala[da]ndiL Q Aldanil (Alandil ); S Gelennil (Gleoennil ) , Lover ofTrees .60 

b) The Eldar did not 'personify', in our sense, abstractions such as 'Justice, Mercy, Love, 
Victory, Life, Death' or the like, or the names of countries, peoples, seasons, or natural objects 
such as earth, sea, fire, river, or star, or even any special or unique object such as Sun or moon 
or particular river or mountain. Their philosophies were many, but according to none of them 
was it held that the existence or being of any idea or 'thing' was of the same order as the 
unique being of each of the V alar or of any one of the Eruhfni (H{ni Iltivataro) or "Children of 
Iluvatar." 

c) The 'names of persons' were contrived in this way, as far as the Eldar themselves were 
concerned. At the "name-giving," or rather "name-making" (Essekarme), a child was given a 
name devised by the parents . This was the name by which that person was usually publicly 
known forever after (except as noted later) . When the child had learned to speak with skill, 
after about seven years among the Noldor who were accounted the swiftest at word-mastery, 

57 The readingyena is clear in the manuscript, and there is nothing to suggest that this is a later addition. 
58 An earlier version of the previous paragraph and this one was crossed out in ink at the top of the same page: 

The apparent 'masculine' ii-nouns, and feminine 1-nouns of later Eldarin languages are the products of 
reductions of the sex-suffixes: male: wo, uwo beside u3o, 30; and femaleje, ije. cf. the adjectives 3ona 'male',jena 
'female' ,  and the prefixes 30n-, yen = he-, she-. [The reading yen is clear in the manuscript.] 

It appears that in Eldarin these originally distinct word-stems made subjective forms. 
59 The letter designations for the paragraphs in this section were added later in pencil. 
60 The brackets in *Gala[da]nil are Tolkien's, indicating alternative formations of the name. "N" » "S" in pencil. 
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and had had time to become aware of his own particular phonetic character or sound
predilections (lamatyave), came the "Name-choosing": Essekilme. 

The Eldar could 'talk' in one year - but by skill is meant a complete command of the 
language in structure & aesthetic. 61 

The Iamatyave was held, especially by the Noldor, to be a characteristic of the person as 
interesting as others (such as colour, height, and bodily aptitudes and peculiarities) , and far 
more important than most, on a par with the most fundamental mental talents and aptitudes .  
This lamatyave the child was supposed to express now in the Chosen Name. In later times, 
when there was a great store of names in existence (which children eagerly learned and 
savoured), the Chosen Name might well be one merely selected from known names, originally 
for the most part the products of bygone Essekarme. But it was still so chosen because of its 
sound-pattern. In elder times, and at all later times most usually, the 'Chosen Name' was 
actually freshly devised, with (or often without) previous significance, as a pattern or sound
sequence that gave aesthetic pleasure, special personal pleasure according to the chooser's 
lamatyave, when contemplating this pattern (non-significant, or emptied of previous 
significance) in relation to himself. 'I 

Note Cf It was a favourite pastime among the Noldor to invent new 'words', or 
sound-patterns applied to some notion. The contemplation of the received notion, 
often some simple one such as 'stone, sea', in relation to a new word-form gave them 
pleasure. If the new pattern was made of the sound-elements of their own tongue, it 
sometimes occurred that the new 'word' (pattern with meaning) gave such pleasure, 
being in accord with the lamatyave of many, that it was adopted into general use, or was 
added to lists of words kept by the lore-masters and so was available for use in 'learned' 
verse .  Many traditions of the actual inventors of well-known words were, and are 
preserved by the Noldor: thus it is reported that v'"MENEL 'heavens, firmament' was 
devised by Quennar of Tuna in ancient days while both Noldor and Vanyar dwelt in 
Tirion, and so is part of the Vanyarin (Quenya) speech and of Noldorin, but not of 
Telerin.62 The more accomplished Word-masters (QuettUri) invented sound-systems 
other than those of their native tongue or studied languages, merely for the pleasure of 
quite fresh 'words' .  

d) This 'Chosen Name' was not often publicly used. But there was no taboo upon it, or 
secrecy about it, except for the normal respect for a person's private concerns. His 'Chosen 
Name' was his personal property, like his clothes, cup, knife, books and so forth, which he 
could lend or share with kindred and friends, but was not to be taken unasked. The use of the 
Chosen Name, except by immediate blood kin of older generation (father and mother) or 
coeval (brother and sister) , was a sign of closest intimacy and love, when permitted - and 
therefore (and not for any other reason) insulting and distressing when used without per
mission or friendship. 

e) It was for this reason that the names of the V alar were so variable, both within one 
Eldarin tongue and from language to language. They had according to Eldarin custom no 
authoritative Made Name. The Names they went by among the Eldar were (at least in origin) 
all titles, denoting this or that function or aspect of the V ala concerned, as they appeared to 
the Eldar: they were parallel to the nicknames of the Eldar not their true names, given or 

61 This note was written in pencil in the margin to the left of the previous sentence. 
62 "Lindar" » "Vanyar" and "Lindarin" » "Vanyarin" in pencil. 
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chosen. Consequently the 'significance' of one of their names could be expressed in different 
sound-material in different languages,  and new 'nicknames' could be invented at different 
times. Thus Manwe (Blessed Ruler or Ruler of Aman, the Blessed Realm) was also Sulimo 
'Breather'; Varda (Sublime) was also Tintalle (Spark-kindler) and Elentari (Queen of Stars); Orome 
(Sound of Horns) was also Taurosso (forest-warden); Melko, Melkor (Great and Mighty) was to the 
Sindar Morgoth (Dark Tyrant) .63 These names were not authentic, for no authority had given 
them. There was no authority that could name the V alar save Eru alone, and it was held by the 
Eldar that beyond and before Ea (the Created World) no precise counterpart to 'incarnate' 
speech existed, while the V alar (self-incarnated at will) had still no need of a word-language of 
their own: they used what tongue they would in converse with the speakers of 'made tongues' . 
Nonetheless the Eldar believe that the V alar preferred, above all the made tongues of the 
Children of Iluvatar, the Eldarin speech especially the Quenya, and that they had in fact each 
taken a Chosen Name in that tongue. But few were the Elves that were permitted to know 
them, and none were there of such stature of being as to be able to use them in address, or 
indeed in speech concerning the Mighty away from their presence. 

0 Two only of such Chosen Names are recorded: Irmo and Ncfmo, the names of L6rien and 
Mandos .  But as these are 'significant' and not specially euphonic they can hardly be true 
Chosen Names of Eldarin sort, and if genuine are rather self-chosen titles in Eldarin form made 
for the purpose of revealing the most fundamental functions or purposes of these V alar to the 
Eldar. (The names appear to signify: Irmo, Desirer, or Master of Desire; and Ncfmo, Ordainer, 
judge.) 

g) Since the Eldar were normally immortal, but anything but changeless - developing new 
talents and tastes, and abandoning (for a while or for good) old ones - their names might 
change.* 

* Especially they might select a new Chosen Name after a long passage of time.64 
Identity was preserved by the permanence, for all formal and as it were legal purposes, of the 
first Given Name. But this might actually drop out of current use. An Elda might wish for it to 
be so dropped and devise a new public name; but far the most common source of change lay in 
the 'nicknames', or 'surnames' (Anessi) ,  which were often given to persons in memory of some 
deed or event, or recording some characteristic. These were parallel to the names of the V alar, 
and had no 'authority', but might become widely known and used. They were usually sub
joined to the Given Name, but might precede it (in adjectival form) .65 The most famous 
instance of the replacement of the original Given Name by an anesse was that of Elwe, lord of 
the Teleri, widely known as Elwe Singollo (or in older form Thingollo), Elwe Greymantle . His 
surname in the later forms of the speech of Beleriand, ThingoL became the name by which he 
was known to all peoples. So, too, Beren was known to the Eldar as Erchamon after the loss of 
his hand at the gates of Angband. 

There was also the Mother's name. The "Father's name" was usual at the Essekarme. 
But it often happened that the mother would be inspired at the time of birth or later to 

63 The attribution of the name Morgoth "to the Noldor" » "to the Sindar" in pencil. 
64 This note (in which the original word "make" » "select") was added in the left margin in red ink. 
65 This sentence originally ended: "but might precede it (in adjectival form): as finwe N6lemo or N6lima Finwe in 
formal use." The form N6lima replaced another preceding name that was heavily deleted in ink; both examples 
were later struck through in pencil. 
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give some name to her child. This Mother's name was added to the Essekarme. [?In] 
some cases [?] adopted as[?] the[?] Essekilme.66 

The most frequent types of anessi were naturally adjectives: tall, high, grey, golden, fair, 
wise,  etc. :  alone or combined or personalized by addition of -o, mo, ro etc. (for males), -e, le, me 
etc. (for females); possessive compounds such as Singollo (cited above), Erchamon (Q Erekambo), 
Onehand(ed), Malaphinde, Goldilocks, etc. :  and the words made with -ndfl (cited above), or the 
similar -ndiir, which originally meant 'attend, tend', as in Ithildur, Isildur, or Valandur. The mere 
names of things, such as 'hill, river, tree', and especially of unique things, as 'sun', were not 
used, at any rate without differentiation: Aldar, Orontor, and the like: for that would imply some 
kind of total equation or identity. An Elf (or Man) would not be called Anar 'Sun' even to depict 
great glory or radiant vigour. Partly because of the feeling of *ndfli ( Q nz1e) for the sun itself, as 
a unique (and unpossessible) thing, and partly because such a name would suggest that Anar 
was a person with a fiia or spirit.67 This was not an Eldarin idea:'l to them Anar was a 'work of 
art', and though it had an indweller that guarded and guided it, she was distinct from it, 
existed before it, and was indeed quite capable of leaving it. Her 'title', being a Vala she had no 
known true name, was Orien. But an Elf or Man could be called Anarion, Anardil, Anarkalin etc. 

'I Naturally in 'poetical' language natural objects could be said to perform certain 
actions normally performed only by rational creatures, or be credited with the charac
teristics of persons. Taniquetil 'the Holy Mountain' could be said to "watch the shadowy 
seas," a river could be said to 'sing joyfully', or Caraoras, the Redhorn, a dangerous 
mountain of the Hithaeglir, could be called 'cruel'. But it is noteworthy that the 
pronouns or verbal forms used with reference to them were never the equivalent of 'he' 
or 'she' . 

An exception to the statement that names of things required modification when 
personalized as names is provided occasionally by the use of a region or habitation as 
the name of its master. But this only occurred in the case of Valar (e.g. L6rien and 
Mandos), who had no real names only titles .  In the case of Elves it was rather the Elf 
that gave the name to the place: it was the "falls of Nimrodel," and it was the Elf-maiden 
who bore that name by right,68 

66 This note was written hastily in pencil in the left margin, without an indication where to insert it. 
67 The original word fiin for 'spirit' was replaced by fea in pencil. 
68 These last two paragraphs were written later in red ink with a fine-nib bed pen. 
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List of Abbreviations 

abl. ,  ablat. = ablative. 
ace ., accus. = accusative. 
adj . ,  adjs .  = adjective, adjectives. 
adv. = adverb. 
all. ,  allat. = allative. 
anal. = analogical. 
AQ = Ancient Quenya. 
arch. = archaic. 
B . ,  Bel. = Beleriandic. 
CE, Corn. Eld. = Common Eldarin. 
cf. = refer to. 
C., corn., comit. = comitative. 
cons. = consonant, consonants . 
cpd., cpds . = compound, compounds. 
CQ = Common Quendian. 
D. = dual. 
D., dat. = dative. 
decl. = declension. 
DN = Declension ofNouns. 
d.sg. = dative singular 
E. ,  Eld., *E. = Eldarin, Primitive Eldarin. 
ed. = edited by. 
e.g. = for example. 
EN = Exilic Noldorin. 
ENS = Common Eldarin : Noun Structure 
esp., espec. = especially. 
etc ., &c. = et cetera. 

Etym. = The Etymologies (in V) . 
fn. = footnote. 
G., gen. = genitive. 
g.pl. = genitive plural . 
g.sg. = genitive singular. 
i .e. = that is. 
Ilk. = Ilkorin. 
1., inst. ,  instr. = instrumental. 
KE = Kor-Eldarin 
loc. = locative. 

med. = medial. 

N., Nold. = Noldorin. 
NB = note well. 
NFC = "Note on final consonants." 
no. , nos .  = number, numbers. 
N., nom. = nominative. 
NQD = "Notes for Q. declensions ." 
n.sg. = nominative singular. 
obj .  = object, objective. 
ON = Old Noldorin. 
OP 1 = Outline ofPhonetic Development. 
OP 2 = Outline ofPhonology. 
OQ = Old Qenya, Old Quenya. 
OS = Old Sindarin. 
OT = 0 ld Telerin. 
p., pp. = page, pages. 
part., partit. = partitive. 
pa.t. = past tense. 
PE = Parma Eldalamberon . 
P., pl. , plur., pls . = plural, plurals. 
PQ = Primitive Quendian; Parmaqesta. 
prec. = preceding. 
prep. = preposition. 
Prim. = Primitive. 
Q. = Qenya, Quenya. 
QT = Qenya-Telerin (see p. 32) .  

q.v. = quod vide, which see. 
rec. = recent. 
S. = Sindarin. 
S . ,  sg. = singular. 
se. = scilicet, to wit, namely. 
subj . = subject, subjective. 
T. = Telerin. 
TQ = Tarqesta. 
TQ 1 = Tengwesta Qenderinwa 1. 
TQ 2 = Tengwesta Qenderinwa 2. 
V. = Valian; Valinorean. 
VT = Vinyar Tengwar. 
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The History of Middle-earth, 12 volumes, 
edited by Christopher Tolkien, 1984-96: 

V = The Lost Road and Other Writings. 
X = Morgoth 's Ring. 
XI = The War ofthe]ewels. 

& = and. 

* = unattested. 

t = archaic or poetic; poetically. 
V =  base. 
1-../, 2-.J, V, = base-form types {see p. xvi) . 
§ = section. 
< = derived from (historically) . 
> = shifted to (historically) . 
« = changed from (in the manuscript) . 
» = changed to (in the manuscript) . 
{ .. .} = deleted (in the manuscript) . 
[ . . .  ] = phonetic spelling; added editorially. 
Tolkien occasionally used brackets to mark text 
he was apparently considering for removal. 
Editorial brackets are placed around missing 
words needed for the sense; expansions of 
uncertain abbreviations; and words that are 
unclear in the manuscript. 

*, **, t, tt, <J, <J<J, <J'I<J, H' = signs used 
by Tolkien to mark his own notes in the 
manuscripts . 

italic or bold text (the difference is editorial) 
is used to represent Tolkien's underlining for 
emphasis, and to highlight sounds, words and 
phrases of Elvish and other languages .  
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